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PREFACE 
The papers in this collection are the'essays written by the merribers of 
a class at SiJIDn Fraser University in "Comparative Cultural Geography," in 
the Spring Semester 1981. The research for the papers was conceived and 
carried out within a three TIDnth period, which fact imrnsed limitations on 
the extent of survey work and on the degree of de:tail of the investil_'.;ations. 
The essays therefore should be recognized as tentative, and regarded as 
p:rngress D?}X)rts and as invitations to further, lengthier research. 
A general introduction, parallelinr, the direction of discussion in the 
class, accompanies the nine essays on the topics chose.n and investigated by 
the several students, and covering a variety of ethnic groups and aspects of 
their contribution to the polyglot Vancouver scene. 
No extensive bibliography can be offered here, but beside t.he various 
census publications, the following are basic refen::nces: 
Ethnic groups in British Columbia: a selected bibliography based on 
a check-list of material in the Provincial library and Archives. Victoria, 
B.C. Centennial Commission, 1957. 64 p. 
Krauter, Joseph F. and Morris Davis, Minari ty Canadians: ethnic groups. 
To:rDnto, etc.: Methuen, 1978. (viii) + 178 p. 
Minghi, Julian, editor, Peo les of the livin land: 
cultural diversity in British Cohrrnbia B. C. 
Vancouver: Tantalus Research, 1972. 242 p. 
Norris, John, Stran ers entertained; a histo of the ethnic 
British Columbia. Victoria : B. C. Centenrnal Corrrrross i_on, 
of 
no. 15). 
Raitz, Karl B., "Ethnic maps of North Arrerica," Geographical Review, 
vol. 68, no. 3, July 1978, p. 335-350. 
, "'Themes in the cultural geography of European ethnic 
groups in the United States," Geographical Review, vol. 69, no. 1+, 
October 1979, p. 79-94. 
Schlichtmann, Hansgeorg, "Ethnic themes in geographical research in 
Western Canada," Canadian Ethnic Studies, vol. 9, no. 2, 1977, p. 9-41. 
Walhouse, Frances, "The influence of minority ethnic groups on the cultural 
geography of Vancouver," Thesis, M.A., University of British Colwnbia, 
September 1961. 
It is hoped that the studies here presented will contribute to a greater 
understanding and appreciation among the TIBnY groups that constitute Vancouver, 
and will stimulate the further study of their origins, achievements, and 
expressions, and their special needs. 
P. L. Wagner 
Introduction to Ethnic Vancouver 
by 
Philip L. Wagner 
March 31, 1981 
Diverse and vigorous expression of ethnicity has become a striking 
feature of conte:mp:m3,ry urban Canada. The older heavy dominance of French 
and English speech and ways is challenged now by nEW pluralities from else-
where than the founding Nations. Vancouver, as the "third metropolis," 
displays the heightened rrllllti-ethnic character of the late twentieth century 
Cana.dian large city in its full intensity and complexity, which are the 
subject of this essay. 
Ethnicity: · Elusive Concept 
The obvious variety in languages, genetic stocks, behavior norms, and 
dietary habits, as well as different residential and commercial concentrations 
in metropolitan Vancouver correspond, of course, to a wide range of identities 
and origins, But imperfect categories and inadequate enumeration rrake it very 
difficult to be precise about the constitution of the groups concerned and 
their rnJirerical importance. The self identification and even the personal hist-
ories of mmy persons properly considered "ethnics" do not jibe with their 
designations by officialdom, Jrost academics, or the publ.ic. Likewise those people 
'Nhom such consensus somehow excludes frum "ethnic" status nonetheless exhibit 
traits and backgrounds alrrost equally diverse. 
Canadian multiculturalism does not regaro the francophone and anglo-
phone of native origin as "ethnic" persons in the same way as it classes 
imrri.grants that way, and it also excludes the native Arrerind population 
from the "ethnic" category. Formerly, however, the overriding importance 
of the French/English dichotomy gave rise to a curious classification of 
persons in the census according to their ultiJIBte descent in the paternal 
line, often tracing ostensible "GeTITB11S" born j n Canada of native parents, 
for example, lTllilY generations back to distance ancestors. That sort of 
subtlety reflected thinking in those days in terms of European "races" that 
in fact were haroly rmre than what are now called simply "nationalities," 
and indeed the very word "nationality" was used to designate such categories 
of ancestral national origin. Perhaps the best thing t.hat could be said 
for this quaint system was that it served well enough in keeping score on 
French and English and exotic elements politically significant within the 
special Canadian reality. 
Ancestral origins do not of course necessarily misrepresent a person's 
true ethnicity. They may on occasion coincide with other criteria accepted 
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by the individual and ~~ociety in general for measuring this quality. Con-
tinuity of language, culture, or :religion, for example, over severa,l generations 
might well validate distinctions of such nationality in practice. Yet it 
would appear 1m11e realistic to assess such clues directly in es.tablishing 
ethnic differences. Since a person's speecri, behavior patterns, religious 
faith, and other characteristics rray notoriously differ drastically from 
those of his or her ancestor'S or even parents, the criterion of "nationali iy" 
through descent is highly unreliable and now is justifiably long since abandoned 
in rrany countries, 
Im obvious approach to ethnic origlilS lies through the designation of 
the place of residence or country from which the individual ca,JIR, or was 
finally and .fu:Uy authorized to come, to Canada. The irrunigration services of 
many countries use a similar criterion, and it often serves the general. public 
,1s a rough and ready sou~e of ethnic distinctions . Yet the place~of-origin 
cri t0rion suffers from a number of te Hing defects. first of all, ethnici iy 
ought not be restricted just to immigrants. Other people, longer here, 
frequently identify theITBelves, and behave, in such a way as fully to deserve 
-U l\2 designation too. furtherrrore, the category "immigrant" is evanescent 
mder present Canadian official practice, la,psing three years after entry, 
al ihoup)l etllnici ty m---iy still remain well after individuals have rroved from 
initial landing t" final citizenship or pennanent residence. Another source 
of error lies in tlle fact that the place and jurisdiction registered at time 
of application far emigration to Canada are very often neither the place of 
act11al origin nor l_he residence of applicants, a..nd they are therefore in-
correctly n:~p:resented. In addition, foreign countries too exhibit a diversity 
nf ethnic groups (however one defines them) that is comparable with Canada's 
in mmy cases, and so a simple tabulation of administrative origins is 
missing some-thing vital. In order to keep track of volume of administrative 
c:icti vi ty, immigration statistics must understandably continue to record the 
place of origin of persons coming into the country, however, rather than 
accounting rrore particularly for the true identity of individuals. 
Official Canadian data have been published on two other aspects of 
ethnicity that help to hint, but only hint, at actual diversity. Recent 
censuses have included info:rm=i.tion on home language, intended probably to 
focus on English and French primarily, but picking up nwrerous other idioms 
too, as well as data on the self identifications proferred by respondents. 
Language ma.y or rrey not adequately index all ethnicity in a given context, 
I 
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though; often it does not. Clearly a linguistic competence may not survive 
so long a,s other distinguishing features of a group, and conversely persons 
from outside a group may sometimes master and habitually use its language--
as is cOJIJJTPn in some areas of Europe, for example , or in India.. furthernure, 
the severa,l varied ethnic gruups whos.e native tongue is one or another variety 
of English could be overlooked by this. criterion. 
The way a person may identify hi.nself or herself would seem a fair 
approximation to a true identity, but what of deliberate misrepresentation, 
sheer fantasy, or unconscious mistakes? The standards that- an individual in 
isolation may attempt to use, or may falsely claim, need necessarily have 
nothing at all really to do with affilitation or affinity with a specific 
group, whereas for "ethnicity" to remain a meaningful and useful concept 
it rrrust refer to social groups and not the idiosyncracies of single subjects. 
Other objections also occur. If declarations are to be not forced--and 
therefore not be worthless evidence--how, for example, can a respondent be 
restrained from answering, say, "Canadian" to a query about identification, 
even when he or she is evidently a fresh arrival or a member of a well 
authenticated special group? How are volunteen:d re~>[Dm;es reducible to some 
finite standard nomenclature? 
Perhaps the single nnst effective way of JTEasuring ethnicity in Canada 
today is by assessing participation in the activities of certain kinds of 
groups within society that stand explicitly for ethnic status. Constituted, 
ongoing social groups with the declared objective of maintaining given languages, 
religions, arts, and other cultural comp::ments drawn from elsehwere in the 
new Canadian milieu, or links political and social with a fonrBr homeland, 
would for instance amply qualify as "ethnic institutions," and membership or 
steady invol veITEnt in them ought to serve to indicate d corresponding ethnic 
identity--ooth because an individual who thus participates must more or Jess 
expressly erribrace the declared ethnic purposes or the institution, and 
because its merribers must in turn acknowledge his or her entitlement to that 
participation. This kind of group accordingly invests its members, in the 
face of general society, with syrribols and credentials of ethnicity, as well 
as affording them a rne.asure of reassuring solidarity and collective security. 
The kind and character of their participation in such social groups will 
necessarily be varied, according to individual circumstances. 
L 
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Seen thus, "ethnicity" mm;t be regan:lPd as a,t most a, special case o:f 
individual involvement with society, under which in this particular sort of 
case, the participants are grouped selectively by language or some other of 
the features indicated, rather than for instance in conformity with their 
professions, political outlcx)k or leisure tastes. A degree of difference 
from the host soci~ty is, however, also implica.ted and influential. It is 
justified to speak of "ethnic minorities," for it is all too clear that the 
numerical (or at least political) inferiority of ethnic individuals can 
unpose on them a rnwerful disadvantage that requires especial remedies. At 
the sarne time, the notion of "minority" as such should not be confused, as 
often happens, with that of "ethnic group", for many instances of not par-
ticularly ethnic kinds of minorities exist in ITDSt societies--e .g., the 
elderly, the highly educated, or the vegetarians. 
The idea of racial (i.e., genetic) difference often enters into dis-
cussions of social minorities, and the clarity of the term "ethnic" has 
been Llurred by its application in the United States particularly to (real 
nr assuITJE'>d) racial/gPnetic isolates when considered as minorities, yet with 
an accompanying denial of any substantial cultural separateness in these 
social catPgories. Black people there are held to constitute an ethnic 
minority yet to be culturally American like their white neighbors. This 
twists 11Pthnicity" too far. Race, or external phenotype, nay help to 
catep;orize people--though probably for no very wholesome purpose--but 
need have no connection with culture, national origin, self identification, 
pdrticipation in constituted ~>ocial proups, or any other acceptable criterion 
nf ethnicity. In Canada the concept of "race" was all too recently still 
overtly applied in immigration policy as well as education, residential zoning, 
and a variety of other doma.i~s, but it now lacks official relevance and is 
invoked by vulgar prejudice alone. 
Thus rranifest participation in so:rre kind of social institutions seem:; to 
nff0r the :rrost suitable single criterion for recognizing ethnicity and ethnic 
distinctions. Such a measure evidently may produce perceptions somewhat 
or entirely different from the ones arising out of national origin, ancestry, 
race, language, or self identification, but any realistic picture of ethnicity 
must involvP all such aspects in unison, and judgeJTlent is required. The 
comph,xities obsPrvable within the actual community IIB.k:e this apparent. 
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The Complex Communi _!Y 
Althoug)l. participation in specific institutions m1y provide the single 
IIDst generally reliable and valid criterion of ethnicity, this sort of clue 
can by no means. definitively solve all probleJIE of resolving ethnic identities. 
Certain complicating principles apply, 
Many or even :rrost nominal ethnic entities distinguio;hec1 on the basis of 
national origin or residence at time of emigratinn prove in fact to be com-
]Xlunded of several distinct and often antagonistic clerrcnts. Arrnng those 
prominently respresented in Vancouver, the "Germm" ethnic :··1it (encompassed 
in no single set of institutions!) comprises such divergent elements as 
Gennan speaking families of Mennonite faith resident all'eady for several 
generations in Canada; }X)St World War II German speaking refugees from fa.stern 
Europe (the so-called Volksdeutsche), some of whom may never have seen Ger-
TIBny itself; bona fide immigrants frcrn GeTITBny, businessmen here representing 
(-~ennan firms, consular officials, students--all of whom an' temporary and 
yet often influential; and people of Ge:rm:m speech who have come to Canada 
after residence, and sometimes birth, in countric:s like South Africa and 
Argentina. The folk called loosely "East Indians" prove even rmre diverse: 
the term as JX)pularly used covers Pakistani MusJirrs of various languages and 
sects; Bengalis from Bangladesh; Punjabi Sikhs (by far the rrost numerous 
element); Fijians of somewhat reIIDte South Indian "Hindu" origin; fast Africans 
of Marathi or Gujerati ancestry and Shi'a Muslim faith speaking English at 
home; persons of predominantly but not exclusively East Indian descent of one 
kind or another (and often Presbyterian faith traceable to Canadian missionary 
exertions:) , who come frum Caribbean co1mtries and talk Creole and English; 
and a few Parsees, Sri Lankans, retired Gurkha so1dierc.J, and others. Many 
further groups such as Italians, Filipinos, and Jugoslavs shav like diversity. 
Often the distinctions within the ostensible major group mean so much to the 
people concerned that they scrupulously maintain separate patterns of assoc.iation, 
such as the utterly distinct Serbian, Slovene, and C:ruatian political, religious, 
and fraternal organizations, arrong 'Which no great love is lost. 
The memb.ers of ethnic cornmuni ties in Vancouver or other immigrant ci tics 
tend to have came from son~ few sharply restricted areas of their respective 
hrnrelands. A large part of the population originating in Jugoslavia emigrated 
from the islands and adjacent coasts of Dalnatia. The Vancouver PortuguesP 
came to a large extent from the Azores Islands. The prep::mderant elerrent in 
IW'' 
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the local Italian comrrnmi ty is now from Calabria and nearby proYlnces of 
the soutl1. In this latter case, or in that of the Greeks, distinctions arrong 
localities of origin are enshrined :i:n a plethora of home district social clubs. 
/\rrnnp; about 18, ooo· Greeks in Vancouver (from throughout that country, Cyprus, 
and overseas colonies), the.t-ie are said to exist 54 clubs and societies oriented 
10 particular old country loC'a.li ties! 
Owing a.t least in part to "push" factors of a political or religious 
nature in respective homelands, there occur a disproprtionate number of certain 
srrall but rather "aberrant" social elP.ments armng emigrants from certa.in countries. 
Thus, notoriously, overseas Chinese (including people merely of rerrote Chinese 
descent) make up a large percentage of the recent imnigrants from Vietna.m, 
including the boat people. The East Africans of Asian descent already referred 
to are another such contingent, along with people of European stock from Guyana, 
Jamaica, Barbaoos, and other ]Erts of the West Indies; Catholic Creole "Portuguese" 
from Malacca and Macao; or Saha.' is and Zoroastrians recently fled from Iran. 
''Secondary migration" to the area, involving people who belonged to 
recent irrmigrant stnck in their former homelands~-a category strongly over-
Jtipping with -the one above--occurs quite frequently. A number of immigrant 
Black residents of Vancouver actually were boon in Britain, and in fact the 
actual nuniber of txJth Black and "East Indian" persons in Canada rerrains vague 
because of the rrn1l ti plici ty of categories of origin (like British or West 
Indian) tllat hide in turn a multiplicity of ethnic and genetic differences. 
Armenian people, represented in modest nurrbers but numerous enough to support 
an Armenian Ap:)stolic 02ligi_cu; congregation, came via lTBllY way stations over 
severql generations from the oriental horreland around Ararat. The history 
of immigrants of foreign origin also frequently involves intervening residence 
in other places within Canada before settleJIEnt in Vancouver--a feature coJI11IDn 
as well to the native Canadian population of the city. 
A large nurriber of the irnmig:rants and other people of non-Canadian cultural 
origin are autoITBtically alrrDst "invisible" because they come from some kind 
of cmglophone stock. American~; and British count armng the largest imnigrant 
contingents, not to mention South Africans, New Zealanders, Rhodesians/ 
Zi1rbabweans, Australians, Irish, and so on. (In 1980, out of 18,583 immigrants 
to British Colurribia, 3,084 were from the United Kingdom and 2,096 from the 
Uni i.(~cl State~,-~togf'ther nearly 28% of the total). The degree of "ethnic 
parti ci pa ti on" of these several sorts of anglophones is hard to gauge. One 
----
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iJJ1fDrtant congeries of gn:iups, consisting of the native Amerinds, though 1argely 
anglophone by now aY'P notoriously and painfully neither assimilated nor hoITD-
genecus culturally and socially. Culturally, the rx-~ople from the north and 
south of England itself differ noticeably a.TIDng thermelves, to :=;ay nothing of 
the contrast between them and the Welsh and Scots. Tho di:::;tincti ve identities 
are organized to some extent thrDugh clubs devoted to the art~; (Welsh singing 
societies, Highland dance groups), sports activities, and even religion. The 
"Aussies" and New Zealanders join forces to support their c:wn association with 
its clubhouse, ernphasi zing sport and conviviality in a way quite typical. 
Arrong anglophones, West Indians of Africcm and mixed African ancestry stand 
apart through their highly developed musical culture and associated lifeways. 
Altogether the factor of ethnic diversity, including institutional exprc's~aons, 
is probably a good deal JTDre developed aJTDng the "anglos" than has ever been 
well docurrented, but it shows up less noticeably than the cultural distinciveness 
of many of the other groups. 
Some native born Canadians, at the same tirre , continue their part'nts' 
invol verrent in ethnic institutions, and so m:ty qualify for some purposes as 
ethnics, Whereas other of their fellows of like origin dissociate them->elves 
from parental ways, and are only mistakenly (and perhaps ITB.liciously) assigned 
to the respective alien categories. Thus Canadians of ei thcr an East Indian 
or Glinese descent who have never learned the ,-mcestra1 language and culture 
can belong fully to the Canadian mainstream, but rn~atrrent as outsiders ITBY 
nonetheless bedevil them. Yet rejection of a foreign heritage is not invar-
iably the norm with either these or other native born descendants of immigrants. 
Because of a strong sense of national heritage, nrnnen:ms families continue to 
assert Ukrainian affiliation al though dorresticated here for several generations. 
Comparatively few of Vancouver's loyal Ukrainians were born in the Ukraine. 
Of course, the existence of a partial identification with so:rre ancestral culture 
l 
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does not conflict with full involvement with the mainstream, and in fact niay 
be regarded properly as an optional feature of the latter, in which at least 
in theory the "cultural mosaic" is a valued property. 
Explicitly corporate gn::iups, usually but not always of a religious 
character', maintain a distinctive variety of ethnicity unlike, and JIDre enduring 
than, the .immigrant variety in general. The majority of such groups are rural, 
and their urban members few and rather disaffected or slack: in their observance 
of group norms. 'The pn)minent Canadian corrrnunal bodies such as Mennonites of 
various persuasions, wukhobors, and Hutteri tes, have representatives aimng 
Vancouver's popul,±tion to be sure, but rrost people from their rural colonies 
who corne to the city in so doing break with their inherited tradition. The 
rural way of life and the faithfulness to German or Russian language as an 
associated isolating nechanism are antithetical to what the city represents. 
Some branches of the Mennonites in particular, however, have adapted to the 
url:Bn scene and in effect become just one more churcll congregation without 
the former Gennan-Russian ties. In fact one such urban group of Mennonites 
consists of individua1s of Chinese background! 
'The Jews, on the other hand, here as elseWhere appear as overWhelmingly 
an urffin population, but mst are "ethnic" only marginally if at all. Members 
of Orthodox temple congregations and especially some families of Chasidic 
backgn:llmd--not comm.Jn in Vancouver--do preserve rrore of their old traditions. 
Altnr:;ether the ,Jewish community in Vancouver is smaller and less visible than 
What is typica 1 in North Arnerican cities. 
Another corporate, excl 11si ve gn:mp are the Romany. The travelling habit 
and their or•igin in several Curopean countries help canceal the presence of 
the~ Cypsies but a colony exists, and Vancouver is a stopping place for mobile 
ramiJy gynups thA.t follow the traditional vocations and loyally hold to customs 
and values seldom exhibited to strangers. 
All the foregoing groups--often multi-ethnic in themselves, insofar as 
rrernbcrs arie conversant with a variety of languages and come from different 
countries--sha:n? the trait of -total institutional distinctiveness to the degree 
that rnembers still belong fully, and so they exemplify ethnic participation 
1-n an extreme form, although thP religious aspect is uncomrronly accentuated 
u1 the greater munbt:r of them. 
Religion plays a varied role in ethnic differentiation. The case of the 
Chinese, for Whose majority C'u1ture religion (unless it be a recently adopted 
Christian faith) has fuzzy boundaries and does not serve to differentiate 
arrong sub-groups, contrasts dramatically with that of the far flung, polyglot 
F 
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East Indians, a clumsy category that embraces vividly diverse religious l:xxJies. 
Thus Vancouver has a Parsee corrununity; several Vishnuite and Shivaite temples 
servicing regional devotees fn:)m various parts of Tndid; two major bodies of 
the Sikhs, the largest single gn:mp; and tlM::l or thn~c Shj_ 1d Muslim bodic~s with 
their own TIDSques and other institut-ions. Because of a deliberate selection, 
the city has becorre a maJOr gathering place for the IsrIBili Muslim'.:;, many of 
whom came from East Africa to join the prosperorn:; ancl influential Vancouver 
colony at the express request of their religious leadership. 
Separate religious congregations tend to spring up rather readily to 
serve discrete ethnic elerrents, anrl around them cluster ot-hr'r institutions. 
The French Canadians of Maillardville and those of the Heather Street enclave 
focus on their respective churches, around which group the buildings of school, 
credit union, and other visible institutions as well as c1ubs and cultural 
or sport societies of various kinds. 1he Polish CdthoJ ic churrll of St. Casimir 
was founded explicitly to serve and guide the high1y crntripetdl community of 
some 30 ,000 Poles, and with it went a school, a cr<xli t union, [;oci al , cultural, 
athletic, and patriotic organizations. Other Cathollc' churches wen: ~~imLJarly 
established for Italians, Gennans, Portuguese, llunr,c:1ri.m[__;, !Jniate !Jkruinians, 
Croatians, Slovaks, and Chinese, and mass is regularJy said in several other 
languages as well. Separate Lutheran churches serve Estonians, Finns, Danes, 
Latvians, Norwegians, Swedes, Hungarians and C'-,errndns and their new less ethnic 
offspring. Many Evangelical denominations have special churches for their 
Olinese, Japanese, Korean, I tali an, Genna.n, and other ethnic adherents. 
Not only differences in local origin, buL those of :_:;ociaJ class can play 
an important role in subdividing groups. Especially when, like the Cennans, 
people have come together from a wide range of backgroum.ls and their nunibcrs 
include everything from tracJi tional and rather "back:wdnl" pcasdJ1ts to hyp<.:er-
rrodern, well educated business executives and cnp)neers, w:ist cliffen::mces of 
culture mntent and emphasis may be evident within the gn1up. The degree to 
which an "official" or "high" standard cul turE' from a fon:>ign area is manifested 
in the institutions that an ethnic group establishes u1 Ccmada de_pends by and 
large on its social composition and articulation, which may in turn reflect 
conditions in the homeland. In some cases the contrasts in social origins rnay 
give rise to a multiplicity of ethnic institutiorn~ of varied social standings 
and cuJ tural orientations, and perhaps even to outs rnken rivalries c:J..rrnnr. t hr :rr1. 
"(': 
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rl1nt; irnmign:mi- Itclli,i;1:.; f-orrn ,1 rnul titude ol r~gic1naL cJsr;c1cir1tion:; when' rJiv(:r'-
gent dialects prevail and di r ierent customs are observed, whereas the institutions. 
of thE' Polish or Korean colonies reprPsent thE' strong Wlifonni ty of standard 
riatii)nc:iJ culture obtaining :in t-he n~specti ve homelands ,aJld in fact reinforce 
dlld propagate that version dcti vely agai ns.t whri.tever might compete. 
SociaJ class and the closely related factor of schooling also influence 
the degree of retention of ethnic cultures. in general. The more educated the 
persnn--in whatever ldflgL1age ancj tradition--probably the more likely he or 
:;he i:; to relinq1Jish a dependence on (not neces.sari1y devotion to) imported 
·~thnj<' 11cin11s and usages. The'. Latvian and I:stnniii.11 Canadians in Vancouver 
;;un~ly take second plac-e to no one in their loyalty tu icjeals and traditions 
nf Lhcir oJcl home] ,:met;, but Uwy also tend to enter comfortably into ordinary 
Canadian life much TTKYn' readily than peop1e from countries that have lain less 
('TT!J:fl,11;is ori ecJucdt ion. A LH'l~c continp,ent c>f these penple of Baltic back-
.r:munrl works in prDfE~sr;innal ancl engineering fields, for example, and it is 
primarily thrDugh foJklor0 ~:;ocieties and religious bodies--and of course 
[*'r~;onal i'riendship nctworks--that their separate identity is manifested. 
Hornes and Meet ingplaces 
The spatial patterns formed by ethnic groups, whatever definition of the 
latter be ernploypcJ, themselvef3 foll into several distinct categories. Whether 
11at-inn11ity or plac-e rd· origin, patemol ancestry, home lc:1np;uage, self identi-
r i cdt j, m, or afTi] i <Jt ion with so~ specified social institutions provides the 
i_mii<·ator nf ethnicity, "ethnic:" incJividuals thus distinguished may them-
coelvr:~; lJP lnc-atecJ by n:sidenc••, and their concentrations plotted thus directly; 
11r the services they pcitroni7.e and institutions they Sllpport, instead, can be 
plotted to produce a scheme of ethnic districts. The one criterion may or 
rn.iy nnt Irk-itch the other well. Evidently the "Italian district" along Commercial 
I lr i W' ,md r:as 1- Hi:1.St ing~~ is inhabited by large minorities of East Indian, Chinese, 
,irnl nativr:: Indian bac..kr;rournJ wmng others, as we]l as the Italian born and 
their offapring--a1thoup,h commercially anrl institutionally it looks more Italian 
1han anything else. The heavy, virtually exclusive Chinese character of 
C.hinat c1,m, centering on Main and Pender Streets, serves as a focus for a large 
! x1puJ d1 ion nJ Chinec';r> arn'e~; 1-ry, formerly ~>egtY'8ated in a g;hetto in this area 
wh0r1 it wac; <1 vastly srna1 ler group, but today cJisper>Sed throughout the metro-
p;l item z.nnr:, In cY>ntn-y;t c1gain, the large c~ettlernent of people of East Indian 
l>dd/;rnLUxl i_rnrn<YlLJtP Ly north of Southca..s t Marine Drive exhibits but a few com-
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mercial outlets serving in particular this speciµ1 cl icntcle. The major 
rationale of their location--within walking distar1cc llf the splendid new Sikh 
temple--is the practice in their faith of visits daily to the place of wc:x".:>hip. 
The uncertcrinties of ethnic classification remarked upon alrea.cly make 
it all the harder to delimit ethnic districts of a city, especially if r-c~;idencc 
be taken as criterion. f'nr the more prominent convent i ondlly definPcl groupr.:>--
Chinese, East Indian, Ita.liun, Ct->nnan, Ukrainian, fm' ('Xc1lnple--ccn:;u~; countr;, 
by tract, of language us~d at home pennit an cc; t-im1t(~ nn such d bdsis, Ly-
passing all the complications mentioned and igncwir1g ch::rrr'rr1 _ ~:>til 1 ethnic 
but linguistically assirniJated. For the many smaller group~; the census docs 
not give sufficient datu for such plotting. In only two or t-hrec tn-1ct~-; do 
the homes of designated ethnic groups constitute cl majority, whereas cl:::;c-
'itJhere they represent nothing more than pluralitic:::> or somr:thir1g less among 
mixed populations. 
The residential distributions wouJ d pe:rhafG_ become much more apparent if 
accompanied hy cJearer landscap2 expressions. The enduring vi~:;ible reminders 
of the presence of the various peoples corLstitutc a disdprnintjngly smdl L 1i~;t, 
however. 01inatCMn, which in fact accounts for 0I1Jy a !3Tlldl l percentage of the 
homes of people of Chinese background, exhibits by fur thl' most r<'acli]y ,mcJ 
widely n?cognizable ethnic features in its architcctur'c, in the form of details, 
but not basic structure, of several blocks of bui lclings, as well as ::;igns j n 
Chinese characters. Curiously, the next rrnst pn:Jrnincnt cli~:;play of foreign 
language signs, in the Central Business District, betokens no such permanent 
component of the population; on restaurants and souvt>iu r ~;ho]XJ, they adclres~:; 
sojourning businessmen and tourists from LTapan. 
Other landscape m:i.rkers correlate lcs::> fully 1,<Jith the residence ot v,iriou_; 
ethnic groups. The traclcs of stonework ,md brick layin1->, curru11on aJTK:mg Italian 
immigrants, as well pe:rhaµ:; as old crnmt:ry predilections for stone walls ancl 
patios and outside statuary, find sporadic expression in areas primari1y of 
Italian concentration--h11t not enough to crnmt on. In the close-in zone of 
heaviest German language concentr'ation, on lower rnJ}>er and VichJria '.3trcct-s, 
the telltale evidence of s1:otle.ss double, fancy, full length white window 
CUY·tains ( Cardinen) marks many Cerman houses, and the unusually zealous main-
tenance of property may itself here arrount to an 0thnic clue ill3 welJ. A 
scattering of older hc,uses, pointed bright in blue arnl white, just south or 
Bn_)adway and east of Artmtus St r'(~ct, pYDclaim the prc~:''ricc of Greek familic~;. 
Such 111_1J''kers do not faithfu1ly rcf'lect ethnicity, however, for most h011c,;0~f,; 
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even ln Cl r,i ven ,~thnic district lack them. Their ma.in significance is that 
whenever tJ1ey do occur, they tend to be restricted to the group in question. 
Corrrnercial services cmd outlets serving certain ethnic grDups may offer 
bet Lc•r clues to their locations, but do not necessarily coincide with residence 
patterns. German owned or oriented bakeries, travel agenices, and delicatessens 
can be found throughout the metropolitan region, in shopping centers and along 
conan•:rcial street";, for· i n.stcmce, regardless of the fact of concentration of 
the Ccnnan f.X)pulation in the area just mentioned and in Surrey, Richmond, and 
~;cctinn;3 of the North Shore. The purf.X)rtedly "Gennan" shopping zone along 
Hob~j(m "~;tnlSse" dcwntown hcJ..s by now preserved only a handful of authentically 
Cennan establishments. ne.s pi te the fact that the heterogeneous German f.X)p-
ula.tion was the largest of all Vancouver's non-anglophone immigrant grDUfB at 
the most recent full census, it is served by only one exclusively German 
bookshop, whid1 at that turn;, out to be religiously specialized (a clue, 
pcrlv1ps, to social origins within this ethnic group here). The large Italian 
colony also lacks a major bookstore. 
Conversely, the ubiquitous small family groceries operated by Chinese 
rx~uple seldom signal concentrations of Chinese, and most of them do not sell 
Odnesc pnxJucts in particular. The dispersal of Chinese restaurants throughout 
the; rnctrD[:X)litan an~a lik(~wisc has nothing special t0 do with Chinese residen-
t irJJ J ocat ion::;. 
On the other hand, specialty shopping facilities catering directly to an 
I laLi,m cJientele--tnwel app __ ncies, shoe shops, tailoring shops, meat markets, 
bakeries, harc:lwan' and home furnishing establishments--al1 with an intensive 
(omJl1d: ;i~; on distinctive Italian pn~forence and taste, cluster strongly in the 
clff'a:-; where people of Italian origin or ancestry (along of course with many 
(illwn;) Jive, and especially where they regularly walk. The most prominently 
"<,thnic" scenes in Vancouver1....-Creek, Italian, and Chinese--are vastly rrnre 
1K~dc~;trian than _1s the city as a whole. 
Although the spectrum of Vancouver restaurants is vast, and the locations 
r)f d·hnic restaurantf; do not by any rreans invariably conform to ethnic residen-
tial clic3tributions, -the Italian and C~reek cafes and restaurants, and Chinese 
tc~,1 ho11:.:;c~;, do tend to occur preferentially within the respective home areas 
,mcJ f\1 serve (sometimes only ilt hours when the outside "tourists" are not present) 
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an ethnic clientele that comes by foot. As this sugge.c;ts, relationships 
between immigrants and cars deserve investigation on account of what they 
might reveal about the adaptations, sociability patterns, preferences, and 
economic status of the different groups. 
People of all Vancouver's ethnic gruups do congregate in the most literal 
sense of the word, at certain tim2s and places, and thcxc>c locales where thLc> 
phenomenon so visibly occurs might stand for their focali ty, although such 
places do not always locate in the geometric centen3 of the areas of their 
dispersion. Many churches like those previously mentioned ~ 0rve this way as 
focal points for ethnic congrep;atiom;, and indeed at tirnc~~ pnwiclc the on! y 
physically fixed and permanent collective meetinp; plc1cc for an ethnic [',roup. 
A fair estimate of ethnic drnrches and ethnic con1_i,r1C:p;atiullS mectins in the 
premises of other bodies would certainly be above Cl hundred in Vancouver and 
vicinity. Some of these congregations attract members or visitors from some 
distance, including, as in the case of the severa1 Latvian churches, people 
from across the international border. 
Associated oftenest with ethnic parishes and conp;regcl tions, schools that 
foster the retention and propagation of ancestral languages operate after the 
regular school hours (as in the case of the 01inese) or on weekends (for 
Hebrew, Japanese, Armenian, Greek, Punjabi and Hindi, anci an illlcertain number 
of other languages) • Polish, French, and Italian Catholics , and in nearby 
towns Dutch Refonned, have parish schools instructing at least partially in 
the IIDther tongue. At least one German ldI"lgUd.P,.e prognun fun ct iom; on Ll t ay 
basis. 
Social centers and c1ubhouses, on occasion Jinked with churches, of for 
places for convivial encounter and cultural activitic:.:; for many groups. These 
range from large institutjons like tlic Russian Comrrnmi tv Centre, the ltaJi,m 
Cultural Centre, and the D:;utsches Haus through do;c;cns of distinct ethnic 
clubs with their own facilities--over thirty readily identifiable in the 
telephone directory--to Sffi.3.11 societies of regional chanlcter, e.g. the famee 
Furlane, Circolo Abbruzzese, <:md Calabria Society illlcl mdny like them a.rrrn1g 
the Italians, or the very numerous village, district and family associations , 
all intertwining, arrong the 01inese. 
Many ethnic groups maintain old age homes for their rnernber.3. Icelandic, 
Norwegian, Swedish, Dani~:>h, and finnish organization:=; of th:G kind, for 
L 
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, 'XdiflJ • l r , cJ U'.~ ter' clcx;eLy near each other in South Burnaby and adjoining East 
'-hrir'o11vcr. Var:iou'; other ~3orts of c;ocidl service in..sti tutions look af-ter 
';pr 0 ial ncecls of the aged or infirm or dc~stitute of many gnmps. 
Veterans' o:rgcmi za.tions, sporting clubs, cultural societies, and interest 
groupc-; fi U out the pic:1:ure of diverse association that marks the ethnic sectors 
of tl1c city. A whoJE; complex ECop;rciphy of :;oeidl linkage and participation, 
yet 1o be investigated, con::;ti tute~; the ~~pecial milieu of the imnigrant, and 
bu! !er::; and relieves the difficult encounter with the host environment. Too 
Ji ttlc infonnation still can be assembled in regard to all these special 
1'tlmic :~ocio-spatidl univer:;c:; to n_ffo:rd a proper basis for discussion of their 
char'act r;r <md inf! uence, but for m.:my pcuple in Vancouver this geogra}hy is 
sun~ly the most vital one in daiJy livint;. 
TI1e Ethnic Milieu 
Kirchip dnrl clm;c f t•icmlship are the cornerstones of a secure identiy 
within tile city. Convivial encounters in the institutions cited earlier, as 
well as regular c'xdun11,CY; in the neighborhood and via telephone (that peerless 
~;uli~;t i tutc for vi l1age pump; ancl marketplaces!) maintain the necessary net-
worb:; of communicdtion to C'r1<low the ethnic p;rouµ:; and subgnJups with vivacious 
i_fl tcn1ct ion. With conf incment to the fjhctto gone, how else would groups remain 
in contact inti_rrntc enouvJ1 t:o ke~~p them separate'? 
f:lui the constitution of Uw ethnic milieux just alluded to remains a 
nu1tcr· for· the mx;t lkrrt still awa_itir1g r'Ca] resear•ch. The general community 
l,J('il it-ic:·; of ethnic ent·it ic~~ can br~ better SUinma.rized than can the welter 
ut :;pecia l i zed &;~,;ociat iorn;, clubs, soc_ictics, and orr;anizations devoted to 
the ;r,reat vcrcicty ot pen~onal needs <mcl interests arrong the immigrants and 
c· t lu ii c~ ix; n;ons, wh j 1 c profcs~:> ional ancl commercial services attending to their 
:;pcc'.i.11 n'quiremE:' __ nts dY'P. stil 1 less readily detailed. This represents but one 
,,[ d 1111rrtl>cr of -1,lJ'.'gely geogrnrhic questjons that pertain to ethnic groups within 
t l1C' cj ty. About '.;ud1 qw~:>tions thi~; brier essay can orfer only tentative 
The pdrt iculcn' ppograJil ic dis tributiur1 o 1 the different grouµ:; , and the 
rel at i oi 1 thcn~to of facj litie~-; desi~~ncd to serve them, pose a general problem 
tl1dt (].:serves analyc-;ic> when the delta can be suitably assembled. The degree of 
(h·1x·nrlc'JW(' and orir'ntation of inclividu.-iL; upon such special sources of help 
,ulll (''Hlt dct, anci tht1s thr~ intc'm;i_ty of circulation within r>espective socio-
~;pdl 1 dl Lie l(b, p-·x;e tlwi r own inten's ting issues. In this connection, language 
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may be vital. Interpretation and translation arc an often overlooked but vital 
element within the fXJlyglot city, and such lcIDgua.ge needs <:U'•~ cate11ecJ to--no 
doubt in a1 together insufficient mea..sure--in Vancouver by a smal 1 eroup u! 
sp:;cial agencies such as MOSAIC (Multilingual Orientation Service Association 
for Irnnigrant Communities) and SUCCESS (Uni tcd Chinec>c Corrummity J~nrichmen t 
Services Society). Constant calls for language help in ciU encounters with 
officialdom, or medical emergencies, absorb the greater part of the capacities 
of these agencies, and the person unable to comnunicate adequately in English 
usually has to deal with shopping and the :like~ tmdidcxl. Th,, r'clativc suf-
ficiency of the "sup[-XJrt envinxITTlcnt" in takinl', c,n·c of cla1 l y nccdc;, <i;;~;c:;'.;ccJ 
in terms of different language and cultural critc1'i0, would make a worthy 
topic of investigation. 
Related is the ma.tter of prDv1s1on for the ~;pecidl clietaxy need:; of 
various communities. Some seem well pn:>vided for: oric~ can easi 1y find c-;horr.; 
that stock the necessary ingredients for Italian, Crl'.:'ck , Portuguese, Ccrma.n, 
01inese, Japanese, East Indian, Caribbean, Mickll(; r>i.stern, PhiJjppinc, KOY'Cdfl, 
and Dutch dietary. No doubt they cover, am::mg them, JIKLt r>cquircrnc:nt:::; of d 
number of the other ethnic gn:>ups. The European people patronize their own 
butcher sho:i::s with old cmmtry cuts of meat ancl Sclusages, as well as bakeries 
that offer traditional breacl:·_; and pastry. Not on Ly can the ,J cwfah shup\)(!I' 
find his kosher meat, but Scots can go to Scottish butchc:r.=; tcXJ. l or the 
East Indians, certain exotic vegetables and a tremendous range of ~;p1ces, 
locally otherwise unkonwn, appear crucidl, and the exotic :;riice f.>hop i::; 
perha:i::s the East Indian landscape symbol par excellence. f'i::;h and tfah 
products dominate the peculiarly Japanese assortment or- l<J<idstuffs, whid1 
appears of course in one sma.11 sector of PowE;]J ~;tn;r·t, but aJso in dowritarJn 
localions CiTtd (a]ong with Di1Lch and Indu,1;:;i_.~J1 fr">•L, ; r :,,~11<: r<'>J:;on) t'VL'I1 
in the large markets in 1nost shopping ccntcn;. l\:uplc of Chinc:>e hcritl,1-';c 
frDm all over the region patronize markets in 01inatcwn with sidewalk di:;pl iys 
of a wide variety of fruits and veR;ctables. Thus the shopping facilities within 
Vancouver' may well satisfy tl1e needs of practically all dlmi_c grnups of any 
con...siderable size within the region. 
Other services may be less satisfactory. Medicd1 carie may well suffoc 
from linguistic barriers, for what does a non-I-.:ngJ j~:;h speaker do when con-
sultation with a specialist is called for? Hew de"::.; :--::ud1 cl person survJvc 
emotionally thrDUf,h Cl stdy :11 hospital':' VJ;--1c car1 mii1i;;l;,>1· I;) rx;ychjdtric 
L 
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prnb l c:rn:; nf ~:;ucl1 peop.1 e'? Al thoup,h p11v~> i ci ans occur arnonp; ihc: ffi='lllbers of the 
m:wc: 1il11ncrnus ethnic p;rcn.ir:t.-:;, n()t dl l gn::iuµ; c.m count ori U1(cir· cwn doctur~;, 
anil nurses and other rnecJlcal support personnel can often not communicate 
'" i I I 1 roreisn language monolinguals. Such limi tatiuns aL::o may apply to r:,thc_1 
prDff'c)f;ionaJ <'.UK] admin:i_~:;trative r]orrains. 
Yr't another d[>pect of the cverycJ.1y Vancouver milieu of an ethnic gn:Jup, 
thr~ inf-urmation ncdia include ~~ubstanti.::i1 provision for the neec1s of larger 
E~n 1111c: local m~wc~ pdper~:; published at vary inr; intervals in such languages 
a;::; TL1lian, Swc:disll, Ccnr1c:m, Chinese, ,Jdpanese, Croatian, l~reek, nmjabi, 
f!iJn;:.11·i.rn, dIKl [ldJti~;h; t'd<Ltn pr•c)p;r<inr; nvr:r CTVB, an 0'xpre;>s1y ethnic st,i.tl.on, 
111 <tliritil ,J cloz1•r1 L111p,11agc;:; at pre.;1_•.nl, with C>\'VCt\Jl Jrln::L/'.Jl lcm;.~uuge trans-
rr,1;;:; ! 1 Ji1:; rcrnrn cllTCx;;; t:he tJopler ancl the 1uwcr rn:r,1~r Vclllcy also locally 
HcC'CiVdJ:11c; Cl widr> di_vcn;ity or ncw~~paper.J and !Tk:l2,dZint::) in JIJ<:iny tongues 
bniut~ht in rrom c1scwherc jn Canadu and abn-1ad, available in a r,ood many 
;;JuJ]X~ cJrtd <Jlso :;ome Ji bnny brunches; infrequent television prngrams in two 
r)r I 11 r·r~c -1 <mguc1p;c:~ on TV cab l r:; stationc;. foreip,n bookstores do not exist, 
,;[uri frv:m; an l'X1:c·l1d1t ,Jap,u1l~S·~ and ~.;cve1·ctl t:>mdll 01j_r1t~e u!les, ct French 
:;h!lD wi t-h d. rienrnri :~\'ction, a Ccrman relip,ious bcxJkshop, and a. couple of 
rn<.ruinidn "lxxil<stnr>ec;" :;ellin5~ rn<x;tJy ~;ouvenirs and rrn8azines. The fraction 
of tlw irrmi.p,rant and r·1hnic rnpulation that lai 1s to learn English well 
r¥•fllcJir1:; clC'pri.vr~<i <)f m11d1 nf tltc infonn.Jti()Il on:hndri1y impart:ccd to the 
citi;.c'11, cmd the rnilie11 o! the pen:.~ons thu~; restricted fr; ciCCorclingly impover-
(',,q: irJ<~r'f;1] riv1·ntll, llw r111,3!j1y nl mjliu1 for· the LI!Urti;;rnnt or ethnic 
ir1riivi.!iJ.1! 1k:pr•rirl:; cJhovr' <JI! 1m laci lit ice; for contdi:t with Jike persons 
l I( ·d!d[i; rr10re U11111 (ill exposure I() the r,r~ncn1l CJJkKlicm CCilV j1onment' at least 
rn1l i l .J c0mrmta!Jle Jr,w·l or accommodation ic.: clttdined. "l:thnicity,'~ as a 
'/1 '1~; I' !fl () r· hr•lCHl;',itl)~ll1':;:; dr'fJCTl<lf'nt Oil invrJJVement ill cl series Of ins ti tut ion;:; 
rr1ir1i::tr·r•t11,r~ tn rHY'r1:; rJI. m'.wcorncrs or hoJduut ethnics, can be looked on as a 
iu:i 1-i v'' ..incl nccr';:;;>ny n·coLn~;r'. Whoever ha!:; no dcc""ss to a. social milieu 
i:; rk·fc~11:;r'lcss, and tlw "<'tlmtc" i.nclivirlual depends 11pon the ::;olidarity and 
])(•] ri cir hi:; cw her crnmtrymr'n, including in particular close comracles, and 
thri:;r· t)otmcl by kin::;hip ju~3t- <J:; everyone wirhin the general society depends 
tJp< •r1 ::1d1 ::;hr'.! tE·r dIHl ::upi.xwt from rt>l,itives <mcJ fr·iC"nc!s ,'Jncl certain kinds of 
:-;<i<'i.11 c·rititic:-;. 1:thr1iciiy, a:~ parUcipation i.n cl P,Jvcn kind of social 
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i.::s1:i tutions, holds the key to the advancement ancl well being of many of the 
people of Vancouver. Seen this way, it arrounts to something other than 
mere vestiges of obsolescent usages and loyalties, or obstacles to quick 
assimilation. It deserves to be admired and fosterecJ, and the vital social 
geogra:Phic milieux it creates a.Y'e worthy of our bct-ter w1cJer~;tandin1~· 
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Ethnicity 
What is Ethnicity? In a study of 65 sociological and anthropological 
works, W. Isajiw (in: Ethnicity and Ethnic Relations in Canada by J. 
Goldstein, R. Bienvenue) could find only 13 with some definition of ethnicity. 
He discusses abstract and specific definitions and underlines the distin
ction 
between European and American researchers concerning the definition. In 
a 
conclusion he defines ethnicity as: "a group or category of persons who
 have 
conunon ancestral origin and the same cultural traits, who have a sense o
f 
peoplehood and meinschaft type of relations, who are of 'mmigrant bac
k-
ground and have either minority or majority status within a larger society." 
To his definition, more general, he adds a specific one: "an involuntar
y 
group of people who share the same culture or to descendants of such peo
ple 
who identify themselves and/or are identified by others as belonging to 
the 
same involuntary group." 
From this viewpoint all groups in Canada (with the exception of aboriginal 
people) have inunigrant backgrounds for the last five centuries and we have to 
look for the other important features of ethnicity like cultural traits
. 
sense of peoplehood, Gemeinschafttype of relations and status within the
 
society. 
In the special case of Francophone communities in Vancouver I will 
research for cultural traits (language use, religion), sense of peopleho~d 
(social life, institutions, associations), Gemeinschaft type of relations 
(meetings, festivals, friendships among Francophones, celebrations), and 
status within the society (relation to other groups, participation in the 
majority group, identification). 
1) Introduction 
Francophone people were some of the first explorPrs in British Columbia 
and in 1870 they were the majority in this province. Heavy migration u[ 
Anglophone people in the last century and in this century and also stron
g 
immigration of other ethnic groups since W.W. II placed the Francophone 
community in a minority corner with about 4% in B.C. today and only abou
t 
3% in Greater Vancouver. The Francophone communities are not so strongl
y 
visible as many other ethnic groups in this city (e.g. Chinese, Italian) 
yet they created their own communities. 
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2) A brief histo_!27_Ef Francophone communities in Vancouver* 
a) Maillardville: 
In the last century many Francophone Canadians (mostly from Quebec) 
travelled through B.C. and settled many places in the lower Fraser Valley 
and the mainland. Since growing settlement areas in the Prairies demanded 
supply for buildings the lumber industry of B.C. developed heavily. There 
was a shortage of labour after the beginning of the 20th Century and 
the Fraser Mil 1 Company (in Coquitlam) sent Theroux and Father O'Boyle 
to Quebec to hire French lumbermen. Some 770 persons (40 families) came 
in September 1909 and the mill built a school and a church for them. 
This was the Notre Dame de Lourdes church. The lumber company subdivided 
its blocks of land in Coquitlam into quarter-acre lots ($150.00 each). 
In May 1910 there was another contingent of people coming down from 
Quebec and because of the activities of both fathers (O'Boyle and E. 
Maillardville) there was a rich social life developing in the community. 
In 1913 a post office was created with the name of Maillardville, Every 
year new Francophones arrived and the community was augmented. One French 
Canadian held one of the fire municipal council seats of Coquitlamn. In 
the 1930's there was a great migration from the Prairies to B.C. School 
activities were not very good so that in 1938 a high school was built 
in Coquitlam. More and more Scandinavians, Ukrainians and Anglo-Saxons 
went into the community (1944 a Protestant church was erected). But 
the migration of French Canadians also almost doubled between 1942 and 
1950 (migration mostly from the Prairies). In 1946 a second parish 
was created with the name Notre Dame de Fatima, with a school for 300 
pupils. This parish lwd three fathers (Leduc, Denommee and Demers). 
Several associations helped to maintain the French language and culture 
and in July and August many visitors from Quebec and the Maritimes, 
Ontario, and New England were coming through "la Liason francaise." 
A credit Union and le Cercle Canadien Fran~ais, also two newspapers from 
the Prairies and le Comit~ de l'Gducation tried to develop a comprehensive 
community. 
* a) from Stewart: French Canadian settlement in B.C. 
b) from own research in communities. 
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b) St. Sacrement: 
South of the central hospital of Vancouver on the corner of 15th Ave-
nue and Heather Street a second francophone community developed after 
W.W. II, There was a demand for Catholic priests in the hospital and 
many people coming from the Prairies looked for a French community. 
Therefore the bishop of Vancouver, Mgs. W.M. Duke, created a new parish 
with priests from Montreal (four priests arrived, two for the parish and 
two for the hospital, les P~res du Saint Sacrement de Montr~al). This 
was in 1946 and about 150 families surrounded the new parish. At first 
the parish could only survive with help, money, and advice from Montreal. 
With this help and the money of the parish a caisse populaire, l'association 
canadienne-fran5oise and a school were built up. The school was opened 
in 1954 and all pupils were taught to be bilingual. It was under the 
control of les Soeurs du Bon Pasteur de Quebec. Until today, more and 
more anglophone pupils attend this school and since 1979 the Ministry of 
Education has subsidized the institution by 7/3. But also more and more 
francophone parents sent their children to anglophone schools. St. 
Sacrement is a national parish (paroisse nationale), which means that 
people come from all over Vancouver. 
3) Institutions and Associations of Francophones in Van~ouver. 
a) La Federation des Franco-Colombiens: 
The federation is a federated group of institutions with the task 
of maintaining the French language and culture within an anglophone 
environment. There are sub-branches in Kelowna, Prince George, Kamloops 
and Victoria and other major cities in the Province. The membership 
is about 6,000 people in B.C. To improve the francopi10ne culture the 
federation works together with private and public associations and helps 
to organize cultural festivals, plan regional trips, coordinate different 
cultural organisations, finance the development of arts under certain 
conditions and research for artists. It also helps artists to improve 
their talents. There is an information Centre which diffuses infor-
rnation about the major activities. It deals with lodging, accommodation, 
job opportunities, francophone services (for example doctors, dentists, 
insurance, lawyers, etc.), translaters and teachers, community services in 
Vancouver, Franch activities, information about different governmental 
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French activities, information about different governmental services 
and tourist advice. The Public Relations department has connections to 
the media (press, radio, tt>levision) by promoting conferences, communiques, 
articles, and advertisements. It is organizing public campaigns and 
distributing francophone information about the French language, the 
Federation des Franco-Colombiens, the Federation des franco-candiens hors du 
Quebec and French classes. The federation maintains an education service 
coordinating educational actions. It works to promote a provincial 
association of francophone teachers and an association or a comitee 
for parents. It wants to give francophone parents an incentive to 
send their children to French classes. Another service is the plan 
for family insurance. It protects the family with children to the 
age of 25 in case of accidents. 
The services of: La Federation des Franco-Colombiens in an overview 
Culture 
Community ./:'-..
1
. 
development~ 
Education /\ 
. - ? Information 
Center 1 F.:C· Public Regional J Family 
Insurance Information Services 
b) La Federation Jeunesse Colombienne 
This federation serves the demand and needs of the francophone youth. 
It helps to maintain the francophone culture by organizing festivals, trips, 
camps and meetings. It is not exclusively francophone but anglophone 
participants have to speak french. They have a small newspaper to improve 
writing and reporting skills. 
c) Le Centre Culturel Colombien 
The center was founded in 1972 but until 1975 there was neither a 
program nor any money. Since then much activity developed, beginning 
with art, a gallery and a kaleidoscope. There is also a 200-book library 
mostly for students and a cafe theatre for the social life. The Center 
offers several courses in dance, pottery, weaving and macrame, which 
are almost twice as expensive as the English ones because they are 
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not sponsored. The Center makes a profit with its Fr
ench classes which 
are offered three nights a week. There are also cour
ses for children 
(planned for 26 but 56 came last session). The cafe croissant is 
a 
meeting point on Sunday mornings. The Center was fou
nded by the Federal 
Secretary of State and there is no provincial financi
al help. It can 
survive not only through the support of the 200 membe
rs ("francophones 
do not want a membership with a card") but through the immense he
lp of 
anglophone friends with a bilingual attitude. The Ce
nter had 28,000 
visitors for all festivals and exhibitions in 1980. 
The Institution is temporarily closed because it had 
a $20,000 deficit 
from last 'festival francophone' and is running in a 
$46,000 deficit now. 
The Secretary of State i's not willing to support it a
ny more under these 
* 
circumstances but it will be open again soon. The 
reason for this high 
deficit is in one respect the geography of Canada. A
rtists from Quebec 
or Manitoba are three times more expensive in B.C. th
an in their own 
provinces (accommodation, flight etc.) and two times more expensi
ve in 
publicity (newspapers .•• ) But there are hopes of improving and h
elping 
francophone artists in B.C. so that the Center can su
pport itself. 
The Center is the focus of this francophone community
 today because 
activities shifted from the parishes in the past to f
ederations and 
associations today. 
d) La Paroisse St. Sacrement 
Since the foundation of the parish in 1946 the commun
ity developed 
considerably with about 500 families and 3000 persons 
today. A few 
years ago the church was renovated. All the church s
ervices and the mass 
are held in the French language. The parish has four
 priests today who live 
in a three storey housing cooperative with other fran
cophone members. The 
members of the church are from all parts of Vancouver
 and about half of 
the families attend the mass on Sundays. Beside the 
church there is 
a bilingual elementary school for about 200 pupils of
 whom 60% have English 
as their mother tongue. Ten teachers and 14 nuns (all bilingual) 
teach 
the pupils. There is a kindergarten and school from 
grades 1-4 and the 
classes are held only in French. The children have s
ome difficulties at 
the beginning because of most of them coming from ang
lophone families. 
* Information of Mme. Baillot 
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From grade 4-7 French and English are taught equally. For 2 years the 
provincial government has paid 7 /3 of the annual budget of the school. 
e) La Paroisse Notre Dame de Lourdes and la Paroisse Notre Dame de Fatima 
The older parish, Notre Dame de Lourdes, has about 1000 members and the 
services are bilingual (in contrast to St. Sacrement). The parish is 
situated in Laval Street and there is no great distance to the other parish 
in Walker Street. Therefore they share their social life. The activities 
are mixed and not specifically in French. The culmination point of all 
activities is the "francophe'te" on June 24th which is organized jointly with 
St. Sacrement. They organize sports, dinners, dances, exhibitions and other 
parties. The meetings are in Maillardville and people from St. Sacrement 
come over. 
The school has 770 pupils of whom half are not from the parish. Of 
the nine teachers seven are bilingual. The pupils speak all English and only 
a few are able to speak some French. The school if provincially assisted with 
grants, but parents have to pay tuition fees because the grant is not high 
enough. 
The younger parish, Notre Dame de Fatima in Walker Street, is also 
bilingual, so all services are held in French and English. About 40% of 
parishioners are French and the rest are English, Asian, Italian, Filipino 
or of other origins. The francophone members of the church living in the 
southern part of Coquitlam came mainly from Saskatchewan and Manitoba 
and less than 10% from Quebec. The 1200 members are mostly older people 
because new migrants and younger families cannot afford the high housing 
prices in Coquitlam. They go therefore to Delta, Maple Ridge and further 
away. High housing prices are one reason for the declining membership. 
There are about 125 students and 8 teachers in the bilingual school. 
The federal government gives a grant but still the parents have to pay about 
$45.00 a month for tuition fees. There seems to be a great enthusiasm to 
learn French. About half of the students come from non-francophone families 
and there are even some Chinese and Phillipne students. Parents send their 
children to francophone schools not only for the possibility to learn 
French but because of the close knit atmosphere and feeling in a small 
school. Today the school has some difficulties in getting teachers who 
speak both languages fluently. 
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The social life of the parish is quite rich. There are the "Knights of 
Colombus", the "Scouts and Guides", '-'les echos du pacifique", chanteclair" and 
several other associations. A good relationship connects the members but there are 
no relations to Vancouver. The parish council meetings are in English, as are 
those for education committees, because some people are not able to speak French. 
It is interesting to recognize that most members of the community are mill-
workers and only a small number are professionals. The professionals and 
managerial group has to participate in anglophone communities to be acknowledged 
in public life. 
f) La Caisse populaire in Maillardville 
La Caisse populaire is a co-operative institution at 1013 Brunette which 
serves its members as a bank and has the same interest rates as a bank. Yet at 
the end of the year the profit will be returned to the members. A half of the 
members are francophone. The goal of this co-operative institution is the 
education of people in the philosophy of the co-op system. Everybody is an 
owner and user of the services and there is no "exploitation". The benefits 
are shared and the services will be increased. There are approximately 6000 
members from the local area and there is an increasing trend to go to the 
caisse populaire rather than to a bank. But the money is not lent to non-
members. All the services in the caisse are bilingual. 
g) Le Bouguineur 
Le Bouguineur is a francophone bookstore in a pretty house in Robson Street. 
It has existed since 1971 and the business runs very well. They offer many kinds of 
books (for trips, romance, cookery, leisure, work, literature about Quebec, France, 
and Canada, books by French authors (e.g. Sartre). There are also records and 
games and a large section of books for children. Their customers are mostly French 
speaking, but also English speaking people look for books to learn French. In 
summer time the customers are mostly from Quebec and also from Manitoba. It was 
interesting to see that they also have a German book section because of the 
great demand for German literature by German speaking people in Vancouver. They 
also intend to open an Italian section. 
4) Interviews 
The first person I interviewed came from a small francophone community in 
Manitoba. Her father had hurt his back and so the family moved to Vancouver, 
where she met her husband, also francophone from the east. They speak French at 
home and their children are also bilingual. Since she has been 30 years in 
Vancouver she is very much a part of the life of the parish. Her children are 
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much more influenced by the anglClphone. cqm.munity and have no connections to 
francophone communities today. 
The second person came to Vancouver 25 years ago from France with her 
husband. They speak French at home and she still has, even after 25 years, 
a little accent. They are very active in the cultural life of the French 
community (le cercle fran5ais) and support it with their assistance and 
activities. She has many friends of all ethnic backgrounds (Ukrainian, 
British, Quebequois, American) and she is able to speak English or French. 
Her husband (a clerk) has to speak English at his work but remains francophone by 
having many francophone friends. They go to francophone restaurants and pubs. 
There are no connections with the parish, although they live close to it (a shift 
from parish to associations and no religious institutions). Their daughter is 
bilingual (from what I understood she has anglophone friends) and is integrated in 
francophone activities like the cercle francais and la Federation Jeunesse 
Colombienne where she works writing for the newspaper. She also works for the 
cop-op radio. The family regards itself as "open-minded" toward French culture 
and art. 
The third person is married to an anglophone. She came from Manitoba and 
bas to work in an anglo-francophone environment. Since her husbnad isn't able to 
speak French they speak English at home. She is an "international" person since 
she worked in Germany, North Africa and all over Canada. She is not deeply rooted 
in any association but much concerned about them and I would say she is the image 
of the "modern, mobile, intellectual Canadian." They have friends in both languages. 
Another person came 20 years ago from Quebec. Again the major reason was the 
job opportunity in B.C. He speaks French at home (his wife is also from Quebec). 
His children and even his grandchildren are fluently bilingual. He is very active 
in French community in Maillardville and participated in the F.F.C. There are 
about twenty different French speaking organizations in Maillardville; in some 
of them he is active as organizer. He and his wife have man anglophone friends 
and he is convinced that the French education has to be strengthened to maintain 
the cultural heritage. If he 1 ived in Quebec he would vote for separation 
because he thinks that the rest of Canada has no great cultural differences to 
the U.S.A. But Quebec has a distinct cultural heritage and life, even the 
different language strengthens this. He has much knowledge about the West-
Indian islands and compares the different cultures there (expressed mainly by 
language) with the differences in Canada. He thinks that the francophone com-
munity will assimilate because of the high pressures of the modern life to 
communicate and to participate in the mainstream culture. Yet he supports 
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francophone media by reading French newspapers and watching French T.V. 
The next interviewed persons are a married couple who came from 
Ontario to B.C. 40 years ago. He used to work in the construction industry 
but they now live in the retirement house in Maillardville. Both are 
unable to speak in English. They had only francophone friends and participated
 
in the parish life in Maillardville. Because of their lack of English 
knowledge they use French media (newspaper, television, radio; they even 
get a newspaper from Quebec which is very often two months late!). Their 
children are bilingual. They are both strongly religious and the community 
offers them the possibility to survive in a francophone env1conment. 
Another person came from an Alberta francophone community to B.C. 32 years 
ago. She also lives in the retirement home today. Having anglophone friends
 
she speaks both English and French, yet she has a strong accent in English and
 
is proud to speak in French wherever possible. Job opportunities were also th
e 
main reason to come to B.C. (great migration from the Prairies). She educated 
her children in the Francophone environment and two of them went to Quebec to 
live and work there. She did not participate much in the parish life yet 
she has many friends in the neighborhood. 
In the retirement home francophone and anglophone people live together in 
a ratio of about half and half. 
S) Research about new migrants 
The secretary of state undertook research conerning newly arrived 
fi.-ancophone migrants and immigrants (who were less than three years in 
Vancouver). The purpose was to illuminate the knowledge and perceptions of new 
migrants regarding francophone institutions, parishes and associations in 
Vancouver. There are very interesting results in this research. 
The structure of the interviewees: about 80% were Less than 35 years 
of age. (45% less than 25). In most cases they were single (about 60%) 
and had no children (80%). More than half of them had at least a college 
education. So we have a picture of a modern Canadian migrant: young, single,
 
no children and with a high education. These facts increase the possibility 
of a high migration rate and we cannot compare these data to the whole 
francophone community. Yet it is a picture of the francophone migrant of 
today. 
More than half of them have their origin in Quebec. About 10% come 
from France and smaller numbers from Ontario, Manitoba and other Provinces 
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(about 15% altogether). About half of them came wishing to change their 
social and physical environment. A third wanted to learn English in B.C. 
and came for this purpose to the Province, Only a quarter wanted to change 
their working place or to find new work in B,C, The rest came because of 
studies and other reasons. Because most of them do not have very deep 
reasons to come to B.C. in particular, about 2/3 dont' see their stay 
here as permanent. The determination to learn English in B.C. seems to be 
very strong - about 40% are able to speak very little or no English at all 
(withn this 40% are probably the one third of persons wishing to learn 
English in B.C.). So more than half speak French at home and about 15% 
only English. The number of people who can speak French or both languages at 
work is surprisingly high (about 55%). In social institutions and activities 
people use more both languages, More than 2/3 of the new migrants use 
francophone media (French t.v., radio and Le Soleil) at least occasionally. 
This is one of the features - that the migrants look for contact with 
other francophones. 76% want to have contact to their ethnic group. 
Institutions and associations with high promotion or very high social 
contact and activities are best known by the interviewed. "Le soleil de 
Colombie", and "le Centre Culturel Colombien" are by far the "Dest known, 
recognized by almost 3/4 of the migrants, "Le Centre Info", la Federation 
des Franco-Colombiens", "La Troupe de Seizieme", and "La Paroisse St. 
Sacrement" were .familiar to half of the people, while smaller associations 
and associations for special groups like Ml'Association des parents'', 
...... 
"La Societe historique", "MOSAIC", "la Caisse popularie St. Sacrement", 
la Federation Jeunnesse Colombienne" and "l'Alliance fran!;aise" were not 
known to most of them. It is surprising to see that more than half .of the 
migrants did not know of the existence of the community in Maillardville. 
This feature will again be seen later. People don't go to live in Coquitlam. 
All the institutions in hierarchy of their acquaintance: 
1. (1) le Centre Culturel Colombien 
2. ( 2) le Soleil de Colombie 
3. (4) La Federation des Franco-Colombiens 
4. ( 5) La Troupe de Seizieme 
5. (3) Le Centre Info. 
6, (6) La Parbisse St. Sacrement 
7. ( 8) La Caisse Populaire St. Sacrement 
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8. (7) La Federation Jeunesse Colombien 
9. (10) La Connnunante de Maillardville 
least 10. (9) La Societe historique 
known 11. (12) l'Association des Parents 
12. (11) MOSAIC 
About 3/4 of the people used some services of these different organiza
tions. 
The number in brackets indicate a hierarchy of 0rganizations in terms 
or use 
of their services. Again we recognize that "le Centre" and "le Soleil
" are 
used mostly but then followed by "le Centre Info" and "la F"
1eration". Less 
than a fifth of the people used each of the other organizations, yet t
hey were 
used. 
The distance to the organizations is important for the perception and 
acquaintance and for their service use. About 1/3 of the people asked
 live in 
the West End and 20% in the East End. Kitsilano and North Vancouver both 
attracted about 10% of the migrants. The rest is very much dispersed in a
ll 
suburbs of Greater Vancouver. This locational factor has a strong inf
luence on 
the familiarity to Maillardville. Not one of the intcrviwed people liv
ed there, 
probably because of .different reasons about which no questions were as
ke.d 
(i.e. housing prices for one family homes in Coquitlam, low attractiveness 
for singles who likely prefer the city center and the existing parish 
of 
St. Sacrement as a second francophone center near downtown). 
Only a third want to be served in French when they have contact with 
Federal services. Another third want to be served sometimes in French
, and 
the rest doesn't ask. Mostly they think that the service is not suffi
cient, 
or it is useless, or they had a bad experience. So most of them did n
ot know 
that there it is possible to complain against ~ l~ck of svrvice in Fren
ch in 
a Federal instituion. 
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6) Conclusion 
The efforts to maintain the francophone culture in Vancouver seems 
to be very high, Yet the very small number of francophones, their different 
origins (Quehec, Ontario, the Prairies, France, Switzerland, Belgium, the 
West Indies etc,) and their dispersed homes in Vancouver make it very 
difficult to organize and to bring people together. The division between 
the two centers, St. Sacrernent and Maillardville, the division between 
the generations and the division between parish and not-parish social and 
cultural activities show the difficulties which responsible persons have to 
overcome. On the other side francophones, whatever their origin is, are 
proud of their cultural heritage in Canada and ask for their rights as one 
of the two "founding nations". It is unclear what the future will bring: 
the younger generation,mainly people born in Vancouver, is under very high 
pressure to assimilate. The migrants seem to bring new stimulations but 
the high migration rate weakens many thriving relationships. 
I think the francophone community is one of the best examples of how 
important cultural institutions are in maintaining connections and relations 
among people who otherwise wo11ld lose themselves in the large metropolitan 
area with its high acculturation pressures. 
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WEST INDIANS IN VANCOlNCR: 
A Relocated Ethnic Group 
by 
Paul Buitcnhuis 
L 
In the last two or three decades thousands of West Indians have le ft 
their horreland for 11 greener pastures 11 • Due to an intolerable political 
situation on JIDst islands, a depressed econoIT\lc structure, little chance 
of improverrent in the present state of affairs, rra.ssive exodus of 
population to England, and JIDre recently North Arrerica, has occurred. 'lhe 
JTBjority of West Indians, which includes blacks and a few whites of varying 
descents from a number of islands south of Florida and E?ast of Venezuela, 
who have migrated to North Arrerica have established residence in large 
cities like New York, Montreal, and Toronto. Very few ever rrove out to 
the rural areas surrounding these cities because of strong family ties which 
already exist in the urban centers and a strDng desire to be affiliated with 
the North Arrerican city. In the last ten years an increasing number of West 
Indians have chosen Vancouver as a likely place to create a new life for 
therrselves and their families. It is my opinion that this trend will not 
only continue but accelerate. 
In the past West Indians have not considered Vancouver as a place to 
settle and this has largely been the result of three factors. First the lack 
of direct air routes from the West Indies to Vancouver has deterred many 
individuals from inhabiting the West Coast. The eastern centers previously 
rrentioned proved much rmre convenient when West Indies wished to board a plane 
and fly hone to visit friends and relatives. A second factor has been the 
availability of semi-skilled and unskilled jobs often associated with the 
secondary industry so prevalent in the east. Factory jobs and maintenance 
related work were, in the past, fairly simple to acquin" in Toronto, M::mtreal, 
and New York but less so in Vancouver because it is a srra.ller center and it 
depends on primary industries as opposed to secondary manufacturing. 
Recently though, a poor economic situation has developed in the eastern 
industrial sector and this coupled with a flood of semi- and unskilled labour 
from all parts of the world has left the job market in a stagnant state. It 
has been necessary, therefore, to look elsewhere for work. Finally, since 
Vancouver has not in the past been a pri:rre destination for mip;ratinr, West 
Indians, there has been a lack of family connections which often draw new 
irrmigrants to a given city. It is for these reasons that so few West Indians 
live in Vancouver at present. 
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Over the past ten years , though, the number of irrrrnigrants from the 
Caribbean choosing Vanmuver as a place to live has increased quite 
dramatically. At present, the estimated number of West Indians living in 
Vancouver is between 7 ,ODO and 10 ,000 whereas only a few years ago there 
were fewer than 2 ,ODO. It is difficult to get an exact munber of West 
Indians living in Vancouver because there are a large number of visa students 
and illegal immigrants. The numbers given were estimates by local West 
Indians presently residing in Vancouver. The reasons for this recent 
increase seeJTB to be a) the improved economic stability in the West, and 
b) a developing social infrastructure and family ties which provide incentive 
for West Indians considering a place to live in Canada. Both reasons provide 
"pull irlctors" and rrnkc Vancouver' a highly probably and secure city in which 
to establish Y€Sidence. 
This brings us to the JTu:lln issue to be discussed in this paper; what 
pmblenB will this ethnic f'TOUP face upon arrival in Vancouver and during the 
stages of assimilation into the society which prevails here? A newly arrived 
irrrrnigrant from the West Indies is likely to face a number of probleJTB regard-
less of which city he decides to settle in but there are three which, in rry 
opinion, will be rrost prominent in Vancouver. These probleIIB, housing, jobs, 
and racial prejudice, are a result of recent trends in the financial and 
social frarrEwork of the city. 
It is important when discussing West Indian migration to understand the 
situation from which these people are fleeing in their horreland. These can 
be known as "push factors". Obviously there are reasons for this mass exodus 
of people and these n,asons wi 11 play an important role in the personality 
that this f'TOUP will ass\Jffi2 in this new horre. A major factor contributing 
to the exodus from the Caribbean is the desperate economic situation 
which prevails throur-}lout the islands. This has been caused largely by the 
education systeIIB' s fai lur"€ to fulfill the necessary role and hence a poorly 
trained and ill -prepar€d work force. 
l"b::~t of the Caribbean Islands utilize the British school rrodel. Jan 
Sc11reiber, in an article entitled West Indian Irmnigrants in Toronto Schools, 
noted the probleIIB with this arrangerrent. She says, 
As an imperial pCMer during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, 
--
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Britain tended to impose her own jnstitutions on the peoples 
of other countries in the rather naive assumption that what 
had proven successful at horre must succeed elsewhere. In 
the case of the West Indies the result has been a local ver-
sion of the educational system of England that generally 
disregan:IB all the salient features of West Indian life.(pg.95) 
The structure of the British school TTDdel is such that a student must 
achieve certain levels of academic proficiency n1 order to pass "O" level 
and "A" level examinations. If a student does not pass "O" levels then he 
or she must leave school and look for a job but with this level of education, 
a blue collar job is the only choice and the West Indies lacks secondary 
industry and hence this type of work is difficult to obtain. These students 
who pass their "O" levels are fo~d to face the aloost impossible task of 
gaining acceptance into Grammar School, the next level of education. For 
instance, on the Island of St. Vincent, the only Grammar School has up to 
five hundred applicants a year from arrong whom only thirty-five can be 
accepted. Of those thirty-five sorre are unable to pay the high tuition fees 
unless they receive government sponsored scholarships, or their parents have 
access to the necessary funding. Once enrollecl in the school students face 
cravded classroorrs which are ill-equipped and teachers who are poorly trained. 
Upon graduation from Grammar School, students wi 11 find few white collar jobs 
from which to choose, and belatedly discover that rrost cmployrrent requires 
technical training. The technical schools, however, are as limited as the 
Grammar Schools. 
The job m:i.rket for students is extrerrely limited and education does not 
necessarily guarantee work. For those individudl ~.:; who clo not attend scllcx)l 
there is even less chance of gaining employrrent. AccunLinlJ, to the indivi-
duals interviewed for this paper, ur1employrrent is often as high as 50% on 
sorre islands. This is due to two reasurn3. First , the st il 1 evident hang-
overs of slavery have made farming a despised a.rid avoided occupation, 
severely limiting the employment spectnJJll. Second, the lack of secondary 
industry leaves IIBI1Y unskilled and semi-skilled workers absolutely no 
employment opportunities. In response to this no-work situation there has 
been, in Jamaica particularly, a trerrendous growth in the rrerrbership of the 
Rastafarian cult which believes that working is a white !Ikm's evil and it 
should only be done occasionally to make enoup)l. rroney to support oneself. 
1 
J 
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Increased rrembership in this cult can only be seen as a sign of how little 
hope there is of actually finding employment in Jamaica, and by implication, 
thruughout the West Indies. 
Workinp; in cxmjunction with the Push Factors, which thenBelves provide 
a strong impetus for leaving, are a series of pull factors exerting a good 
deal of pressure on individuals considering the rrove out of the West Indies. 
The desire to leave is often strengthened by the view of a better life in 
North Arrerica. The belief in North America as the "land of milk and honey", 
where opportunity lies waiting, is continually perpetuated both by the rredia, 
in this case the ITDvies, and by relatives and friends who have already moved 
and gained employment in either Canada or the United States. 
The rredia play a stron~~ role in the West Indies, especially rrovies. 
With people having li ttlc else to do but hang out at local theatres, IIDvies 
influence many individuals and play a strong role in shaping their views of 
the outside world. It is films like Shaft and its trailers, Janes Bond filrIB, 
and the Fly Man, that present the urban Black .Arrerican as a high-flying, 
ronm.ticized character with a big car and money to spend, the type of person 
rrost poor West Indians dream about. The allure of this lifestyle is extrerrely 
appealing to young males of the Caribbean and therefore presents itself as a 
pull-factor tCM'ards North Arrerica. The pull is further strengthened by friends 
and relatives who have already left and have established residence in Canadian 
or U.S. cities. These people often send rroney and material iterrs back hone 
for others, reinforcing the drearIB of the "land of milk and honey" which lies 
to the north. 
The view of North Arrerica presented in the filrrs and substantiated by 
people already living in either Canada or the U.S. very often turns out to 
be far different from what many migrating West Indians actually find. Upon 
arrival in one of the gateway cities , either Torunto , Montreal, or New York , 
a West Indian is rret with a chilling climate, a predominantly white society, 
a brand of English far different from his or her avn, and a huge city like 
nothing close to those found in the Caribbean. However, these are only 
initial problerrs which can be adapted to; there are far worse problerrs which 
new West Indians must deal with. These problerIB vary from location to 
location and depend on the circUrIBtances prevailing in each. It is the 
-
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probleITB of Vancouver which are to be discussed here and how these probleITB 
will affect the West Indian immigrant - the individual ancl the gYDUp. The 
three rrost prominent problem areas for these people are the lack of housing, 
the lack of unskilled and semi-skilled work, ancl a recent surge in racial 
tension which has sprung up against such groups as the East Indians. It 
seerrs, on the basis of various interviews I conducted recently, that these 
issues provide the bulk of the worrv for west Indian irnmi8YHnts already in 
Vancouver and for those rroving in. 
Housing in Canadian cities is a problem. But in Vancouver, the cost 
of acquiring living quarters, by either rent or outright purchase, is far 
higher than anywhere else. The popularity of this West Coast city as a place 
for land investrrent has forced land and housing Prices to ridiculous heii::r}lts. 
To find residence in the Vancouver downtc:wn area is almost out of the question, 
yet an immigrant without enough rroney to purchase a car is therefore 
required to use public transport. Where else is thert:? This lack of cheap 
housing will force immigrants to live where they can; the cheapest housing 
available at present is in the areas of Surrey, L=mgley, and I:t>lta. But rrost 
of the new West Indian immigrants would prefer to li VP in close proximity to 
their fellcw West Indians, relatives, and friends. 'Ihis is evidenced in 
Toronto around the Dufferin Street and St. Clair Avenue area which, up until 
five years ago, was completely populated by Italians - the area was actually 
titled "Little Italy". The first West Indians began rroving into the area in 
1976 and there are now an estimated 40,000. The ability to live in close 
proximity to people of similar backgrounds gives new immir,rants secur'i ty 
for the first years of their assimilation into new surroundings. Ethnic 
areas are places where native foods are available and other services whic11 
can replace various necessities of life found at horre. The lack of housing 
in Vancouver will cause diffusion of the new group and therefore a ldck of 
cohesiveness and strength arrongst the group as a whole. It does not seem 
probable that within the next few years a central location in Vancouver will 
becorre attainable for West Indian immigrants. And if there is to be an area 
which will be known as the "West Indian part of Town", characterized by shops 
and other native references, then the tirre for creating its influence in the 
city and a nucleus is now. 
L 
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The lack of central housing will cause probleIIB for the West Indians 
](X)ki rg for work too; public transport will have to be a major rrode for 
getting from place to place for those without a car. However, public 
transport dres not reach the outlying areas of toon where rrost West Indians 
are finding employment. The rrajori ty of these immigrants are, as ID2ntioned 
before, semi-skilled o:r unskilled labour. The one area which has consistently 
provided jobs for these people is the pulp and paper industry. llist of the 
pulp mills, located on the Fraser River in New Westminster area, have hired 
unskilled labour in the past, but according to those individuals interviewed, 
these jobs are getting han::ier to corre by. Due to the lack of secondary 
industry in British Columbia in general and in Vancouver rrore specifically, 
there is little work for immigrants from the Carribbean. Instead, they will 
find an econorry built predominantly on primary activities requiri11g a highly 
skilled work force. Although Vancouver has, over the past few years, been 
able to absorb rrost of the incoming immigrants, any large scale migration 
will rrost certainly soon fill all the positions available. In fact this seems 
already to have happened. 
The last problem, and perhaps the rrost volatile, is the deep racial 
prejudice which exists not only in Vancouver but in the surrounding suburbs 
as well. The recent upsurge of racial tension has largely been aiID2d against 
the East Indians, a group which has grown significantly in size over the past 
five years. And, with so rrruch attention being paid to the Klu Klux Klan in 
Vancouver, a group which has largely been ignored since the 1920's in other 
Canadian cities, one can only conclude that there must be a fairly substan-
tial nuniber of people who are, if not practicing members, at least curious and 
interested in the groups activities. As 1£an fraser states in his book 
Canada's role in the West Indies : "It is not 'race' as such that singles a rran 
out in a 'racially conscious' society, but colour. And colour is but one 
of the distinguishable marks that can be easily identified." 1 
It is for these reasonc; that the East Indians have becoffi2 such scapegoats 
rn the racial tension of Vancouver; they are easily identifiable. It would 
seem logical that if and when a large scale migration of black West Indians 
to Vancouver does occur they too will be the target of rrruch racial prejudice 
as well. 
1. Fraser, Dean, Canada's Role in the West Indies, Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1969, p. 46. 
_. 
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Perhaps the fact that the West Indians coming to Vancouver will not be" 
able to live m one particular' area will alleviate much of the prejudicial 
feeling such as that expressed towards the East Inrlicirn; who have established 
a solid community u1 the a_rea of South West Marine Drive' ancl Main ~;tr('ct. 
People wishing to express their racial prejudices know where they Cdn go 
to find a scapegoat and this is evidenced by the number of racial slurs 
spray-painted on walls throughout the East Indian sector of town. There are 
other possible alternatives to the possibility of :racia] tension. The Black 
Solidarity Association is one organization which has in the pa.st dealt wi_ th 
prubleITB of this sort and there have been several West Indid1 clubs recently 
forrred like Cari-Cda. and West-Cda. which offer connections to ways in which 
to deal with discrimination and possible racial violence. 1he p;:r·oup~:; d1so 
pruvide native entertainrrent for the West Indians such as Reggae and Calypso 
which act as strong vnification influences. Music is a ~3tronr-; part of West 
Indian life and thus serves as a bond between inclivi clua h~ from every j ~~ \.mcl 
in the Caribbean. 
As the number of jobs available decreases with the eveP-gn:::wing number 
of immigrants, the eastern cities become less desirable. As more and rrore 
individuals choose other cities to find work in, like Vancouver, the rrore 
family connections will n2ach back horre to the West Indies. At pr~sent, 
Vancouver's West Indian population is relatively small but it will soon be6n 
to gruw rapidly as in Toronto, as fc:i.mily ties begin to draw others to this 
"land of milk and honey". Considering the facts discussed in this paper, the 
poor housing coodi tion, the lack of necessary types of jobs, and a trend 
toward racial intolerance, the new West Indian immigrant will find it difficult 
to fit into Vancouver. But the quickly p;ruwing social m~ twork and the number 
of West Indian organizations will no doubt accomrrDdate th2se newcomers 
and assist in their adaptation to life in Canada. Whether' Vancouvc;:r nnkcs 
a good place for West Indians, fleeing a life or ptwcrt-y ancl discontent, to 
establish a new life can only be speculated on; these "p;ri::encr paD lures" ma.y 
not turn out to be so green after all. 
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The Italian Corrnnunity of Vancouver 
by 
Chris Collett 
March, 1981 
Introduction 
The population of Vancouver, similar to that of other North 
American cities, is culturally diverse. It is composed of people 
from many different ethnic backgrounds who have arrived at 
various times since incorporation in 1886. 
At present, certain ethnic groups are highly visible in the 
day to day functioning of the city, forming distinct districts 
throughout the Metropolitan area. This distinctiveness is 
expressed in such facts as concentrated residential locations, 
networks of ethnic orientated institutions and expressions of 
l 
ethnicity in landscape symbol such as architectural styles. 
Such diversity in the North American population has been of 
academic interest during the last sixty years. A multitude of 
studies having been produced spanning the social sciences, 
examining ma~y aspects of ethnic groups. Major themes of 
research include: 
1. The study of Ethnic Residential Patterns in the Urban 
Environment; 
1For the Italians in Vancouver, see 
D.T.Gale, "The Impact of Canadian Italians on Retail Functions 
and Facades, 1921 to 1961." pp.107-124. In J.V.Mingi, (Ed). 
_Peoples 9i_ The Living Land. Vancouver, Tantulus Research, 1972. 
2 Many studies can be quoted to exemplify this theme. The 
earliest was that of the Chicago school, especially Burgess, 
Park and McKenzie, who identified "natural areas" of distinct 
ethnic groups. Following on from this, Social Area Analysis 
1 
2. The responses of the group to the host society in terms of 
adaptation and assimilation; 
3. Studies of formal ethnic organisations in terms of 
4 institutions and services. 
This paper will, in part, relate these themes to the 
particular case of the Italian ethnic group in Vancouver. 
Further, it will examine in more detail the problems faced in 
research by stereo typing and labelling people as members of 
"ethnic groups" and it will assert that such labelling and 
subsequent generalisation does not truly represent and reflect 
the internal structure of the group. 
However, this should not imply that a generalised approach 
should be dismissed in relation to ethnic studies, rather only 
that a combination of the two approaches is needed for an 
overview. 
(cont'd)examined patterns within cities. For example see 
E.Shevky and W.Bell, Social Area Analysis. Stanford, Califonia: 
S.U.Press, 1955. ---
One other area of interest concerned the residential segregation 
of groups. For this, see the varied research of Lieberson. 
3 An influential study concerns the Italian community in Boston. 
This is 
H.J. Gans, The Urban Villagers. New York:Free Press of Glencoe, 
1962. For Italians in Canada, an important study was carried out 
in Toronto by S.G.Ziegler entitled, "The Adaptation of Italians 
in Toronto:An Analysis." Unpublished Ph.D.Dissertation, 
University of Colorado,1971. 
4 Under this theme, an interesting study was carried out in 
Montreal by, 
R.Breton, "Institutional Completeness of Ethnic Communities and 
the Personal Relations of Immigrants." American Journal of 
Sociology pp.193-205, Vol 70, 1964. 
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Reflecting this thought, the paper is divided into two 
sections. 
The first focuses on the development of the group in Vancouver, 
noting the characteristics which outwardly promote unity within 
the Italian community. 
The second examines the internal variations within the community 
itself. 
The Development of the Italian Community 
The year 1886, that of the city's incorporation, may be 
cited as the arrival of the first Italians to settle in 
Vancouver, although they had already settled elsewhere in 
British Columbia by that time, for example in Trail, Kamloops 
and Duncan: From this point, others began arriving in small 
numbers having worked as part of the construction gangs of the 
Canadian Pacific Railway. 
Since these beginnings, the Italian presence has increased 
to a point where in 1971, the census recorded 30,045 people of 
Italian origins living in Metropolitan Vancouver. This figure 
actually may be somewhat conservative because as Germano (1977) 
noted: 
5 R.Giese, "The Italians in B.C." Undated paper in S.F.U. 
archives. 
3 
"Many Italian families(and also families from other 
ethnic groups)either because of language difficulties or 
because they were still Italian citizens(and therefore 
do not have the right to vote, which is sometimes mixed 
up with census taking)did not send back the completed 
form." 6 
He estimated as much as 30 per cent difference between 
census and actual figures. This point is also made by a later 
study which estimated 40,000 Italians in 1980. 7 
Despite possible inaccuracy of census material, the 
quantitative development of the Italian Community is evident 
from official figures, with a marked increase in population 
during the century due to natural increase and migration. From 
Table One, it is apparent that the Italian community today forms 
a small but significant proportion of the total population. In 
reviewing this growth, it is possible to identify four major 
phases of increase which reflect many influences including 
changing immigration policies, economic conditions in Italy and 
the attraction of British Columbia for potential immigrants. 
The Early Years 1886 - First World War 
During this period, the early foundations of the Italian 
community were established, with immigration taking place 
6 G.Germano, T~ltalians o~Western Canada:How a Community 
Centre is born. Giunti, Marzocco, 1977, p69. 
7 Youth Grant Work Study, Vancouver South: A Progressive 
Cultural Study. Vancouver:Government of Canada, 1980, p22. 
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largely from already established communities in Eastern Canada, 
particularly Toronto and Montreal. This was supplemented by a 
direct flow from Italy itself. At this time, however the major 
flows of emigration from Italy focused upon the Northeastern 
United States. 
In Vancouver, this period was one of emerging Italian owned 
businesses and Italian institutions such as churches and meeting 
places. For example, the first Italian church, the Church of the 
Sacred Heart, was founded in 1905. 
The Inter-War Period 
The initial growth period ended around the time of the 
First World War and was followed by a time between the wars of 
waxing and waning of the city's Italian population. As the 
figures in Table One indicate, an actual decline occurred and by 
the early 1920's, the city's total was significantly under two 
thousand. The reasons for this probably relate to the influences 
of the First World War and also, in the time prior to the 
depression, the Canadian Government encouraged primarily 
immigration to, and the development of, agricultural regions of 
Canada. 
In the next decades, absolute figures for Vancouver again 
grew. This was particularly due to the attractiveness of 
Vancouver to migrants from elsewhere in North America, rather 
6 
than from Italy. The Italian homeland of the twenties saw 
Mussolini rise to power and emigration was forbidden from Italy 
between 1930 and 1945.8 
The Post War Boom Period 
With the end of World War Two and later in 1947, with 
restrictions lifted in Canadian Immigration policies to end 
discrimination against former enemies, a sharp increase in 
Italian migration to Canada took place, continuing until the 
late sixties. This increased immigration occurred particularly 
in response to poor social economic conditions in Southern Italy 
combined with a perception that Canada was a land of great 
opportunity. The consequence of this was a large increase of 
Italians in Canada, chiefly in the major cities in the east. 
However, numbers also increased in Metropolitan Vancouver with 
over 30,000 Italians in the region by 1971, concentrated in 
particular locations. 
The Slowing Down Of The 1970s 
In the last decade, this immigration has slowed especially 
during the late 1970's. For example, for Canada as a whole, 
8 For this, reference may be made to 
F. Walhouse, "The Influence of Minority Ethnic Groups on The 
Cultural Geography of Vancouver." Unpublished M.A. Thesis, 
University of British Columbia, 1961, p 221. 
7 
during 1978 a total of only 2,976 Italians arrived. Considering 
the distribution of Italians nationwide, it is likely that only 
a small proportion arrived in Vancouver! In this context, two 
factors are of importance. First, immigratlon policies have 
changed. ln 1967, a new immigration act was passed stipulating a 
set of requirements necessary for potential relocation in 
Canada. This new act did not have the effect of halting Italian 
immigration but did limit the flow to close relatives of already 
established immigrants. 
Second, it appears the Italian propensity to migrate has 
declined. This may be due to the global economic recession with 
the perceived opportunities of emigration lessening. In fact, a 
recent article suggests a present day situation where a greater 
number of immigrants were returning to Italy than were arriving 
in Canada: 0 Although this may be the case, it is important to 
note (although the article neglects this point) that this 
phenomenon is not peculiar to Canada but is also apparent in 
other nations which have received substantial Italian 
immigration~ 1 
For the particular case of Vancouver, the forthcoming 
census is likely to reflect these trends and will indicate no 
9 These figures are obtained from the immigration centre in 
Vancouver, and are unpublished preliminary figures. 10 1.Guccione, Breaking Away to the Old World. Macleans, Jan 
19th, 1981, p. 15. 
11 This point was made in conversation with Dr. Clifford Jansen, 
York University, who was quoted in the Macleans article. 
8 
dramatic increase in the size of the Italian community, with any 
increment due to natural increase as well as limited migratory 
f 1 OW S. 
The Italian Congregation in Vancouver 
The previous section discusses the differential growth of 
the Italian community in Vancouver up to the present day, when 
Italians form a small but distinct group in the region. This 
distinctiveness is marked in particular districts in the city 
where a relative Italian residential concentration has occurred. 
This is by no means peculiar to Vancouver but has occurred in 
urban areas throughout North America. This, as previously noted, 
has provided a major theme of research for social scientists. 
This research has often examined the residential structure of 
ethnic groups using census data and quantifying a series of 
indices to explain the residential distinctiveness of groups. 
Reference has frequently been made to the segregation of groups 
in cities and terms such as "ethnic residential concentration" 
have also been used! 2 
However, it is the contention of this paper that research 
can not effectively examine ethnic groups by concentrating on 
residential patterns, but must also consider the role of ethnic 
12For example, by A.H.Richmond. Ethnic Residential Segregation 
in Metropolitan Toronto. York University, Institute of 
Behavioral Research, 1972. 
Q 
orientated institutions which have developed to perform a vital 
function. Adapting a point made by Vance (1977), the combination 
of residential and institutional factors may be termed an 
"ethnic congregation", taking note of the importance of an 
institutional network in maintaining an ethic identity, thus 
providing a core area focus for the residentially concentrated 
group} 3 
This important link between residential and institutional 
development can be illustrated by the case of initial Italian 
development in Vancouver. On arrival in the city, the first 
I ta 1 i ans , mo s t 1 y me n , gr av i ta t e d t ow a rd s the ea st s id e of 
Vancouver which at the time housed working people from many 
different origins~ 4 Here, they founded residences and 
established an initial core of Italian settlement, which 
eventually attracted others. From this point, it was logical for 
the Italian pioneers to group togther to ease problems of 
communications and to provide security. Within this area, 
Italian orientated institutions notably Italian shops and also a 
church, were founded. Such developments helped to attract 
further immigrants to locate in close proximity upon arrival in 
13 See J. Vance Jr. This Scene of_!:!.a~New York, Harper and Row, 
P• 35-36. 
14 For an examination of class factors influencing residential 
development in Vancouver, see 
E.M.Gibson, " Lotus Eaters, Loggers and the Vancouver 
Landscape." p.57-74 in 
L.J.Evenden and F.F.Cunningham (eds). Cultural Discord in the 
Modern World. Vancouver, Tantulus Research, 1974. 
10 
the city. This in turn meant that a greater variety of 
institutions could develop due to an increased market threshold 
size. The logical progression of this sequence is a self 
generating growth process, which indicates the larger the group, 
the more diverse the institutional framework. This point can be 
further illustrated by briefly examining the changing 
residential and institutional patterns in the Italian community. 
Residential Patterns 
The original core of Italian residential development was an 
area bounded by Main St., Atlantic St., Clark Drive and Burrard 
lnlet.(see Map One) This site is however, to the west of the 
present day residential core. Through the utilisation of census 
data, it is possible to trace the Eastward migration of the 
core. 
This original area of importance remained the focus for 
Italian life in Vancouver until shortly afte" the Second World 
War, when the sharp increases in the numbers of Italian 
immigrants occurred. In fact, in 1951, the original core (if 
slightly extended eastwared as far as Victoria Drive) was still 
the major residential focus containing 27 per cent of 
Vancouver's Italians. In stating this, note should also be made 
that the eastward migration had commenced. 
By 1961, each census tract in Vancouver, east of Main St. 
11 
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and north of Broadway recorded over-representation of people of 
Italian ethnic origin. The largest concentration occurred in the 
area directly to the east of Victoria Drive where Italians 
accounted for more than 15 per cent of the toto' population of 
the neighbourhood. This trend continued and, by 1971, a core had 
clearly emerged where over 25 per cent of the population in 
certain districts of East Vancouver were Italian. Also, as Map 
One shows, further spread of Italian residences had occurred 
around the residential focus, most significantly across Boundary 
Road into North Burnaby. Here large numbers of Italian 
households located in the sixties and the seventies and continue 
to do so in the present day. Other municipalities also received 
greater numbers of Italians than in the past. For example, areas 
of New Westminster and North Vancouver had individual census 
tracts indicating small scale concentrations. Overall more than 
10,000 Italians, approximately one third of the Italian 
population in the Metropolitan area reside o~tside of the East 
Vancouver core focus. 
However, these overall patterns of the spatial developments 
of the community strongly indicate an Eastward progression. This 
has occurred in part, as Gale (1972) notes, because: 
"Barriers of a physical, economic and social nature have 
tended to impede migration in other directions." 15 
15Gale, op cit, p.108. 
J__ 
This progression has also been facilitated by the 
availability of cheap housing and land on which Italians could 
use their distictive skills in construction to build typical 
residences. Also, it reflected close proximity to the employment 
possibilities located on the waterfront of the Burrard Inlet. 
Institutional Developments 
Linked to the residential development in the process of 
congregation are institutional developments. ln this context, 
"institutional" refers to a network of clubs, associations, 
commercial enterprises, media services, professional and 
religious services and other facilities available to and 
organized by the ltalian community. Such an institutional 
framework is vitally important if any group is to maintain an 
ethnic identity within the wide of society. It also functions to 
lessen the problems faced by new immigrants for example in terms 
of communications. Further, it enables long time immigrants and 
their families to maintain links with their homeland. 
Alternatively, it may be argued as is done by Jansen 
l 6 ( 1971) that the existence of an institutional framework can 
slow and hinder the assimilation process of an ethnic group. 
This can occur by lessening the need for an Italian immigrant to 
HC.J .Jansen, "The Italian Community in Toronto." pp207-215 in 
J.L.Elliot, Minority Canadians 2. Scarborough, Prentice Hall, 
197 1 • 
1 4 
come into contact with society outside of the ethnic group 
community area. 
Whatever the viewpoint on the role of the institutions, 
there is no doubt that, as the numbers of Italians have 
increased in Vancouver, the quantity and divers~ty of Italian 
orientated institutions and services have multiplied. 
The overall development of an institutional core naturally 
coincides with that of the residential area. ln the original 
core area(previously defined), the first Italian institutions 
were founded. One of the most important was the Church of the 
Sacred Heart, located on Campbell Avenue, which was founded in 
1905. Other important institutions included a series of shops 
and meeting places. An example is the Europe Hotel on Powell 
Street in present day Gastown, which was constructed in 1906 by 
Angelo Calori, a promenant Italian businessman of the time. 
As the Italian community progressed eastwards, new 
institutions were founded and located along two major business 
thoroughfares, Commercial Drive and Hastings Street. This 
occurred particularly during the late fifties and the sixties 
and continued to the present. Map Two indicates these points of 
development and visually illustrates the spatial linkage between 
the residential and institutional cores. 
The only major extension of this pattern in the seventies 
has been the emergence of Italian businesses in North Burnaby, 
established in response to the important residential movements 
15 
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into the area, facilitated by an increased local market size. 
More recently, a futher extension has been created by the 
construction of the Italian Cultural Centre. This was completed 
in 1977 in an area to the south of the main core. 
Today, a wide range of social, commercial, spiritual and 
service institutions exist. These encompass the varied needs of 
the community and range from food stores to religious 
organisations, cafes and restaurants to automobile services, 
language schools to Italian newspapers, forming a dense network. 
Undoubtedly, Italians can identify with a particular region in 
the city. Here they can socialise in Cappucino bars, read and 
converse in Italian, eat pasta dishes and generally function in 
a co mm unity within a co mm unity , a "Lit t 1 e I ta 1 y ". Thi s 
represents a highly organised, close knit group, at least to the 
average citizen. This image is futher cultivated by the media. 
For example, the Vancouver Province in 1967 carried an article 
entitled: 
"Italian Canadians - Proud of their New Land" 17 
which indicated that the Italians were in the process of forming 
one of the closest knit, unified ethnic groups in British 
Columbia. 
However, a study of the community which examines the 
institutions and the people themselves in more detail tends to 
present a vastly different viewpoint. 
17 Vancouver Province, June 17, 1967, p.5 
17 
The Internal Variations within the Community 
The terms "Italian" or "Italian ethnic group" in this 
context, refer to peoples who originate from Italy. Official 
definitions, used for the purposes of data collection in the 
census, define ethnic origin as being traced back through family 
origins on the father's side. It therefore refers to ancestry 
rather than nationality. Since this is the case, the term 
"Italian" covers a wide spectrum of people displaying widely 
varying characteristics, a point totally obscured by reliance on 
generalised data, such as the census. Some are recent 
immigrants, others are third or fourth generation 
Italian-Canadians whose ancestry may date back to the early 
pioneers in the country. They have achieved differing levels of 
education and occupation, and have differing language 
capabilities and institutionnl r~quirements. 
Thus, on futher examination, the idea of a closely knit 
ethnic group may be questioned and it ls useful to examine, in 
more detail, this internal segmentation in the case of 
Vancouver. 18 
As previously indicated, there are in excess of 30,000 
18 The term Segmentation is borrowed from a study of Italians in Montreal, by 
J. Boissevain, The Italians of Montreal. Report to the Commission of Bilingualism and Biculturalism, Ottawa, 1965. 
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Italians in Metropolitan Vancouver and although a typical 
stereotyped image may be suggested!
9
significant variations 
exist. Hypothetically, this variation ranges from a non English 
speaker who relies upon the array of institutions in the core 
area, to a family of third or fourth generation "Italians" who 
do not participate in any ethnic institutions and are 
"Canadianised", but are still labelled Italian. 
This particular example points towards internal variations 
due to changes through time as adjustments are made in response 
to the new environment, with differing degrees of assimilation 
being displayed throughout the community. This process of 
assimilation has been widely studied and much debate has taken 
1 d f . . . 201 1 pace as to e 1n1t1ons. n genera terms, it refers to 
changes and adjustments made by an immigrant in response to the 
host society, a process of Canadianisation involving the 
replacement or lessening of importance of ethnic social values 
and cultural practices in favour of those of the receiving 
society. From this definition, time, either in terms of length 
1 ~his stereotyped image perhaps 
Commercial Drive, pasta eating, 
in the home, hot tempered, male 
Mafioso types. 
includes residence close to 
church going, speaking Italian 
dominated, wine drinking, 
20Much debate and differences in terminology exist in the 
literature. Terms such as cultural, structural, behavioral 
assimilation, adaptation, acculturation and integration have 
been used, seemingly interchangable in certain cases. 
To cite an example, Gordon (1964) saw assimilation as a seven 
step process, with each stage termed differently, in 
M.M.Gordon, Assimilation in American Life. New York, Oxford 
U.P., 1964. 
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of residence or of generational differences, is of prime 
importance in a suggested positive relationship between time and 
degree of assimilation, ie. the longer the time in Canada, the 
more assimilated a person will be. 
However, as research, for example by Ziegler (1971), has 
shown, assimilation is not solely a function of time. Often 
other variables such as pre-migratory background in terms of 
education, occupation and region of origin must be taken into 
account. Ziegler in studing the Italians in Toronto found these 
pre-migratory factors to be particularly relevant in considering 
the assimilation of the immigrant generation, while further 
noting important differences between generations: 1 
In noting internal segmentation within the Italian 
community in Vancouver, a similar situation emerges. Differences 
do exist in the degree of assimilation and these are 
particularly notlcable in differences between generations. 
Boissevain (1965) noted in relation to an Italian community in 
Montreal, 
"There is always in every society and in every community 
a certain degree of tension between generations." 22 
Certainly, the Vancouver Italians are no exception. In fact, 
such tensions are perhaps more noticable than in society in 
71Ziegler, op cit, chapter 3. 
See also S.G.Ziegler, Characteristics of Italian Households in 
Metropolitan Toronto. York University, Institute of Behavioral 
Research, 1972. 
22Boissevain, op cit, p. 29 
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general because they are accentuated by differences in birth 
place, education and outlook. Those Italians who arrived in 
Vancouver in the 50's and 60's may have brought young children 
with them or have produced first generation Italian-Canadians, 
who are brought up in a dual cultural atmosphere. The children 
may speak Italian with their parents (and grandparents) in the 
home, but in school and elsewhere speak English. They are likely 
to have both Italian and non-Italian friends and generally 
consider themselves to be more a part of Canada than of 
2 3 ltaly. 
As a progression occurs through subsequent generations, it 
is likely that further assimilation will occur and in these 
subsequent generations links with Italy and their origins will 
decrease. How quickly and comprehensively this actually occurs 
depends on the internal structure of the present Italian 
co mm unity , par tic u 1ar1 y the fa mi 1 y unit • 1 f the po s t i mm i gr an t 
generations are encouraged to speak Italian at home, learn about 
their ancestral homeland and participate in the social and 
cultural institutions available in the community, a certain 
ethnic identity can be maintained while the individual is still 
able to function as a member of the larger society. In fact, in 
Canada this has been encouraged under multiculturalism and has 
been termed "integration". However, a pilot survey of Italians 
23 This statement is based on personal interviews. 
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in Vancouver indicates that this process is not occurring and 
Canadian born Italians have significantly lower participation 
rates within the institutional structure of the community~ 4 This, 
in fact, agrees with a point made by Germano (1977) who stated: 
"The young people, however, do not seem to be drawn into 
t he s u c la l l i f e of t he s e I ta l i an c l u b s • " 2 5 
Thus tl1ere is some indication that the importance of the Italian 
congregated area, particularly in relation to institutions, is 
lessening as a process of assimilation occurs. 
Differences within the Italian community, however, are not 
limited to those mdnifested as a result of assimilation. Even in 
the relatively unassimilated core area where many of the 
immigrdnt generation reside, where high language retention rates 
exist and where strong links with ltaly are maintained, there is 
little unity. An important reason for this is regional 
differentiation. Regional ties are particularly strong for 
Italians, a fact which can be examined on various scales. 
The broadest division can be drawn between Northern Italy 
and Southern Italy, the Mezzogiorno. The North is traditionally 
far more prosperous, containing much of the industrial 
development of the nation and a higher percentage of urban 
population. People from the North tend to have higher levels of 
education and often possess a skilled trade. The Mezzogiorno is 
a less prosperous area and an immigrant from there is likely to 
74 This refers to part of the authors ongoing research. 
25 Germano, op cit, p.30. 
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have comparatively lower levels of education and in general 
poor, rural origins. Attitudes also vary; the Southern way of 
life is often thought to be more conservative and traditional, 
while the Northerner is more adaptable to change. This is an 
important difference when considered in relation to the 
previously mentioned process of assimilation, where immigrant 
backgrounds were noted as of importance. 
In briefly outlining the differences between North and 
South, it follows that the propensity to migrate from the less 
prosperous Mezzogiorno would be greater than from the North. 
This is reflected by the flow of immigration to Canada. Studies 
in the two major magnets of attraction for Italians, Montreal 
and Toronto, indicate high proportions of Southern Italians, 
although all regions are represented in these communities. In 
Vancouver, no in depth studies of region of origin have been 
carried out. Walhouse (1961) suggested that in the late SO's, 60 
per cent of Vancouver's Italians where from the North~ 6 ln the 
present day, this proportion is thought to have lessened and the 
majority now originate from the South. 
This broad dichotomy is not, however, the most important 
division in the Italian community. A further division into the 
various regions of origin is perhaps more significant in Italian 
self identification, with peoples considering themselves to be, 
for example, Calabresi, Abruzzesi, Alpini, Friulani or 
26 Walhouse, op cit, p.223. 
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Siciliani. This self identification often recognises 
sub-regional divisions with strong ties to the towns or villages 
where the families once resided. In fact, on a small scale, this 
is represented by examples in the residential distribution of 
Italians in Vancouver, with groupings of residences along 
particular streets being of people from the same town or 
village. However, it is the regional tie that is particularly 
important. This is formalised and institutionalised within the 
community. Each region has it's own social club in Vancouver, 
meeting on a regular basis, where regional dialects are spoken 
and regional traditions and customs are carried on, thus 
strengthening regionally orientated ties. This use of regional 
dialects is not confined to the clubs, but is an important 
aspect of the day to day life of the Italian household. Even in 
such institutions as the restaurants and cappucino bars in East 
Vancouver, outwardly symbolic of the Italian community as a 
whole, there are regional biases, particularly in the bars which 
cater largely to the Italian men. 
Combining regional differences with segmentation as result 
of varying length of residence, intergenerational pressures and 
different degrees of assimilation, a disaggregation of the 
Italian community is apparent. This certainly disagrees with the 
idea of a close knit ethnic group although in saying this, it 
should be noted that attempts have taken place to unite the 
Italians. A weekly newspaper, 'L'Eco d'Italia' serves the 
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community with a circulation of over 5,000. Other communications 
media are also utilized such as bi-weekly T.V. shows and radio 
shows on a regular basis on CJVB and CJJC. 
Another major attempt to unite the community has been the 
founding of the Italian Cultural Centre and the creation of the 
Italian Folk Society. These bodies act as coordinating agencies 
for the various clubs anrl Hocieties but without seeming to be 
able to provide a unifying focus. The use of the cultural centre 
has not been by all Italians but by particular groups. As a 
recently produced paper suggests: 
"Rather than cater to the middle class Italians(who make 
up the majority of Italians here in Vancouver) it caters 
to the professional people." 27 
This quote introduces a futher element of differentiation, that 
associated with social status. This point may be re-linked with 
the consideration of the process of assimilation, with the 
professional people providing indication of changes made in 
response to the host society while still maintaining an ethnic 
i de :l tit y. 
Overall, there is no doubt that as the Italian group in 
Vancouver have increased in numbers and developed, significant 
internal segmentation has occurred, a fact evident in many 
aspects of "Italian" life in the city. 
27 A cousellor working for M.O.S.A.I.C. in Vancouver prepar~d 
the paper as a handout in 1980. 
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Conclusions and Perspectives for the Future 
This examination of the development and character of the 
Italian community in Vancouver has outlined various approaches 
that can be taken in the study of ethnic groups. Particularly, 
it has shown how the use of official data and a generalised 
approach in defining a wide group of people as "ethnic" can mask 
the substantial variations within the group as a result of a 
complex of factors. In this example, although it is possible to 
define a region characteristically "Italian" and to generalise 
various trends of development, it should not be assumed that 
this accurately represents the community itself. The Italians 
are not a unified group, this point being reflected in a recent 
report, prepared for Statistics Canada, which stated: 
"Italian-Vancouverites are too divided to allow any one 
soc.ial organisation to be overly representative." 28 
A combination of research on the generalised level and on 
an individual or household level might provide a useful approach 
and level of explanation in studies of ethnic groups in 
particular environments. 
Finally, having sketched the development of the group in 
Vancouver and noted the internal differences at this time, what 
of the future? It seems that the changes that are currently 
28 J.Loh and associates, Reccommendations and Final Report on ~~nsus Publicity ~Vancouver s Multi-Ethnrc-Community. 
Vancouver Regional Office, Stats Canada, Unpublished Report, 
p. 42. 
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occurring such as those associated with inter-generational 
differences must continue and subsequent generations will be 
less "Italianised" and more "Canadianised". Combining this with 
the slowdown of Italian immigration noted, perhaps the continued 
importance and even existance of the core Italian area will be 
in doubt. People having fewer ties with Italian culture will not 
depend on the community's institutional framework, which could 
indicate the latter's decline. Germano (1977) notes just this, 
particularly in relation to the social organisations. He states: 
"The associations, while they are a genuine expression 
of Italian Community life, do not usually succeed in 
reaching beyond a circle of interests which ends with 
the lives of the founding members." 29 
A futher implication of the lessening of the ties with the 
core area is that a dispersal of Italian households will occur 
around the region. Here the major locational determinant is 
economic rather than ethnic in nature. In fact, this process may 
be occurring at present with a greater dispersal of Italian 
households than in the past. 30 
Whatever the future may bring, thtc:re 1. b ,1,, doubt that as 
the city of Vancouver has developed and many different peoples 
have come in, the Italians have formed a distinct part of the 
"Cultural Mosaic" and that the development of the community, 
with loose institutional and residential ties has performed an 
29G . 3 5 e rma no, op c 1 t , p. . . 
30 This point has been inferred by reference to one of the most 
recent sources of information concerning Italian resid~ntial 
di st r i bu t ions , T he 1 ta l i an T t' l. e phone Di r e ct o r y , 1 9 8 0 • 
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important function in aiding the transitions that an immigrant 
community has to go through. 
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Acculturation, Assimilation and Mobility of the 
Germ:m Ethnic Gruup in Vancouver. 
Is there a time - space - relationship? 
by 
Peter D:)errenbaecher 
.. 
In this paper I want to examine the spatial behavior of the C£rman ethnic 
group in Vancouver. The major task is to examine whether there is a 
relationship between length of time of living in a host-society and the 
spatial and social mobility within this ethnic group. 
1. General Considerations 
First of all we have to clarify whether there is a general connection 
between assimilation of any ethnic group in a host society and its mohility. 
If so, we can ask whether the behaviour of the r':£'nnc::m ethnic gruup ic; 
similar to others in showing this general connection. 
1.1 Assimilation and Acculturation 
To find a connection between assimilation, acculturation, and 
rnobili ty, we first have to define the notions of assimilation and accultur-
ation. 
Acculturation means in this case an adaptation of ethnic minorities 
to the cultural standards of their host-societies. The word "acculturation' 
implies an ongoing process of interaction. The process is one of adjustment 
wherein an ethnic group moves fran physical or social isolation, or both, 
to gradual imitation of the host culture through the diffusion of ideas, 
values, and artifacts ... According to Alfred Kroeser· and Talcot Parsons, 
culture is language, religion, law, symbols, be liefs, and associations 
among individuals and groups as in murch, family, club or informal group 
membership. Assimilation then rreans the developrnent of both the cultural 
and social system of the host society.~·: 
~·:p(' i I '. 7,' K. Tlic·mc~) in for Cll ltura] C'i't)2:I'i1phy of F~urcipr>dTl rthnic Croups Ul 
the U.~;.A. 
Geographical Review Vol. G9, No. 1 01/79 pp. 79-9Lf 
l 
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1. 2 Mobility 
rirst of all it is necessary to make a distinction between 
horizontal or spatial mohility and vertical or class mobility. 
Horizontal mobility means the moverrent from one place to another, from 
one city to another city , from rural area.s to urban areas or from one 
specific metropolitan area to another. In many cases a mange in pro-
fession or in class participation is connected with spatial ITDbility, 
eg. a descent by moving from a better to a worse residential area. So 
spatial mobility often is an indicator for class mobility. 
1.3 Segregation 
~ev:--egcJ.tion means the spatial separation of a social group within 
,ci society. This group can he distinguished by cultural maracteristics 
such as religion, language, or values or by social factors like status 
or stratification. Se~gated groups live separated from the whole society 
and are strongly limited in their interaction within their cwn group. 
Ethnic groups whim often have a different cultural background and behavior 
or different functions within the society, whose status and class participa-
tion is different from that of the average members of society often are 
segregated. 
1. t1 Segregation, Assimilation and Mobility of Ethnic Groups 
Ethnic irrmigrant groups usually have a different cultural and 
social background. Problems caused by these differences like language, 
religion, and education, encourage people to live together segregated from 
the host-society. The Italian, Greek, and Otinese are such examples in 
r 
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the major North American cities. 
Usually with time, from generation to generation, these differences 
in culture decrease. Giildren learn the host society's language, get the 
corrmon education and becorre integrated; we can say they are acculturated 
and at the end they are assimilated. The need to stay together with 
other people of the same origin decreases and this in turn leads to higher 
spatial mobility. 
This process takes place in different ways: 
First: Acculturation and assimilation enable people to move up within the 
society by getting better jobs and gaining a better status and prestir;e. 
They can move from their forrrer residential area to a wealthier area. 
Another circumstance enforces this process: an arriving immigrant group 
usually moves into the less desirable areas to live. There is often a 
social succession with a forrrer immigrant group leaving iIDd making way for 
another group which moves in to take their p1acP. Tn the United States 
such cases are known for different metropolitan areas : English, then 
Gennans, later Italians settled, and new Puerto Ricians and Mexicans live 
in poorer districts. 
Second: 1here is a need for new space in an immigrant r;roup's second 
ge1wration. Giildn=n getting married nee cl hou.c;c~c; or a1•artrrents and a~ 
oft:r=>n compelled to move out. 
1he resulting processes and those discussed above can strengthen each ot1~er. 
1.5 Hypothesis 
We can formulate the regularity that there is a connection between 
time and ~pace insofar as ethnic r;roups which first are segregated mon• 
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rn time: i.e. there io~ both a social and a spatial mobility. This 
mobility is induced by acculturation and assimilation. 
In ~ investigation I :.;ought to determine whether this regularity 
also holds true for the C--erman ethnic group in Vancouver. This question 
will be treated in part 2 of this essay. 
2. Assimilation and Mobility of the C?i:rman Ethnic Group in Vancouver 
This part will test the hypothesis that the C?i:nnan Ethnic Group's 
social and spatial behaviour is similar to the common behaviour of other 
ethnic groups quoted in 1. 5. Therefore I made use of different tools. 
First: I studied the census material from 1961 and 1971 in order to find 
the areas with a decrease and an increase of C?i:rman ethnic population. 
Secondly: I carried out sane informal interviews with pastors of C?i:rman 
parishes; the publisher of the C?i:rman newspaper "Pazifuche Rundshau", 
Mr. Ackermann; the president of the C?i:nnan Alpen-Club in Vancouver, 
Mr. Brauer; and others. 
Third: I undertook: sorre interviews with a questionnaire concerning 
acculturation and assimilation as quoted above and spatial mobility. 
2 .1. D2scriptive Part (Census Material) 
In order to find out in which census tracts the number of C?i:rman 
population increased/decreased bet-ween 1961-1971, I compared the numbers 
of both years per census tract. First of all I had to make the census 
tracts comparable because the borders were changed in 1971 to smaller 
uni ts. Then I calculated the differences between 1961 and 1971 whereby 
I defined the absolute number of Cennans per census tract of 1961 as 100% 
and calculated the percentaf_;e of this number for 1971. 
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(eg. 200 people of Gennan origin in 1961 census tract #1 = 0 100%, 600 
people in census tract in 1971 A 300%; percentage figures shCM the 
numbers of Germ:ms compared to the absolute numbers of 1961). 
The result of this calculation was an increa:::;e of Gennan 
population in almost every census tract between 1961 and 1971. 
reclining census tracts were near downtCMD Vancouver, SE of Burrard St. 
(70-94.9% of 1961), south of Broadway, between Carrbie an·' Nanaimo St., 
South Burnaby at the Fraser River, aYDund Victoria Drive at Terminal 
Avenue (all 45.0 - 69.9% of 1961). All other census tracts shewed an 
increase in population of German origin with the exc.."eption o.f a few with 
only slight changes. In most census tracts the 1971 percentage of 1961 values 
values was between 105% and 204.9°s. 
Higher gains could be recognized in Eastern Burnaby 205 - 2 54. 9%, 
Higher gains could be recognized in Western Surrey 
Higher garns could be recognized in Richmond-city 
and in Port Mc:ody, Coqui tlarn and parts of North Vancouver the percentages 
were even higher (255 - 404.9%). The hip-)lest percenta8es were in West 
Vancouver (423.8%), eastenl :celta (439.8%), southwPstcrn West Burnaby 
(Boundary Road Imperial Avenue) (468%) and D.?lta (612.2%). 
But these dates could only give limited infonnation because the increase 
of the German population could have coincided with the general develop-
rrent of population, eg. where new residential areas were developed or 
population in general decreased because of corrmercial development. 
1herefore I canpared the developrrent of the G2rman population with the 
population as a whole in a second map. 
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I calculated the change of the whole population bei:J...Jeen 1961 - 1971 in 
the same way as for the German population in map 1. The difference 
between the total population development and that of persons of German 
origin gave me a more precise picture of the development of the German 
population. I only took care of those census tracts where the difference 
between the percentage of map 1 and map 2 per census tract were higher 
than +50% for the German ethnic group, i.e. where it increased signifi-
cantly faster than the total population. The census tracts where the 
German population decreased while the total population increased and 
the tracts where the Gennan population decreased in the same way as 
the other population wen~ also examined. 
Result: Bei:J...Jeen Broadway and King Edward Street, Cambie Street 
and Victoria Drive, the Gennan population decreased while the total 
population increased. Except for the census tract in South Burnaby at 
the Fra..ser River and the census tracts north of Broadway, the decrease 
of the German population in the remaining census tracts was less than 
for the total population. 
A significant increase of the German population (more than +50% difference 
to the total population development) could be seen in Port Coquitlam, 
Coquitlam, North Vancouver (census tract 150) with 50 - 99.9% difference, 
Port M::::iody, Eastern Lelta, North Vancouver (census tract 153) with 125 -
149.9%, in South Burnaby (Rounda.ry, Imperial Avenue) 175 - 199.9% 
and D=lta and North Vancouver (census tract 140) 200 - 399. 9%. 
Those areas with a significant increase of Gennan population are 
most interesting for further examination. It is true of course that 
these census dates only ~ive limited information because there are still 
some unsolved questions. for example, a high percentage gra:..vth in a 
r 
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specific census tract does not automatically mean a high absolute 
increase of population gn::wth. These data hOitJever can show a general 
trend of development and it is possible to give an explanation as to 
why in these areas the population of German origin increased more 
markedly. 
In the next part, I want to illustrate the information from the 
interviews and compare this with the result from the cr'rl"ll'.; data. 
2.2 Result From Interviews 
In order to explain the result I obtained from census material, 
I undertook some interviews. Two types of interview:=:; were used: in formal 
and f onnal. 
2.2.1 Informal Interviews 
'The informal interviews were undertaken with represen ta ti ves of the 
German Alpen Club and pastors of two German Lutheran parishes in Vill1couvcr 
and the publishers of the German newspaper "Parifische Rundschau". In 
these interviews I obtained general information about the Ciennan ethnic 
group in Vancouver, its history, its integration into Canadian society, 
etc. 
First, I wish to stress that the notion "GeIBBn population" that I have 
used before and will use later on does not actually mean people of Germa~ 
citizenship or irmnigrants from Germany. Rather it sir;nifies the group 
which share a corrmon cultural bac.kground whic.h is expressed by the use 
of the German language. 
Most of the so-called German population dirl not come from Germany 
but frcm the Baltic region in erl.._stern Europe and from ~_;outheastern l:urope. 
Sorre of them were descendants of earlier emi&ants from (',ermany proper. 
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[xumples are thE:: l lu L Leri tes 0nd the groups of Mennonites who came from 
Pw:;sia to Paraguay and Canada at the beginning of this century. Some 
other Mennonites latPr carne from Paraguay, Uruguay, Brazil, and Argentina 
to Canada. fust of tl1em first settled in rural areas. After World War 
I, there was only a rdth0r small Gennan comnuni ty in Vancouver, whose 
shopping facilities wen> 1ocated aromd Robson Street. The major settle-
ment area of German speclk i ng population was for a long time around Fraser 
Street in South Vancouv<"r. This conmuni ty consisted mostly of people 
from Poland and had a lower educational level. They had more language 
problems than other GeTITlillls and therefore lived closer together. Fraser 
~)treet was tl1e cor12 of the German comnuni ty up to the last decades but 
has declined relatively rapidly since then. 
There were two major reasons for this: 
1. 'The corrununi ty lived in the second generation in Vanc0uver, and the 
children getting married and having children needed new residential space. 
Hence there was a fairly strong out-migration to more rural areas around 
Vancouver. The above figures which shew a laq:;e incr~ase of German popu-
lation in rural areC:Ls like Port Moody, Coquitlam, ~lta, and Surrey illus-
trate this. I often heard mat people with children had a lot of difficul-
ties in getting apdrtm:nts or houses in Vancouver. One major reason to 
move: was a cJe:.:;ire for better conditions for children. A second reason 
w,JS the high houc;ing cost~; in Vancouver whereas the land prices outside 
t11t' a<"tual city were re la ti vely low and young families could not pay the 
higher prices. 
2. Another fu.ct wac~ that in the last decade und a half there was a heavy 
influx of r:ast-lndian fJOpulation in the area around Fraser Street and 
Southeast Murine Drive, around the Sikh temple. 1his development had a 
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further push effect on the Gerrnilll population. It is interesting that 
the Fraser Street area obviously is a typical transitional area. Before 
the Gennan population lived there, this area was settled by British 
people. The succession brought the Gennan population caning obove all 
from Eastern Europe (Poland), and since they left the area, it is nuw 
settled by East-Indians. 
Apart from this German ethnic community around Fraser ;:;treet, thert' 
c-Lre other Germans who ca:rre later. Most of the people of German orig1 n 
living today in Vancouver ca:rre in the 1950s (most of them between 1952 ,mcJ 
1955). Theirs was a very heterogenous group. Some of them cam.; .J.ctually 
from West Germany and were mostly young people who had the <iesire to bc?;in 
a new career in som:: foreign country. The reasons for coming to Canada 
were political because IIDst countries were closed for Germans after the 
war. Another group came from Eastern Europe from regions which were lost 
in the war to Poland and Russia (Silesia and [ast Prussia.). This popula-
tion did not feel at home in West Germany and therefore carre to Canada pcc1rtly 
in fear of another war in Europe . Most of them were craftsmen or members 
of the former nobility who lost their titles and land. These people wen> 
we 11-educated or ski 1 led and hacl only slight prob 1Pm'3 to mow' up in 
Canadian society. Of course especially people from Eastern I:urope, ancl 
the nobility particularly, conserved their old Gennd~1 traditions which 
had roots in their former minority status in EaBtern CuYDpe. 
The Poland-Germans, Baltic-Germans, and the former nobi1i ty in 
particular, identify themselves as Germans and are clf-~tenninecl to pn~-
serve their old German traditions. But all of them in common have reached 
a good living stillldaro in Canada, and the new society acJ::navledges their 
f'raft-skills (even in the case of form::~rly unskilled immigrants, at 1c~as t 
in their second generation in Vancouver). 
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ln recent yean; there was a new trend of German .immigration, al though 
the figures were mum smaller than in the 19 50s. The arriving population 
consisted of C£nnans from West Germany who were well educated and often 
well off. They came in order to save this financial capital in anticipa-
tion of an unstable political situation in Europe. Apart from these people 
irrmigrants of German origin recently came from Latin America, in particular 
from M2xico, also because of economical and political reasons in their 
home country. They were rrernbers of the upper class. A priest of a 
C£rman murch reported to me that in the last year alone five well-off 
families from M2xico have moved to North Vancouver. These immigrants 
mostly speak English well and became quickly integrated in the host society. 
It appears that they do not identify themselves anymore with the C£nnan 
ethnic group. They invest in the Canadian economy, cwn land and can hardly 
be recognized as C£nnans. This group and other former immigrants who had 
quickly established good eronomic careers, live in or move to the more 
expensive residential areas, particularly in North Vancouver (see Census 
futa). 
The following trends are apparent: 
In the 1950s lots of C£nnans fran C£rmany or from the Eastern European 
regions (Silesia, East Prussia) cane to Canada. They mostly got well 
paid profess ions and after a couple of years, they purmased their cwn 
n'sidences which were located often in the rural cornmuni ties around 
Vancouver with lower land prices. These areas are consistent with the 
fastest gaining census tracts, which I noted in 2.1. The highest increa-
ses of German population in I€lta are connected with efforts made by Dutm 
people to reclaim the Fraser I€1 ta and to make this region feasible for 
coettlerrent. At the tine of these improverrents also the total population 
r 
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in I:elta increased faster than in any other group of census tracts. When 
a Dutch research co-operative found out that the Fraser I:elta could be 
settled, the area was subdivided and cheap lots became available. Hence 
the heavy migration of Germans to I:el ta is only partly caused by their 
ethnic origin. The German population itself always settled in private 
bungalav-like residences and this trend continued in f£lta. The strong 
migration to Lelta, Port Moody or elseNhere did not have mything to do 
with segregation. 1nis population arriving in the 1950s never was segn2-
gated or concentrated. The hig}l increase rates in those census tract::_; 
were a result of many young families partly of the seconcl immigrant 
generation seeking residences. 
Another direction at that time (196 l- 71) which continues up until new 
is the migration to high prestige areas in West and North Vancouver. Tuo 
groups are engaged in this direction: 1) those Germans who came in the 
1950s and later moved up within the Canadian class hierarchy. l'bst of 
them are craftsmen who run an expanding company or an~ business-men. 
They often are second generation Vancouveri tes, les;; inclineci to identify 
themselves as of German origin. 
Another group are those German-speaking people coming from Latin 
Arrerica who immediately moved to these expensive an?as. These two mobi-
li ty trends are consistent with the intention of the parish of the Gernian 
Lutheran Omrch at 18th Avenue to subdivide the parish into a Vancouver 
parish for the rapidly increasing population in North and West Vancouver 
and another parish for the population in Surrey, Langley, I:elta and 
Maple Ridge which is grcwing very fast too. 
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2. 2. 2 Interviews hy Questionnaire 
Apart from these few informal interviews, I carried out some 
interviews by using a questionnaire (Appendix); but the information is 
only of limi teci value because of the follcwing reasons: 
It was very difficult to find people of German origin who agreed to 
answer d quest ionna:i ~. 'The problem was thnt I only got addresses from 
Cbrman institutions like the Alpen Club, Vancouver and German churches. 
So this population is hardly representative for the German ethnic group 
in Vancouver, because these people obviously have chosen contact with 
other C='i:~rmans and identify themselves more as Germans than other people 
of German origin. On the other hand, there is the question whether 
people no longer participating in any Gennan institutions can still be 
regarded as ethnic in a more limited sense. Another problem is that the 
number of interviews was very small and the question is, hCNJ represen-
tative is this? 
One. part of the::--;e interviews was undertaken in the restaurant of the 
Cennan Alpen Club, the other part was by phone interviews with members 
of d German church. 
The results frcm these interviEWs were very similar to the descrip-
tions by competent people of the German ethnic behaviour that I obtained 
by inform-~l interviews. Most of the people came in the 1950s . ..About 
half of them carre directly to Vancouver, the others from Central Canada 
or the Prairies to Vancouver. The reasons for coming to Vancouver were 
employment opportunities or perr;mal considerations. Almost all of them 
mowd only wj thin the first yea.rs of living in VancouvPr and acquired 
their c:wn re~;idr'nce dfter this tine. This mobility corresponds to the 
figm-Ps of the censw_; data. A move out from the German ethnic an:>a 
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around f'r:Hser Street took place to the surrounding cornmuni ties in IRlta, 
Surrey, Langley, and Port Moody, or a direct migration occurred from other 
regicns in Canada to those suburbs of Vancouver because of available land 
and lower prices. The CenTBn population seems to be less spatially mobi lE> 
than the Canadian average. Everyone with only one exception lived in his 
own residence, has not rroved, and does not in tend to rmve again. There 
was one case of moving out of a residence after chi ldn:n had left the 
L=J:rr3 ly. But in general, the112 was a very homogenous spa L ial behaviour. 
Changing the living place had little to do with a social change or with 
acculturation and assimilation because the indicators concerning p<:i.rtici-
pation in G?rman ethnic institutions, custom, etc. changed from person to 
person while the spatial behaviour was almost the SclTW for everyone. 
The main objective always was to obtain his o.ivn residence us fast as 
possible. In oroer to obtain this information I asked after such indica-
tor,=; a<; nationality of friends, participation in institutions, cmd reading 
of G?rman newspapers. The answers we112 different with the exception that 
almost everyone had a mixture between English and G?rman as the language 
at home and spoke English at work. A small difference could be seen 
between professionals and other people. Professionals used rrore English 
than the others and had rrore institutional contacts, but the sample 
size was so small, that it could be difficult to draw any definite con-
clusion. All people interviewed gave similar evaluations of this area 
and were satisfied with their housing conditions while having only a 
loose c,ontact with their neighbours. 
J\11 in all, the differences concerning acculturation and mobili ~Y' 
within the Cerman ethnic group seerred to be very small according to 
i:b:'sr' interviews, alth011r)l there are large differences in the financial 
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and actual social situation within the group. M::lst of the people asked 
still to identify themselves as Genrans by having a closer contact with 
other Germans, by buying in Genran felicatessen stores and reading German 
newspapers , while appearing well integrated in their jobs and having other 
friends in addition to those of German origin. 
3. Reviav 
In my study, T folIDd that the hypothesis that I gave in part 1 of 
this essay is only partly true for the German ethnic group. 
There was no real German concentration after World War II in 
Vancouver as they exist for other ethnic groups. The German population 
quickly acquired their c:wn residences in Vancouver and in the 1960s in 
the suburbs of Vancouver. 
The acculturation and assimilation into the Canadian society took 
place very quickly, but lasted as long as or even longer than the period 
of moving, with t:he only exception being for the people from Poland who 
were concentrated around Fraser Street. This corrrnuni ty disintegrated 
after a considerable time of living in Vancouver with the rise of the 
second generation. It is just this group which also today takes care of 
their old traditions and whose spatial and social behaviour conforms to 
the hypothesis given above. 
The actual migration of German population to the better residential 
areas within Vancouver hc:wever, is comparable to the normal class 
mobility within the Canadian society and not really ethnically controlled, 
because the people involved are already acculturated as well as assimi-
lated. 
The direct migtYition from outside to the wealthier areas is 
another reason why the hypothesis is not really true for the German 
ethnic gn:iup in its entirety. 
ItITRA-URBAN MOBILITY OF THE GERMAN ETHNIC GROUP IN VANCOUVER AND ITS INTEGRATION 
IN THE CANADIAN SOCIETY 
(1) How long are you living in Canada ? 
(2) Hhere are you from in Europe? 
(3) Which reasons did you have to emigrate and to immigrate 
especially to Canada? 
(4) Where did you move to (in Canada)? 
(5) How often did you move within C..anatia? 
(6) Where did you live before (in Canada)? 
(7) Hhy did you move in this area? 
(8) How long are you living in this area? 
(9) Do you intend to move again? 
( tO) Is this your own residence? 
(11) To P!:':ich age-group do you belong? ••••• 
21-30 
. . . . . . . . . . 
31-40 41-50 
(12) How many persons are living in your household/family? 
(13) Did your children yet finish their education? 
(14) Arc you self-employed? 
(15) To which pTofessional/occupational group do you belong? 
:worker 
:employee 
:craftsman 
:professional 
. .... 
51-60 
:public (administ staff) 
(16) Dia you change your profession 
(a) when you came to Canada 
(b) while living in Canada? 
:others 
:don't know 
:no answer 
(17) Which size (how many employees) does your company have? 
(18) Which language do you use at work? 
(19) Which language do you use {mostly) at home? 
(20) Do you have any connections to Rerman institutions? 
- if yes, to which? 
- are you member? 
(21) Which german institutions do you know in the Vancouver area? 
.......... 
............ 
•••••••••• 0 
........... 
........... 
............ 
........... 
........... 
61 & over 
........... 
........... 
............ 
............ 
•••••••••• fl • 
............ 
............ 
............ 
............ 
............ 
............ 
.... 
............. 
•<'•••11•0••··································································· 
~22) Do you read r,crman newspapers? 
if yes, which? ................................ 
;md how often? . . . . . . .......... 
seldom sometimes often weekly 
(23) Do you read (periodically) any Vancouverite newspaper? 
(24) Do you use to buy in german stores (e.r,. r,roceries, delicatessen 
stores)? ••••••••. 
(25) Do you (still)have a deep contact to other Germans in Vancouver? 
(26) Do most of your friends have an origin other than German? 
.......... 
if yes, vhich? •••••••••••••••••• . .................... ' . 
(27) Do you have a close contact to your neighbours? 
•••••••• • I 
(28) How would you characterize them? 
(29) dow would you characterize this residential area? 
( 30) Hou do you like this residential area? 
r.rade 5 (heat) 4 3 2 1 ? 
THAN¥. YOU VEllY mJCH: 
(Sprinc 1981) 
COMPARATIVE CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY 
A European Gerrran View of the 
Germans in Vancouver. 
by 
Michael Geib 
r 
INTRODUC1'I ON 
I shall try to deal with the Germans in the recent Vancouver. Thn~e 
questions should be kept in mind: 
Is then~ a German iTIBge in Vancouver? 
What is the German contribution to the general society and cul~? 
Is there a fu~ for this ethnic group? 
In order to answer these questions, I used four rr~thods: statistics, 
maps, interviews, and photographs. 
In ethnic studies, it is necessary to look at the whc)le life of man -
his social relations, his habits, and his physical creations in the land-
scape. 
In the case of the Germans, this is especially difficult because of the 
'confusing' background of their iinrniB;ration. 1 So I want to have a look at 
different aspects of human life: 
Language, and its expression in press, radio, TV, etc. 
social organizations and clubs . 
business. 
food habits. 
the appearance in the landscape (housin8 and gdr<lerting). 
But fir"Bt, there should be a short look at the distribution of Germans in 
Vancouver: 
Distribution: 
At t-.he last census of 1971, there were 89,675 Gennans in the Metro-
politan Area of Vancouver. 2 This is 8.29% of the total population. Most 
live in Vancouver with 32,515 which is 7.63% of the total population. 
A look at the percentage of total population helps to detennine 
concentration. 3 The rrore 'rural' areas have a higher percentage: Langley 
(14.61%), S~y (10.68%), D2lta (10.45%), Port Coquitlam (10.43%), 
Richmond (10. 21%), etc. The highest percentage has the area between Oak 
Sti"'eet and Victoria Drive, with over 20% centering around the classical 
cen~ of the Germans along the Fraser S~et. However, in general it can 
be said that the concentration is not as marked as in the case of other 
1 
2 
3 
What is a "German"? 
see m3p: 'Total GeruBils 1971' 
see map : 'Percent Germans 19--;1 1 
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ethnic g.coups like the Italians. 
The status of language4 depends on the concentration of German 
population. Areas with a higher concentration of Germans also maintain 
the German language longer. 13.8% of the Germans kept Cerman as main 
language in 1971. 
A problem the German Community faces today is the fact that the number 
of immigrants is very rapidly decreasing. The small group of new Gennan 
irmnigrants mainly settles in the Western parts of the town and in North 
Vancouver, not in traditionally 'Germ:m'areas. 
To what extent have these two factors of the recent almJst stop to 
German immigration, and the relatively widespread distribution of new 
settlement influenced the development of the Gerrnar1 community? How fr:ir is 
tl1e lar1gi.inge influenced? 
language and its expression in press, radio, tv, etc. 
It is a fact - and statistics prove this - that the Germans do not 
m:-:i.intain their language as well as other ethnic gn::iups. There are cliff erent 
causes for this. First, the Canadian-English culture is rather similar 
to the German. It makes it easy to assimilate fast. It is not necessary 
for G£rmans to live in communities together that are developed in order to 
m_untain the old customs, as for example Italians or Chinese do. If there 
is no sud1 tight community, this means that the assimilation process even 
accelerates. The rather lCMJ readership of German newspapers proves this. 
Anot11er significant fa.ct is that Germans who came here often had, 
hi::.1tocicalJy, to leave their cmmtry because of emergencies: poverty, wars, 
political pr>essure, or unemployment. This continued to be true for the post 
war period which brought the main wave of irrunigrants to Vancouver. For a 
large number of these people their CMJn nationality had a terrible taste 
bec,_,use of the perverted nationalism of the 'Third Reich'. In order to 
find a new start, they had to speak :Cnglish. 
There is a third factor that accelerates the assimilation of the 
Cerman: the family. A couple without children n?Jnains German longer than a 
see map: 'Percent Gerrrans Speaking Mother tonr;ur.: 19 71' . 
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family where children grow up in the Fnglis~ speaking environment and 
especially in English speaking schools. To maintain German at home is 
sometimes really hard, for people may be living in two worlds, the English-
language environment and the German 'island' , simultaneously. 
There are Saturday-schools, but, it is hard especially for children 
to spend extra time learning a language. About 850 students go to these 
schools in the Greater Vancouver area. This is a low number in comparison 
to the high number of Ge:rnans in this area. 
I know a case where the first born speaks a very good German, the 
younger sister a worse, and the youngest brother doesn't know any German at 
all. In another case, a young first generation Gernan Canadian, who speaks 
German fluently, went to Germ:my for a longer period. When he came home, 
he spoke only English and refused to speak: Germa.n in his family. That is the 
question of identity. In Canada, he lived in a 'double identity'. In 
Geim3.I1y, he found that there is no further relation to the recent German 
culture. He feels himself a Cana.dian now and speaks the language of his 
country. 
The language itself changes also - but, not in the way it would in a 
Geim3.I1 environment. It remains fixed at the standard of the year of 
immigration, in the case of Vancouver rrainly the 1950's and 60's. But not 
only the language, also the customs, the social behaviour, and the political 
thinking stay still. The language mixes English expressions into the Gerrran, 
or even takes phrases without translation and only adds Gerrran articles. 
L.nglish becomes rrore and more part of the language. 
It is also interesting to see that relations aJJDng people are expressed 
by the use of the language: one rray speak: German to near friends, and to 
other Germans English. 
All these facts can be assessed in the press and other Gerrran media. 
There is one 'big' regional newspaper: The 'Pazifische Rundschau'. It is 
published by Baldwin Ackerrrann. The paper appears every 2 weeks and is put 
together by Mr. Ackennann, his wife and a secretary in the cellar of his 
house. He deals mainly with events in the Gerrran corrmunity in Greater 
Vancouver. He also gives a overview about events in Europe. There are 
F 
l 
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advertisements from Gerrran retail shops, lawyers, craftsmen. Here the 
interested German also finds the programs of the German speaking clubs, 
or information about the club life, churches with Genra.n services, etc. 
Mr. Ackermann declares that it is his policy to deal mainly wi tl-i events in 
the German community, 5 or commentaries on provincial events. News which go 
further· afield, people read in the English daily papers. Mr. Ackennann 
estirnates his total distribution at 10,125. 
Beside the 'Pazifische Rundschau', there exists another paper, which 
a)pe.:ir·s weekly arid is called 'Kanada Kurier'. It is a. national paper with 
regional sections. They deal with international and also Gerrran news. There 
is a regional section for B.C. 
The style is what in Europe would be called that of a 'Boulevard 
Zei~~~g'. The Kurier's circulation is about 8000. 
Both papers can be recognized as conservative in their political 
statements. The language rray also be regarded as 'old fashioned' or 'English 
influenced'. 
Beside these two 'big' papers, there exist srra.11 ones in the form of 
'in£onnation letters' like the 'Edelweiss Echo' from the 'Edelweiss Credit 
Union'. 
German books are also rarely read. There is one German bookstore 
rn Fraser Street, which also has English religious literature. One French 
bookstore has a srra.11 Gerrran section. There are two 'International News' 
stores on I-Iastirigs and Robson, selling Gerim.n newspapers and journals from 
1d:::rman speaking countries. They have also a small selection of Gennan 
DCX)k>~. 11le Robson Street shop has a selection of 70 to 80 German books. 
Until half a year ago, Baldwin Ackermann had his own broadcasting 
station in the U.S. from where he sent his program to Vancouver. He had 
to quit it because the rent became too high. Therefore there is only one 
radio station at the morrent which broadcasts in C?ierrmn: 'CJVB' in Vancouver, 
an ethnic radio station, founded by a Dutchman. There is a one hour Gerrmn 
5 So he has a special section called 'Dies Und Daf>' where he only deals 
wit.ti the 'gossip' in the town. (Appendix J) 
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program a day: from 11:00 - 12:00 a.m. and news at 11:15 a.m. This ethnic 
station has somewhat rBduced its ethnic programming and there are sometimes 
changes in priorities. So the Chinese section is growing, and other 
smaller ethnic groups lose their place. The problem is that the station 
must succeed economically. Also laws control the percentage of foreign 
music being broadcast. 
The Gerrrun program takes care of the listeners: entertaining music 
of the 1950's and 60's, operetta music. No young people will listen to such 
a program. It is music for the elder generation. The language used proves 
the same. Terms are used which no longer exist in the Eurupean German language. 
Beside this station, there is a religious broadcast every weekday at 
7 :00 p.m. This peculiarity of 'standing still in a time', the time of 
irrrnir,rution, is expre~-;sccl also in other kinds of entertainments. There is a 
cinem:i6 which shows Germcm films out of the 1950's and early 1960's, the so 
called 'Heim:ltfilme' (old country JTDvies). There is no JTDdern Gennan film 
sh01Nn except by the GerrrB.n I£partments of the Universities. 
The sam2 holds true in the field of music: 'flat' entertaining artists 
perform here like Heino, Tony Marshall - artists who nevertheless attract 
the mass consumer in Germ:iny. 
A TV program also exists. A cable-program requiring a converter, it 
is on Channel 19 and started in I£cembe.r 1979. 
All in all, it may be ~;aid that peoples' life expresses the cultural 
conditions in the Germany they left. The language changes into English, or 
the German spoken develops in the same direction. The young generation finds 
its identification with the English-Canadian society. Younger imnigrants 
from Germany have normally learned English already in school. They find their 
way faster in the main Canadian society. They find no place in the older 
German comnunity still anchored in the 1950's and 1960's. The behaviour, 
the language, the political feeling is different. 
6 
'Hollywood' , on Broadway. 
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The earlier Germans have created a 'German' style which tl1ey th ink 
J.s German, but which is far away from the reality. We can see this in 
the existing German organiza.tion. 
Social Organiza.tions and Clubs 
The biggest club is the 'Vancouver Alpenclub' founded in 1935. Its 
Gernan image is a Bavarian, south-Genmn style, as the clubhouse immediately 
reveals. It has its own restaurant where Gerrnan cli~:;he~: a1 served. 'l11e 
p:rrigram is rrore or less entertaining: dance ev~ninp;s, playing games like 
chess, 'Kegeln', 'Skat', or activities like 'Schuhplatteln'. The club is 
also the meeting place for srraller organiza.tions like choirs
7 
etc. The club 
can help elder Gerrrans find a place in their free time an10ng other Gennans -
a rrain task because these people still have problems with the effort to 
integrate. 
But there are other facts which they may not see or refuse to see. 
/\round tl1e bar, younger people rather few in number discuss in English. 
The same trend shows in the dance events. Mainly one generation is there: 
t:1at C'f i:he 1950's ci..nd GO's. Young people are ran".. The:~ music :is the same -
dance music of tl1e time, waltzes and foxtrots. 
Beside the 'Alpenclub', there are only two other clubs with their own 
pre1nises, the 'Club Berlin' (founded in 1963) and the 'Austria Vancouver 
Club'. 8 
r/ 
I 
8 
'll1ere are many other German speaking clubs and societies : 
' Club Erika' 
the 'Gt'Y1!kID CanadidJ1 Cult:ur:il Society' 
the 'German Soccer Club' 
the 'Kolping Society' 
~ MGV Lyra' ; ' Concordia' 
Curious is the relation of the Gerrrans in Vancouver to these clubs. In my 
interviews, I found that the munber of Germ:ms with a 'middle' position 
towards the clubs is rather low. Either they neglect it totally or they 
are total members and defend th0ir 'Gcrnnn' c-~ty1c: A typi.cul example for 
th.c: diversity in the Germm character? the strup,gle between individualism 
arxl collectivism? 
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the 'Cerman C' ..anadian Benevolent Society' 
the 'Swiss Society' 
the 'German Canadian Businessmen's Association of B.C.' 
the 'Austro Canadian Businessmen's Association of B.C.' 
the 'I:delweiss Credit Union' 
etc. 
A Germ:m institution for the aged has been established. There are also 
German speaking Christian cJrnrches: 
clif ferent '~nnoni te Churches' 
the 'EV. Lutherische Kr€uzgemeinde Christuskirche' 
the 'Katholische Heilige Familie Gemeinde' 
the 'Errnn:muel Baptisten Gerneinde' 
the 'Bethel Pfingstgemeinde' 
the 'EV. Lutherische St. Markusgerneinde' 
They offer Genrlilll worship services, but also so called 'Sonntagsschulen' 
(Sunday schools). But they face the same problems as the clubs. Some of them 
already offer illglish services. The slow change starts with the singing of 
English Christian hymns. 
The Mennonites are only slightly related to the recent German community. 
Their background is different. They have a long tradition in Canada and 
came milnly from Ukrainian areas. Nowadays, their new members come from 
South America and nobody from Europe. Today, their services are nearly 
totally changed to English. 
We can see in the organizations the same thing we saw in the develop-
ment of the lanvJa.e;e: the stagnation in time, the generation problem, and 
slew chanr:e. A business organization where the same facts IIBY have deep 
com~cquences i:-:; the.: 'I~delwci_~;~:; Credit Union'. 
Business 
The 'Edelweiss Credit Union' was founded in 1943 in order to support 
G2rr:rans in the town, or help German irrmigrants. Credit Unions are owned and 
contrDlled by the people who use their services. B.C. laws says that 
meml)er:.:; of a Credit Union must be qualified through a 'comm:m bond'. 
r ) 
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Accordingly, the 'Edelweiss Credit Union' defines its members as 'people 
of Ccrm:m extraction or linguistic ability and their immediate re la ti ves 
residing in British Columbia' . 
Assets grew from $58.50 in 1943 on $65,276,499.0 in 1980 and the number 
of mernl>ers from 14 in 1943 to more than 9000 in 1980. 
Beside economic questions such as high interest rates, the 'Edelweiss 
C:t"€di t Union' faces another problem: the high average age of the members -
for average age is higher than in other Credit Unions. YoL.1ger c;erman-Canadians 
see no reason to go to a German branch. On the other hand, new irruni[';I'ants 
from Cierman speaking countries speak English and have but few links with any 
German organi za. ti on in the town. 
In view of these facts, the 'Edelweiss Credit Union' has only two 
possibilities of survival: - to expand and build new branches in order to 
attract other Germans or to change its rules of membership. 
The first proposal is not realistic for the cost of new branches is 
too high. It would also only delay the problems for some years. Therefore, 
the only way out would be a change of the rules, which will perhaps not 
happen in the next five, but will certainly within the next twenty years. 
~t~~r ~conomical Aspects 
Mm-::t of the Germans have been rather successful economically. Many 
have also changed their occupation, which had been nearly impossible at 
horn(:; in Germany. The IIB.jority came in the 1950's from a destroyed country 
and W•?ff~ to the country of a former enemy. They took aff/ job they could 
get. flfTE:t the war disaster, work became the only SE.::nse of their lives. 
Most cf them worked as craftsmen, and often they founded their own business. 
So, today medium sized businesses, JTB.ny of them in construction, 
prer1omina.te. Big enterprises are not corrmon. Some of the immigrants are 
also engaged in retailing and wholesaling. Fraser Street was once a center 
of srnci.H Gerrran shops, and Robson Street as well. This is less true now. 
Alorts Fraser Street, some delicatessens and one bookstore rerrain, and on 
Rob~:;on~ there are some butchershops, cafes, and a restaurant. These food 
1'.'e1atec'. activities arcc the only markedly 1 G2rnun' af3pect of these ~:;hopping 
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food Habits 
There are delicatessens with goods from Europe, butcher shops with their 
r;reat variety of Gerrnan sausages and bakeries with a large selection of 
Germm bread and pastry. I:elicatessens are rather widespread, whereas 
the other two types of enterprises are :rrore clustered and infrequent. In 
these shops, I see one clear influence of t~e German culture on the Canadian; 
the influence on the rest of the local cuisine nay not be as deep. There are 
only a few Germa.n restaurants: the 'Heidelberg', 'Schnitzelk:eller', 
'Heidi Restaurant', 'Edelweiss Inn', 'Black Forest Steak f, Schnitzel House', 
'The Bavarian Room', etc. 
The Germa.n food is very tough and heavy. Potatoes are the main 
vegetables not sauerkraut. The following sequence is normal: potatoes in 
differ€nt ways - :rrostly boiled; another vegetable, and one piece of meat. 
Nevertheless, the restaurants have to respect the different taste of the 
Canc:idian custaner. Germ=m and Canaian food habits become mixed. 
The Landscape 
But are there any obvious 'German' appearances in the landscape? 
In the area of retail trade only the delicatessens, butcher shops 
and bakeries are obvious. They have display windows that show off their goods. 
In other dorrains, there are no obvious difference visible. What about houses? 
Is there a typical 'German' architecture? 
The agricultural Germ:my of earlier centuries created different house 
styles, rrainly depending on clirrate, economical conditions, and available 
materials. Industrialism made styles more uniform. Houses may be built 
of stones; the roof is steep and mostly covered with slates. But there is 
no single 'typical' Gerrrnn style. In Vancouver, some 'Bavarian' style 
houses are seen, and dY'e the only evidence of 'Gerrran' architecture. 
In Vancouver, the material is different than in Germany. Wood is 
mainly used. Shingles replace slates, and the ruof is not as steep. 
What is more obvious is the attitude of people to their property. 
Everything must be clean and presentable. NorITBlly there is a fence around 
the house and property. Curtains in the windc:Ms are considered necessary to 
r 
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protect privacy. 
The r"Blation to the garden is interesting. Germans appear to invest 
rrore in the 'creation' of a garden than do other groups. Mostly it is 
a 'wild' garden with hard leaf bushes, trees, and stones. The wilderness of 
nature becomes expressed in the garden. The bushes and trees create a 
kind of wall around the 'property' . The house becomes a castle insured of 
its privacy. 
r , . ~unc.L u;3icx1 
Hy first question at the beginning was: 'Is there a German image in 
Vancouver?' It can't be answered with a real 'yes'. It ls only a vague iTIBge. 
Gennan and English culture are too close to show a real difference. There 
is nu Genrk'in center, as in the case of other ethnic groups , and the so-called 
Gerrrirm areas along Fraser and Robson Streets have lost their former German 
character. 
'i'he r;ame can be said in regard to social life. The group steadily 
becomc:~s mor-e and more integrated, assimilates and even becomes part of the 
dorn.iL:tIJ ~ ,_;_;~ ~ure. TI1ls is proved by the rapid loss of the GerrrBn language. 
The ,-:0";e2-opn12nt is enforced by the fact that only a few new immigrants from 
Gerrmny or other GerTIBn speaking countries have been immigrating recently. 
The fi rc:;t and second Canadian-born generations are mostly integrated, while 
the ,, -~ dr?r generation remains in its time of the 19 50' s , and creates a 
curiou~; re1ic-German style. It is only a question of time until the Germ=ms 
in '/ai 1r_'(Jl'li':r will be integrated - perhaps keeping ~~ome few Gerrnan traditions 
Jil: ·rtJU(r'fest' and Chrisbna::;, etc. Their contribution to the town are 
cJit: : cu] L describe. They are not obvious and not typically German. 
They have just done their work in the way they have been taught for 
centrn•ies . 
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Appendix I 
Wu mdftlefl vir noch ,Jlel!I tn BC elkben! Als ob du Pro-
ilem mil ,frr :'o:;t nicht genug wlh~ Manche: unsercr Le~rr 
11ben d!c Wcihl!w:t:t.,1.•11nmt'r erl'\i zwci Tagc vor dt·r Au5hc· 
erung ur.,ercr Au~;.;,,:,,, vc;'TI 24. l. erhaltt·r; bcsondc-n• in 
,urrc~ 1ind Cvqui:i:lm sowie Umgdrnng i1>1 din<"s Prohkm 
.uffalk d. Di• <:twi 2r;{J Ifr;efr,, !!1e un<A:re L.:!>n aus dic:s.:11 
;rn:t"trn 11:,cr. Ott;,.wa iliul dcri. Weg !od1kkt<"n, halfen etw1t• 
r.it, dal~ <!ic ktzte /. 'ls•pbe schndlcr ausgcliefert wurJc. 
tdk., wi•, d.t~'!. di<-~.c: /\.,:::,1i.ibe d:it·nfalls schneller lll Ihne-u 
:ommcn wi•d. Rnfrn Sic die Redaktion bittc an, wcnn Sie 
m Gebiet Grnl'..· v~m.1•'.il'Ct wohnen (277-5146). 
• World AdY•"~lhil.!'t' Tom·<1 mul\tcm ihre 'etltt'n '>orfuh· 
ungc!l in Vanuw· er vtrs(hicben ll'Ctjl:":i des St:eih d1:r lllliJti-
,,hrn ·\n 1:c\t-. lltcn, ht/fen wir, cl;1f~ da~ n!ch!.te D.i.tum nil-he 
1ud1 vrr~dwl1' 11 "'"ri.kn mu~. Atucige 1.uf dcr Ikst11111ranl1· 
,eite ~ll!l: bt.acbtcn. Die Ye!:111.11ai.tlhmacn la Nord Vam·oa· 
1er flndt>n ab<.~ r.M.lo: 
• Da~ Management vom R.l\'enlde l.odu11trl&I Park bklrt 
:ifrig ~cin~- '{iiuml>:l,/'-:-it«n im sudli,·hen RichmonJ an. Ole 
~ageist <;O gut und zcr!U('l (\,.I,!, sogar Mer~-cdes Benz, London 
l>rugs und die Keg Rc.-slaur:<htl> hierher griogen sirid, warum 
wmmen Sic nicht ~.U•. h ~ Sn fn•it man uus. Nun, uni;cre Redalr.· 
:iun ist nur w•.r:•t ·:c ~cr.i.!kui.il.s;c ~11tkrnt, abn der Brief ,iina 
1a an unsere Po~tL;;.t, da kann man cta•: riichl ahaen. Wie vlele 
Bride sandten dit b\1.>I~ 1111>. dai?:. >k llic~e mit nur 9 ~ frei· 
mmachc:n brauch•'.'l'.! 
• 15 MllJJQtit>i1 RAmlt:r \l\oerdcn jahrlich io Argrntinien 
1w~chli1l·h1et. Nn~h Nnrda•'1eri.k11 k.ann man die&es Fleisch 
ahl"r nur in geknrh1em '.f,11t,:nd vc1k.auft:n, da vlcl lU oft in 
Aritentinit·n t~it: M~d· t;;;d \ iP.uenv·,1, h« auftritt. 
• In cter VA!•.o'(i!1Vi3 St'l'i un<' .PH.UVINCE wurde lct1· 
tens eine gro& 1,, • 11.c . .1.1 i '.! ·' '"" 'J1.:-.ct1 '":ri1flent!i.·'n wt:nn 
Sie die~e ~chkd1t [ '.ell ~ .. .Jn :it"'l, br,rnchen S•'! n1•r in UMl!rt:i 
Zl'.itung die ai:c _;;_:j !. '.>CH n:1'-•ffe11llichk Amxigr nad1zu. 
lesrn. llnsne en1;b.lh~.µu ... :h1:.;en Mithurgcr haben Jas N, .. l 
sehl'n dabei. 
• Eine Fimw. :u lk:.itsch!and, die slch mit dcm A11~tausch 
von Briden ihrcr A11·.1n"lentt.:1• ;ihpiht (Penrt l'al.s sud1t). schrieb 
klir1.!ich dcr hr °'~v,:·n frrwz~>sb.1,cn •· ochcm.eitunv 1md bat 
um A111eigenprt-i!i<:. Da ts :.ich um t'inc sehr k.ldne An:ieigc 
handdtc. uherw,b 1kr Hernv~gcber un~ OC·1 l:lrief. dcnn er 
gla11b1. d.1.l) <kr Av.fl and gei11c1.\eit~ 1:·ei sokh einer Klcinst· 
anuigc ~id1 i<'d1t 1ohm. .fan etw&lMCr Verred1nung\· 
schrck (wie e.s in UeU1\\·ld1rnd iiblich is.t) wlird•~ ihm mehr 
BauU.m.ten vemrsnchru 1th <;'f eiubringen kimn. W\r hatkn 
das J.!!l'ithe Pwbito01 -,.Jion mchrmai-; i;d1abt und deswe(!~n 
tin l\ontu in 1.\01•1,n·i~· 'Hl t.rngcri.::ht(·t, auf <.km 1okhe An1.«i· 
gen (111d auch 1'J; ''· •t>r.11:.nt~) 1:\ne(~Uhh V.!:"l'<lft1 U;nnen 
• In dn Hu•,(ht}., :n de~ CCCM (('am.<!ian (\m\ulti1t1\'l' 
Co'Jno! on Md;<~·Jl:urn~i~n') i~t u.a. •:in Hild zu findrn, auf dem 
H(1rst Koehler, der uns~ren Lesern gewm l..t'ir. Ui•t ·ka11ntrr 
i~t. svradc die M1.'<1v.Hk de~ "Ouk r of Cana(h1" ,·om Gt11eral 
flnuverneur &-htevcr 1n11eh 0.r•r·t ~kornmt. Horst Koehler 
1ecn f'l'odukten den Vermcrlr. fiP•lco: Enth~h nur Erdn\!Jite 
und Slt.lt. 
• Der Job.nn Stnwl!. Ball. Jcr in diesem J1thre am 2S. Mlr1 
im Hl)tel Vanrouver stattlinden wird, hat ~uten Zu\i:ru~·h, 
tcilt un~ d<"r Vor1itzc111lc des Ballkom\tc:cs nut. Lnt~r Ji:n 
uhknJcn Gbt<"n wln1 aud1 in die~em Jal-ire wieucr cin Frei· 
flug (mit Alr Canad11J und Aul<:nll1nlt in O:\tetrdch wrlli;.r 
v.·enkn. Bitte bea1·htcn Sic ttie Anie111e auf Scite l J. 
C111igel1' wurde dcr mehrm~I~ w11dundil!'.k "Wi<:ocr 
Ball" nun do<li ahgeblu~cn. lhfur findt.:t ein WIF:NEH ABT::'lD 
heim 4tutrla Van\'O\l~i:r Club in N.khniond 1am :'l.2) .s::1tt. 
• Oeotache Welbnach1<1lletlcr erldan>1en lturz .-or Weih· 
n.acht, n aud, .1uf drn Wdkn rlr:t'~ Rnndfur1henden in Fd· 
nrnntr,n. l'r1\IO• Horst liu•~che c::kl.tnc: den Zulit•rrrn 1ie Lk· 
dt"r '.1rid .1cren Herkunft. 
• !He grf'B4e Sonr.1t:nnb1 der w~ "'-Ur,I·: ~iir1.lid1 teilweise 
1n !{ d:I rre1~dc:11t. Wolit« m.rn !IC &Anz l1e;l;,-qen, m(il)te mil 
t·1•1:•11 ~:tn1c11 Stailltcil al:?dfl.cn. Der 22 M• ll"t hnhe Z·"i((er 
(111rn.l '<'Ur<k ctwa 200 Meter -:ntfernt gt>fu111Ln. Ein Artikel 
!n 1.kr SK .&.I A, dnC'tn rn: 111lllkhl'n M. Ja1in 11u3 D('!Jt~ch!and, 
besdH.:ibt die E11tdcdonti d1e\er L'hr, Jie zu K.ti-....:r AuiU!>lUS 
Zclt.e!" aufJHtt'llt word"ll war. 
it' .. 
··r .. :I~ ~-~:.·J 
1) Oat achOn• Chai&! •Jnr · ~ ... ,, C11•·:ld\1r. Mount"~" Rano• As3 ;I .. 
11 .. 11· In COQ111tl11n1, 1h1fl w•.l\i' 'l<1Pll:1er bN11c~'"'ltQ '"'" wlnl. O•nn 
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"Airong the several forrrs of association that constitutes the micro-
structure of a society, families are the rrost influential." 
lJan Szezepanski 
Up to now, a rnajori ty of my assigmrents have been based on the study 
of the institutions that have played a major role rn helping the Poles up-
hold their heritage in the Vancouver area as well as across r'anacla. Even 
thoug11 T find the above very interestinr; and in~)ortant, I feel there is 
another z-i;:;pect whiC'.h I have not included yet that i::; re lated to the 
institutional asDect of the Poles th=it is ve1y im;tnJJrental in their well-
being. 'This is the institution of the Polish "family unit". In the fol-
lowing assi ~nt I will examine this topic basing my data on interviewf:-; 
I have clone at the Polish Community Centre of different families, as we11 
as the use c,f various reference texts. 
The Family in Poland 
Some of the earliest literature on the family in Polish history, dating 
to the early 15th century, suggests that stable patriarchal family relations 
were characteristic of Polish society. Three generation f arrilies flourished 
and survived well into the present century despite various poJitical, economic 
and ideological changes which have taken place in the p;:i~-;t few hundred years. 
Until 19Lt5, Polish society was basically traditionaJ. There were ~~ocial 
class rii_fferenceS in family life. 'I11e peasanU-:,wa:; cJc!teY'JrUtlt~d by the farm-
WOrk cycle, the family lifr of a srrkLll entreprenc:ur Wdc'J cl')f:>cly related with 
the nn 111 i.n;co u[ his enterprise, JW~ ci.':Dr.g -:nc u11p-::-:.· . mrj mi dcile classes the 
family wa-; c-m institution for the maintenance of status and power. But 
common to all classes were a strong patriarchal tradition, a strong influence 
of religion and church on family lifo, c-md str•ong ties of family soliclari ty. 
According tc one husband and wife who ca.me fn)m the o]d country whom I inter-
viewed, they said "Alrrost all families were three ?,eneration families and 
the :ir;fluence of p;ranc:lparents on the conduct nf L1rni lv afTai.r.3 was strong 
even if the grandparE>nts were Living with thci r married children." An ideal 
concept of the family was sh,in::-d by aJl Po.Jes. Popular values stressed the 
feeJi;1g of belonging to a fari:ilv grou[J, wLic11 CCJ11lci include ,111 relatives by 
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blood or marriage. rlhe ideal advocated the integration of activities of 
the family members to obtain comrron objectives, the ultimate utilization of 
family resources for relatives who were in need, and the oointenance of 
strong ties between the parental family and the new family units. 1 found 
out tl1at in the event of the death of parents, even distant relatives were 
expected to help in raising the orphaned children. Another highly stressed 
value was that the gn:::wn children should care for their old parents or 
grandparents. 
ArrDng both the rural population and the urban working classes, the 
wife was regarded rrore as "the mother of children than as companion or sex 
mate". The man regu.n:1ed himseJ f as the wife's superior or master. One man 
I talked to said one widely knam and applied proverb was that a "woman had 
to be constantly reminded that she was incapable of ever having any wise or 
important thoughts and opinions". It was generally accepted that the duty 
of the wife, at hone or outside, was to make clear that her husband was the 
head of the house, even if she shared in or exercised influence over family 
decisions. The choice of rmrriage partners was strongly influenced, if not 
dictated by parental choice or approval. The approval was based on the size 
of the dowry of possessions, social status, and family background. love was 
not given much importance in the selection of marriage partners. The peasant 
rrarriages were rrost often arranged according to strict custorrs, and Polish 
weddings are farrous for their traditions which are usually appreciated by 
those who have attended such occasions in Canada. 
I fmmd that the family role structur€ adhered to the tr>aditional 
decision of labor in to "man's and woman's work" for the peasant and working 
class families in towns and cities. While everyone within the family per-
formed certain tasks, it was unacceptable for a married woman to perform 
work for pay outside h0r hom~ since this activity would certainly lcwer the 
esteem and prestige of her husband in the eyes of relatives, friends, and the 
comm.unity. When the wife worked, doubts were cast on the adequacy of her 
husband as a provider, and thus a man. The wife's or' mother's place was at 
hone with the c.hildren. Their families were, as a rule, large. The size 
of the family played an important role in the prestige of the father; he was 
considered a virile, manly person if he sired many children. The children 
were the rrost visible derronstration of his heal th, strength, and ability to 
r 
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provide. Many children especially sons, represented 
security for the future, potential power in the corrununi ty decision-IIBking, 
and reserves of manp01Ner as well as strength in tirres of trouble. Tradition-
ally, the husband and father was the head of the family in all social classes. 
The pattern of authority encompassed the whole fami1v; c>is ters were expected 
to obey or defer to brothers; the seniority of the brDthers was observed and 
emphasized. The authority of the fathers , especial1y aIIDng the nobility 
and peasants, frequently bordered on despotism. This authority generally 
included the fina1 decision in purchasing or selling propc:rt y and contnlctinp, 
marriages for the children. The traditional authority and position of the 
father was never questioned, but the balance of power wc1s fn:-:quen tl y open to 
negotiations and depended on the personality traits and resourcefulness of 
each individual. One elderly Pole I interviewed said a number of peasant 
wives over tirre, did achieve significant power or influence with the 
family throug}l withdrawal of favours, and nagging and manipulation. He said 
they eventually became the "power behind the throne". Also, it was taken for 
granted that the sons of a f arrrer would follCM1 their father's footsteps. The 
urban workers or craftsrren usually decided into what occupations or trades 
their sons should enter and when. The middle and upper r 1 FISS parents clecidecl 
on the future occupations of their children, and only the most rebellious 
or independent youngsters could go against the father's wishes, usua.l 1y on 
pain of disinheritance or banishrrent from the fami 1y. 
The Effects of Migration 
The bulk of the mature Polish immigrants who cane to Canada in the 1950' s 
arrived with their set values and hcliefs, not knowinp,thcJL-different family 
relations were possible. Ps 1 continued to Lalk to t1:1c older Poles they added 
that very few prospective migrants had sufficient resources to pay the passage 
for the whole fami1y at once even if all possessions were sold and additional 
monies were borrowed from relatives or money lender-0. It was like1y that the 
important decision to emigrate was not the fin al move, they hacl to have an 
outlet. Therefore, the wife and children as we11 as posscssiom> were left be-
hind as a form of security or insurance in case the "promised land" was not 
all it was thoug,ht to be. One elderly Pole I talked to said he was from Galicia 
and explained that a few orp,cc1.ni:,_:a_tjon::; then:: bt~for'2 1914 strDng1y dic~couraged 
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whole families 1eavinp, at once on a perm:ment basis. He said these 
organizations urged that the fathers go alone to Canada , work, earn and 
save their ITDney, and coim back and re.trieve their families. 
Before 1911+, Polish iTmligrants were directed to the Prairie provinces. 
The rural settlers who were isolated from the dynamic and often disruptive 
influences of city life were able to maintain their traditional lifestyles 
for years. Separated from its old comnunity, the family becarre "the basic 
unit of conswnption and production, of socialization and recreation. In 
the absence of secondary ~ups it had to assUJIE many functions that were 
perforrred by the community and institutions in their old country. The depen-dence of individuals intensified." A few of the older Poles I interviewed 
told ID2 they cane from a farming-type envirorurent and said when they first 
carre to Vancouver as youngsters, their traditional lifestyle changed only 
very slowly. They added that the reinforceID2nt which could be provided by 
other Polish families and institutions like the church, was oost often 
missinp;, but there were also few pressures for change. Other European imrm_-
grants, especially the Ukrainians arrong whom many Polish families settled, 
shared similar patterns of family relations and held similar values and 
attitudes. The youths were not exposed to rrodern ideas from the ma.ss ID2dia. 
Family life, subject to the demands of compulsory public education and econo-
mic necessity resisted changes and innovations. On the other hand, the urban families were fully open to the influences of the receiving society but as 
long as the mother remained at horre, she served as a guardian of custoJIB, 
traditions, and values, warding off pressure from the outside society. By 
doing this, she aided the Polish churches which continued to stress the tra-ditional patriarchal idea of family relations as the rmst desirable one. 
Even though the above was kept alive to keep the Polish tradition 
thriving, a nwnber of the elder Poles I talked said that due to migration 
and situations within the new environrrent, many factors began to affect the 
Polish family. Faced with strange custoJIB, strup-gling to establish them-
selves in the new society, without supervision and guidance, the Polish 
iTmligrants had to interpret and cope with their probleJIB by theJIBel ves. Their 
values , custorrs , and traditions served them well and there is little to 
suggest family disintegration, ITDral tuI1Ji tude, juvenile delinquency, and prostitution. As an example, one referenced text had a study which found 
r 
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that the rate of convictions for the Canadian born in 1951-54 was 86. 56/10 ,000 
males in the 15 to 49 age group, whereas the figure for Polish-born was t+2. 7 3. 
The absence of agencies supporting and reinforcing the traditional forrrB of 
family interaction left its members isolated at best, but more often open to 
the influences and pressures of the surroundinp; environrrent. While the aduJ ts 
were less open to such influenres the effect on the youth was very great. 
There were other conditions which added to changes which took place in the 
established Polish family system. A need for funds to buy farm equiprrent, 
buy livestock, or to pay debts, forced the husbands to seek '·Tork CJ.Nay from 
their families for long periods of time. Therefore, the wife took over the 
husband's roles. The older males and females were encouraged to seek :remun-
erative employrrent. New ideas and values were leamecl or heard about, strange 
notions of economic independence, influence in decision-rraking and decisions 
about their cwn future. The authority and power of the Polish father was new 
less secure, even threatened. There was no supporting environrrent to rein-
force his supremacy. There were no relatives or neighbours to watch over and 
criticize any infractions of custoITE or traditions. In this new environ:rrent, 
he no longer could exercise the ffi311Y prerogatives available to him in Poland. 
Because of the great rn..1rmer of males, Polish girls of rrerriageable age 
were in short supply. Many of the couples I talked to said that the :rren could 
travel back to the old country to choose a wife, or else send for their girl-
friends to join them in Canada. The young people were increasingly exercis-
ing their wishes in the selection of marriage partners, and the concept of 
romantic lo'-B as a prerequisite to marriage was beginning to be stressed. The 
parents could still influence, approve or disapprove of the selection, but 
were no longer the main instigators of new marital unions. 
Although the factors stated previously affected the Polish family 
to a great extent, I feel the oost powerful one was the Canadian education 
which both t11e child and parent had to contend with. Education in public 
schools has been and remains one of the most important factors of change in 
the traditional patriarchal Polish families. In public schools, the children 
learned of new values and custoITE which were defined as the ITDst civilized. 
Their own cultures and histories were usually ignored or derided. In informal 
relationships with their peers, they carre to realize that other types of 
families practised different value::.;. M::ist importantly, the children acquired 
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in public schools the rreans of communication with the outside society, which 
their parents lad<ed to a dep;ree. On many occasions, the parents had to 
rely on their children's new skills when faced with the necessity of transla-
tion. This type of dependence was bound to undennine the father's authority 
and power. Public school education created a communication gap and a lack 
of understanding between parents and children. Partial exposure to Polish 
values and traditions within the family, only partly reinforced by churches 
and part-tine schools when they existed, didn't produce the results the 
parents desired. For the youngsters the old custoITB and traditions becarre 
rrore and rrore incomprehensible and rreaningless. Many traditional patterns 
of family interactions had to be rrodified; despotism was no longer possible 
since children could leave horre and find other opportunities. Discipline had 
to be adjusted to rreet Canadian standards. Because of this, although the 
immigrant parents tried to maintain the traditional patterns of relations as 
practised in Poland, each succeeding generation born and raised in Canada, 
adopted rrore and JTDre the family lifestyles of the host society. 
Issues of Socialization 
The elderly Poles I interviewed who were ITDstly immigrants theITBelves 
said the children of immigrants, especially those from traditional Polish 
societies, faced many problem-filled situations. The child of an immigrant 
in the first few years of residence in the new society was under continuous 
pressure from two different and often conflicting sets of values, attitudes, 
and perceptions. I talked to various other indi victuals about this and all of 
them agreed totally. The child was not yet completely perrreated by the 
values, cultural patterns, literature, custoITB, and history of his own ethnic 
group. This made it easier to shift to the norrrB, values and roles of the 
receiving society whid1 he had to adopt to be able to function in certain 
contents, especially in school. On tlle other hand, many of the elderly 
parents I talked to ~-;<ucl thc>y attempted to socialize their children into the 
culture of their fon~fathers through encouragerrent, entreaties, directives, 
and any other rrea.ns available. The Pole I talked to added that his alle-
giance would only be won if the family and the ethnic group as a whole 
provided a rreaningful frarre of reference or comparison for self-appraisal. 
By the ver_y fact that the imrn:i_r;rant children usually have a simultaneous 
rrembership in two groups, many of them developed incongruous self-images. 
r 
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They were not certain if they were Canadian first and also "ethnic", or 
if they were ethnic and also Canadian, sorre felt completely Canadian and 
a few defined themselves as exclusively "ethnic". The immigrant child was 
exposed to conditions which are seldom faced by his Canadian peers: two 
different reference groups impinging simultaneously with di verse sets of 
values on the uniforrred character of a child, which if about equal in 
strength, may have resulted in two sets of lova1ties. FYDm my interviews 
and other source material I obtained the feeling that the vast majority 
opted for acceptance of the Canadian norm; and values and j dentity with 
the Canadian referie11ce gruup and abandomrent of the Polish language, customs 
and traditions. 
The thinking and behavior of the immigrant Pole has changed through-
out the years due to their exposure to the Western way of life. A research 
study was conducted among Polish post-war immigrant families in the Toronto 
area. This examined the attitudes and values of these people towards 
familism, the authority structure within the family, and the religiosity of 
its members. I used the Toronto area study because at the tirre the study 
was conducted, the Polish population there was the largest. I will try to 
show the mntrasts in thinking and behavior of the immigrant Poles who first 
cillre and the Poles of the present day. 
The study found that the Polish families in Toronto were much sJTB.ller 
than the norm in Poland only two or three decades back. Of those interviewed, 
over 60% cane from families where there were S or more children, while only 
about 10% of the families examined here had S or mon: children. kl important 
thought to take note of is that the majority of the pi:in'.'nts had decided the 
number of children they would like to have and their attjtudes towards 
artificial birth control rrethods corresponded closely to those of the other 
Canadian Foman Catholic:::;. About 2596 of those who considered themselves good 
Catholics said that they approve of artificial birth control and over 12 
apprDved of divorce under "certain circurrstances", or else no longer believed 
that people, if married in church should "stick together no matter what". 
Traditional familismwas not very evident arrDng the post-war immigrants 
'Ihe gn_'.dt majority had rreals tor.ether only on weeh~nds or special holidays. 
Family activities in leisure hours were enjoyed onJy on special occasions. 
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Polish teenagers tended to develop and pursue interests which didn't 
necessarily include other family rrembers. The rnajori ty of fathers noted 
th<lt iheir chiJ <lre11 di cl not corrr to lhc'm ror help ur ddvicc. Nearly 1;2 uJ 
the fathers considered their children disrespectful on many occasions and 
often rebellious, and about 35% had problem; of communication and mutual 
misunderstanding. 
Working Wives 
Of the group studied, only 31.6% of the wives did not work at all 
while 32. 3% had regular full-time jobs. The husbands of the working wives 
provided many explanations and justifications for this developrrent. Many of 
them said it was the norm of Canadian society. Others said that as irmnigrants 
they had corre to Canada with few material possessions, and in order to secure 
the best possible chances for their children, both parents had to work. 
Others said this predicarrent was only temporary and that the husbands re-affir-
rred the belief that the wife's place was in the horre. 
On the other hand, the wives did not have these views. Sorre were 
satisfied with their work, which offered them challenge and a change from 
housework. Others liked the partial independence with which the financial 
rewards now provided them. Only a few ITDthers considered that it was the duty 
of the father alone to provide for the family, even those who did not work 
would take jobs if the family needed financial support. 
The study also found new family relationships and new structures of 
decision-making and authority. The authority of the father in pre-war Poland 
was seldom disputed, and ranged over all of the irrportant issues and decisions. 
The study found that even of those fa the rs whose wives didn't work, 72. 2% 
shared final decision-making with their wives in rratters concerning larger 
purtllases, while 27. 8% of the fathers shared such decisions with the whole 
family. None said they decided alone. 
The Ar;ed 
Most im[::ortant is the utilization by the Polish corrmunity in Canada 
of horres for the aged, senior citizen's residences, and nursing horres. The 
study revealed that the Polish community no longer considering it wrong to 
have people other than the rrembers of the family look after the aged. The 
grandparent's wishes are seldom considered since it is held that the 
r 
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Canadian residences are usually inadequate for the family as well as for 
the grandparents, or that since the wife works there's no one to look 
after them, or that the children can't get along with them. Most families 
felt that the elderly would get the best care and attention in institutions 
and are lucky to be able to live in them, even though the elderly disagree. 
Due to imperfect cormnand of the English language, different custorrs, 
traditions, and values which they were brought up on, living the Western 
lifestyle has not agreed with the aged. 
Other Findings 
The study also suggests that the Polish fathers had little direct 
influence on the choice of rrarriage partners for their children. One 
factor of importance was religion. Over 1/2 of the Polish fathers said that 
they would want their children to marry within their O:tVll. religion, but many 
of the sane people later changed their feelings by saying that any marriage 
is happier if there's no differences or conflicts over religion, facilitating 
child upbringing, easing family relations, and generally reducing misunder-
standings which mixed couples are bound to encounter. The young people 
theIIBelves stressed such values as compatibility, personality, kindness, and 
lovi? as important in the choosing of a rrste. Only rarely was ethnic h.=i.ck:-
gromd or religion considered as all important. 
Conclusions 
New patterns of family interaction and new attitudes and beliefs are 
plainly discernible not only arrong the post-war immigrants but also arrong 
the whole Polish groups in Canada. There is generally a greater permissive-
ness and very little authoritarianism on the part of the father; equally 
noticable is the abandonrrent of previously rigidly held attitudes and values. 
From rrv point of view, the Polish family in Canada is fast becoming indis-
tinguishable from the Anglo-Saxon urban Canadian family, sharing l1BI1Y of its 
values and attitudes in parent-child and husband-wife relationships. The 
changes have taken place here while much traditionalism still seeIIB to remain 
in the old comtry. All this does not swr,gest that the Polish family is 
facing exceptional probleIIB or difficulties or is on the verge of fragrren-
tation and dissolution. To rre, the Polish family has successfully adjusted 
to the new situations, con di t:i ons, nrr1 clem.::J.rn]s following migration, and will 
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be able to face other situations and problematic conditions lll future 
without too many problems. 
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THE VANCOlNER JAPANESE COMMUNITY 
by 
Knud Lilholt 
March 31, 1981 
r 
INTRO DU CTI ON 
In the study of cornrmmity, most authors agree that cornrron needs, shared 
institutions and a sense of gruup consciousness are essential elem~nts. It 
is not uncomrrDn in much of the literature to find these elerrents defined 
territorially. This is particularly the trend established for many ethnic 
communities. 
The JAPANESE COMMUNITY existing in Vancouver pd or to w, rld War II WclS 
not only defined territorially as a group, but to sorre extent, the social 
organizations were articulated m terns of the territorial space of an 
individual's specific place of origin in Japan. According to Young (19 3 8) , 
the 19 ,281 Japanese people living in Vancouver were located in two census areas: 
Division 4 - around Powell and Main Street; and 
Di vision 5 - around the Fairview Slopes area. 
Seven prefectural associations existed which to sorre extent defined the 
Japanese population in terrrB of dlfferent provinces in Japan. 
The preceding suggests to even the casual observer a strong sense of 
solidarity am:mg pre-war Japanese in Vancouver. This is in strong contrast 
to a study conducted by Victor K. Usirroto in 1974 in the post-war Japanese. 
In 1971 the total Japanese population in British Colurribia nurribered 13 ,590, and 
5 ,045 of these resided in Vancouver. There were only 2941 ,Japanese households 
in British Columbia. 1755 of these were in Vancouver, North Vancouver and 
West Vancouver, 512 were in Richnnnd, 2 32 in Burnaby, and 121 in Surrey. This 
suggests that the territorially defined sense of community of the pre-war 
Japanese has disintegrated. According to Usimoto, none of the pre-war 
prefectorial associations is still in existence. 
Several reasons are given for the foregoing fact. The rrost prominent 
are the actions carried out by the Canadian Federal and B.C. Provincial 
governrrent during World War II. After the Allied declaration of war against 
Japan, Japanese residents of Canada were viewed as aliens and literally 
relocated from their original settlemmt areas in B. C. and randomly dispersed 
throughout the province. Hence, all prior ethnic community affiliation 
ceased. 
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In addition, Usirmto lists several factors which were unique to pre-
war Japanese: 
(1) most were sponsored or group migrants; 
(2) all were victims of a hostile political cliJIB.te; 
( 3) all were first generation; 
(4) most were employed in sorrewhat similar trades. 
None of these factors apply to a significant degree to post-war Japanese. 
Although sponsored irrunigrants are still recognized by the Canadian Iepartrrent 
of Immigration, there is a tendency for the individual or family migrants of 
sufficient economic status to be self-sponsored. The current political cli-
mate is hardly what migpt be terned hostile. Aside fYDm recent immigrants, 
there also exists a significant nwnber of second generation Japanese and 
returned Japanese who had previously resided in Canada before the war. And 
last, trDst post-war Japanese consist of both professional and technical people 
able to converse in English. These are in a much rrore favourable position to 
assimilate into C.anadian society than their pre-war predecessors. 
The present Japanese population in Vancouver is estiJIB.ted to nwnber 
sorre 10 - 15,000. Since no census data are available on the Japanese since 
1971, this is only a rough approximation. It was provided by Radio Station 
CJVB,an ethnic radio station,and agrees with figures provided by the Japanese 
Irrunigrant Association. Also provided by the Japanese Immigration Association 
is a handbook entitled "Information Directory for Greater Vancouver". This 
includes a listing of various Japanese n?ligious organizations, associations, 
arts and sports clubs. In total these number sorre 80 groups altogether. This 
would seem to suggest that perhaps the Vancouver Japanese c0rnmuni ty is in the 
process of reaffirming its presence. The rest of this paper will attempt to 
gauge the extent to which this migl"lt be the case. 
APP ROA GI 
It would be naive to assurre that if the Japanese community were in the 
process of n?affirrnation, it would do so along similar lines as existed 
before the war. A safer approach would be to assUJIE total ignorance and 
choose a range of variables which could form the basis for group interaction, 
then f(]Cussing attention on two group activities to see if sone form of 
pattern errerged. 
j 
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Six variables were chosen: (l) merrbership size 
( 2) merrbership origin 
( 3) identical characteristics 
( 4) age characteristics 
(S) occupational characteristics 
(6) ethnic status. 
Two categories were chosen from the list of organizations rrentioned in the 
introduction: l. Japanese religious organization - traditional and Christian. 
2. Arts clubs. 
METI-IODOLOGY 
Five religious and five arts clubs were chosen for investigation. A 
total of 13 Japanese religious groups were listed. Of these, 8 were Christian. 
The remainder were traditional. In an effort to give prooer representation 
3 Christian and 2 traditional groups were chosen for focus. The arts clubs 
nurrbered 20. Fi~ of these were pcietry groups. Other art forms had smaller 
representation. Hence, two poetry groups and three other randomly selected 
clubs were chosen. These are listed below: 
Religious Groups - l. Japanese United Church 
2. Japanese Pentecostal Church 
3. Vancouver Japanese Olristian Church 
4. Konkokyo - (non-christi.an sect) 
s. Tenrikyo -
Arts Clubs - l. Kusamura Haiku 
2. Mutsuki 
(non-christian sect) 
poetry groups 
3. Tatsumi - Japanese dance 
4. Vancouver Ikebana Society - flower 
S. The Sak:ura Singers - chorus 
Interviews were conducted with individuals responsible for overseeing 
group activities. It was felt that they would be rrost aware of similarities 
and differences arrong various group merrbers. Interview questions focussed 
on the six variables mentioned in the apprDach section. They are listed 
again below in greater detail. 
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1. Membership size 
2. Membership origin - dispersed 
- sane arBa 
3. identical characteristics - dispersed origin 
- SallE origin 
4. age characteristics < 30 years 
- 30-45 years 
> 45 years 
5. occupational characteristics - skilled trade 
- technical 
- professional 
6. ethnic status - lst p;eneration 
- 2nd generation 
- 3rd generation 
The result from the interviews appear in figure 1. 
OBSERVATIONS 
M2rnbership size - the largest rrerrbership was anong the Olristian church groups. 
Membership in traditional religious groups and arts clubs was small. 
M2mbership origin - origin from Japan was dispersed for all ten gn:iups. 
No. of I'12mbsp. Van. Age Occup. Ethnic 
Memb. Oriiin Resp. Olar. O!art. Status 
Sane Sarre 30- Skilled Tech. 1st 2nd 3rd 
RELIGIOUS GROUPS .A.re.a Disp. 1 Area Disp. <30 45 >45 Trade Trade Prof. Gen Gen Gen 
1. Japanese Lnited 
O!urc.h 175 100% 100% 10% 30% 70% 70% 20% 10% I 60% 30% 10% 
2. JaDanese Penecostal I 
Cnurc.h 40 I 100% I 100% 50% 50% 100% I 50% 50% I 
I I 
I 
3. Vancouver O!ristian I I 
O!urch 700 100% ! 20% 80% I 25% 40% 35% 60% 20% 10% 60% 25% 15% 
I I 
20%,30% 
4. Konkokyo ' I I 
40 , 100% 100% 50% 60% l 40% 45% 30% 25% , I 
5. Tenrikvo i 
60 100% 100% , 100% 100% 1009, 
i 
, 
I 
I 
! 
I I P.RTS CLUBS I 
' 
! 
I 
! I 
1. Kusarnura Haiku 5 I 100% i 100% I 100% 60% 20% 20% 80% 20% I 
2. Mutsuki : ! 
Kuikai Haiku 12 100% . 100% 100% 80% 10% 10% 1009< 
3. 'Tatsumi Ryu 30 100% 100% 50% 50% 20% 40% 40% 50% 50% 
4. Vancouver Ikebana 15 100% 100% 10% 80% 75% 25% 75% 25% 
Society 
5. The Sakura 
Singers 20 100% 100% 75% 25% 65% 15% 15% 80% 10% 10% 
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Membership Fesidentia1 Olaracteristics 
Fesidential pattern for all ten groups tended to be dispersed. 
Age Olaracteristics 
There seems to be a tendency for group rrernbership to be dominated by individuals over the age of 45. 
Occupational 01aracteristics 
There is a tendency for gruups to be dominated by skilled trades occupation. 
Ethnic Status 
Mostly 1st generation. 
CONCLUSION 
From the preceding observations it would seem that there is little evidence to support the hypothesis that the Japanese corrmunity is in the process of reaffirming its presence in Vancouver. This would require representation of incoming migrants. Most of the individual group rrernbers surveyed could be characterized as 1st generation, Olristian, above middle age , and involved in sorre skilled trade or perhaps retired. fvbst of the post-war immigrants as rrentioned in the introduction were from technical and professional backgrounds. These were given little representation. 
POSSIBLE EXPLPNATIONS 
A number of possible explanations could account for the above conclusions : 
1. A signicant proportion of the Japanese involved in the gruups investigated could be from the pre-war era. These may have returned from outlying areas of B.C. or re-enteYDd from Japan. These would all be older, 1st generation skilled Japanese. 
2. Due to the easy rrurkC't ability of professionally and technically skilled occupations, new imnigran t association with Vancouver Japanese gruups was of short duration. 
3. There has been a si8,Tlificant decline in the rate of Japanese immigration since 1973 according to Stats. Can. 
YEAR NUMBER 
1970 785 
Tl 815 
72 684 
73 1020 
74 810 
75 635 
76 474 
77 387 
78 359 
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This would significantly influcence the technical and prDfessional mem-
bership in Japanese Canadian groups. 
4. According to an official frDm the Department of Immigration, a large 
prDportion of Japanese now residing in Vancouver are of non-immigrant 
status. These are individuals residing in Canada while employed with 
Japanese firms located in Vancouver. After the terms of their work 
contract expire, it is characteristic for them to return to Japan. 
Although new immigrant association with Vancouver Japanese might be of 
short duration, it would be reasonable to assume that this would still act 
as a stimulus for sustaining older membership. Also, it might be suggested 
that non-immigrant status Japanese, having no commitment to Canadian culture, 
might find some special comfort in association with older Japc,1ese residents 
with a strDnger sense of heritage. This would also be of a short and inter-
mittent nature. filth of the above hypotheses would require further study 
which is beyond the scope of the present one. 
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An Outlook on the Italians m Vancouver 
by 
Frank Roberto 
April 2, 1981 
Introduction 
This paper is concerned with the Italian ~thnic group in Vancouver. It 
is divided into two sections, historical and contemporary. The historical 
portion will discuss the early immigrants in Vancouver and their construc-
tion of the landscape within the city. The second portion of this paper 
will illustrate the contemporary Italians with their diffusion into the 
Canadian Society. 
I will further examine the role of Italian business and the Italian 
Sports Federation in Vancouver. 
"La vita dei Italiani", the life of the Italians, is what this paper 
will try to illustrate. It will shCM the arrival of the Italian immi6rrants 
into Vancouver, their settlement patterns and their endeavours to become 
successful in the community. Also, it provides a look at the cultural land-
marks that exist in Vancouver representing the Italian way of life. 
Development of the Italian Community 
Italians were among the early pioneers of British Columbia, coming in 
the 1880's and 1890's to the then prosperous coal towns on Vancouver 
Island and following the railway to Interior centres such as Kamloops and 
Revelstoke. 
One of the major factors that caused the Italians to migrate was the 
poor economic conditions at home. In 1883 the first Italians began to 
arrive in Vancouver as construction workers on the Canadian Pacific Railway. 
The tide of immigrants rose and reached a peak between 1900 and 1913, but 
it was virtually brought to a halt by the First World war. 
Just prior to the Second World War there were an estimated 3,600 
Italians in Vancouver, the majority of whom had come via the eastern 
provinces of Canada. During the War, the opportunity for good employment 
attracted many more Italians fran the east to Vancouver. When immigration 
recommenced in the post-war years it consisted of two kinds. Some fanned 
part of the annual quota of up to 5,000 Italians allowed into Canada, but 
few of these came to Vancouver, while the rest of them went to Toronto and 
Montreal. The majority came directly from Italy to JOln relatives already 
established in the respective cities. On the next page the table shCMs the 
immigration of Italians into Vancouver during the period 1901 to 1971. 
, 
Year 
1901 
1911 
1921 
1931 
l9l+l 
1951 
1961 
1971 
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Total Population Italian Origin 
26,762 
95,260 
117,217 
246,593 
275,353 
3144 ,833 
38l~ ,522 
426,291 
203 
2,156 
1,590 
3,390 
3,644 
5,095 
12,941 
19,020 
% Italian Origin 
0.75 
2.26 
1. 35 
1. 35 
1. 32 
1.47 
3.36 
4.46 
In terms of residential patterns there is a very ma.rked concentration of 
Italians in the city, which has emerged in the period from 1921 to 1961. 
Since the early arrivals of the Italians, the original densest concentration 
was rn the area roughly bounded by Main Street, Pender Street, Atlantic 
Street and Clark Drive. This formed the first area for Italian settlement 
and a large percentage of the people were older pre-war immigrants, in-
cluding mmy second and third generation Canadians. This is an area of 
older .:.md deteriorating residential property. In the area extending east 
to alX)ut NanairrD Street and south to First Avenue, the highest density of 
Italian immigrant can be found today. This is rrostly made up of p:>st 
l 9lf 5 irrrrnigrants, and even further east, towards Renfrew Street, the Italians 
are alrrost all recent post-war immigrants. 
Characteristics of Italians in Vancouver 
There is a marked difference in employment between Italians from the 
north of Italy and those from the south. It is estimated that up to 90% 
of those coming from the northern provinces are skilled workers, rrany of 
them being employed as welders, lathe workers, engineers, mason, carpenters 
and finishers. from lhe south, people were generally much poorer and 
seldom were skilled workers when they arrived in Canada. Nearly all desired 
to be self-employed and wou1c1 strive to obtain some sort of sJIB.11 business 
where they could be independent of employers. Hence, in Vancouver rrany can 
be found as shoeJIB.kers, operators of shoe shine stands, vending ice-cream, 
operating truck haulage on sJIB.11 scale, or trucking for street paving. 
Development of Business and other Types of Organizations 
As mentioned, the Italians have tended to concentrate in certain districts 
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of Vancouver. A trace of their settlement shows the following associated 
landrrarks: 
1) The Europe Hotel, built in 1908-1909 by Angelo Calori, a leader of 
the Venetian Society. The hotel is believed to be one of the 
earliest gathering places of the Italians in Vancouver. 
2) The Italian Roman Catholic Church of the Sacred Heart, built in 
1908. 
3) "The Societa Veneta De Mutuo Soccorse", its headquarters situated 
at Hastings and Campbell since 1933. 
4) The Silver Slipper IBnce Hall built by the Venetian Society in the 
1920's. 
Today there is wide range of businesses and clubs, but the most notable 
one is the Italian Canadian Sports Federation, of which the Italian 
corrununity is very proud. It is a pioneers-0rganized sport body whose 
primary objective is to foster sports of all kinds and for all ages. TI1e 
Italians are renowned primarily for their love for soccer which is the rrost 
practised (approximately 3,000 practised this sport at all ages), and the 
Italian Canadian Sports Federation is endeavouring to p:rnvide coaching 
training, referee training, and technical training, and organizing and 
assisting with sports needs for all ages. They have undertaken prograrrunes 
such as swirruning for' the handicapped and blind, mountain climbing, skiir1g, 
bicycle, hockey, etc. 
As Italians live in relatively close proximity to one another within the 
city, their native language continues to be spoken by as many as (approximate-
ly) fifty percent of the second generation and about ten percent of the third 
generation Canadians, still using the Italian Lmr;ucif;C in their homes. 
Summary 
When the Italians arrived in the corrrrnunity they brought with them not only 
their Old World associations but their inherited culture. Like that of m=my 
other irrunigrants who have made Canada their home, this Old World culture 
has been severely JIDdified by the New World experience. At the same time it 
is modified to reflect the corrnnunit:y into which it came. 
Today, the flourishing little community in the I:a.st End is home to 
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a.pproximately 70,000 It<llians, some of them Vancouver born who continue the 
traditions of their homeland, but 1rost of them immigrants who brought the 
culture and traditions with them from across the sea. Mention the Italian 
corrnnunity to the average Vancouverite and he or she is apt to think of 
backyard bocce games, red wine, spaghetti, and singing and arguing. 
Part of this picture is true and part of it is a myth; but the truth 
has as much colour as a fiction. This city of Italians has about 30,000 
of them, and Irost of them are generally content being here. They love to 
sing, argue, drink wine, and get together for some type of festivities. 
The Italians have left the old family feud stories behind, however, and 
they are in the midst of forming one of the IIDSt closely knit ethnic groups 
in British Columbia. They have none of the identity problems that seem to 
afflict so rrany Canadians. Through rrany of the old country ways are 
preserved, all are Canadians first and Italians second. 
The idea of homeowning accounts largely for the fact that the Italian 
corrnnunity enjoys a high standard of living. Even low-income families 
usually own well furnished homes. The Italian houses for the Irost part are 
very similar in construction. For example, each house has a long sliding 
door window frame with an entrance to their iron railed balcony. A white 
California stucco appearance of the top half of the house is colTllIDn, with 
a variety of bricks, assorted glass, stucco, or siding on the bottom half. 
A rich green lawn with variations of flowerbeds are planted alongside of 
the houses. These characteristics along with the others I have discussed 
are cultural distinctions within the Italian corrnnunity. 
The bulk of the early irrnnigrants and settlers were labourers, often with 
poor education and little knowledge of the English language. An unfortun-
ate :iniage has long persisted, of an Italian VJOrking as a member of an 
organized crime gang or as a peddlar speaking broken English. This inage 
should remain no longer. The British Columbia Italians have climbed in one 
generation from a status close to slave labour to a major role in the 
business and professional life of the province. 
In the case of status ranking in British Columbia on employment categories, 
the table on the following page indicates significant changes occurring in 
four employment categories. Sales, services, recreation and transportation, 
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and corrmunication categories shows drops of two to four percent. Mean-
while, the skilled workers class, craftsmen, producers and processers hdve 
rised to exceed 8%. It is believed that this increase J_s the number of 
skilled workers, and the concurrent drop in the sales and service, 
transr:ortation and corrmunication workers signify an increase in thP 
average earning of Italians in Vancouver. 
Classification 
Managerial 
Professional & Technical 
Clerical 
Service & Recreation 
Transr:ortation & Corrnnunications 
Prlimry 
Craftsmen Products & Process 
Labourers 
% 1951 0, 'o 
5.8 
4.3 
15.6 
17.9 
9.3 
2.9 
26.6 
5.5 
1961 Relative Change 
5.9 + 0.1% 
4.4 + 0.1% 
15.7 + 0.1% 
19.8 - 3.1% 
7.4 - 1. 9% 
3.0 + 0.1% 
34. 8 + 8.2% 
6./ + 0.7% 
The resulting changes in the cityscape that is becoming irore symbolic of 
ethnicity is due to the increase in the nwnber of businesses and other types 
of functional groups. 
Vancouver Italians are scattered throughout the city, but in an area 
roughly bounded by Campbell Avenue, Victoria Drive, Hastings Stteet and 
Kingsway Street. On Corrmerical Avenue there is an Italian corrmunity with 
m:my sITBll businesses and other varieties of Italian shops. 
In conclusion, the Italians are one of the few groups that have pro-
gressed steadily through time. 
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(1) INTRODUCTION 
The Chinese population is one of the rmst significant ethnic groups 
in Vancouver, B.C. This paper exanrines the diversity within the Vancouver 
Chinese corrnrunity, presently over 100 ,000 in population. 'IWo hypotheses 
are offered. First, diversity exists arrong the Chinef3P in Vancouver with 
respect to cultural, social and economic background. More specifically, 
there are differences in points of origin (locality) u1 Cl1ina, reasons for 
migration, residential patterns, socio-economic status, education, occupa-
tion and participation in social organizations. Secondly, v, rious groups 
of the Chinese show different degrees of assimilation (or adaptation) to 
the dominant Canadian society. Date of migration is believed to be an 
important factor in contributing to the diversity within the Cl1inese com-
munity. 
(II) METHODOIDGY 
This paper inten:>rets empirical analyses of the inform:ltion obtained 
from scheduled personal interviews (February - March, 1981) and question-
naires submitted to 17 Chinese informants. 'The informants have been 
classified into 5 different groups : -
(i) the old immigrants (2 males and 2 feJIE.les); 
(ii) teenage students (2 local-born, 2 immigrants, and each group consists 
of one male and one female); 
(iii) businessrren ( 2 older who are over 45 years old and 2 younger who are 
about 30 years old); 
(iv) professionals (2 males who are about 30 years old); and 
(v) workers with poor English skill ( 3 females who are between 30 and 45 
years old). 
The questionnaires were organized into 3 rnaJor segrrents. First, the 'general' 
aspect concerns origins , reasons for migration and place of residence. 
Secondly, the 'economic' aspect examines the nature of occupation and finan-
cial obligations (including remittances to kinsrren in Hong Kong and Cl1ina). 
Thirdly, the 'cultural' aspect examines life-style such as food, language 
(dialect), religion, festivals, rrerrbership in associations, shopping and 
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daily activities, difficulties in the pYDcess of adaptation to Vancouver. 
Cornparisons are made on the characteristics, similarities and differences 
within and between the five groups according to the general, economic and 
cultural aspects. The comparisons have been SUITlffi3.Y'ized in Table 1. 
A. General Aspect: 
GROUP 
Businessmen 
PrDfession-
als 
Teenage 
Studer 17S 
Fem:1le 
\1k'·~ker ~~ 
Old 
Irnmigr ants 
--
'.JRIGIN 
(Native Place) 
Kwang Tung Others 
x x 
x x 
x 
x 
x 
B. Economic Aspect: 
TABLE 1 
Surmnary of Inter- and Intra-GrDup Comparisons 
PD\SON FOR MIGRATION RESIDDJ(';E 
Family Independent In Outside Rented Owned 
Sponsorship Chinatown Chinatown 
x x x 
x x x 
x x x 
" x x x !\. 
x x x x 
Willing to Unwillir1g 
With Live live in to live 
Family Alone Chinatown in 
China-tnwn 
x x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x x >: 
GROUP illJC!l.TION COMMAND OF ENGLISH JOB OPPORTCJNI'IY S20 ~·iONEY BACK TO HO~ COCJNTR:· 
P,igh Low GJod P(X)r With Help Without Help :·es No 
\' ,, x Businessmen x x x x >'~ 
PrDfession-
als x x x ~\ x 
Teenage Parttime job 
Students Average x x x x 
Ferrale 
1,,brkers x x x x 
Old 
Imnigrants x x x x x 
TABLE: l (continued) 
" Cultural ,.:15;:;ect: \..,. 
---
:·J:Ev!BERSHIP ::;ROUP FOOD LAN1::;LJAG::::: FRI:CfilS FESTIVALS MEDIA TRAVEL SHOPPING CHIN. ASSOC. :·13.inly Mainly Native Else Chir1. Car1. Chin. Dialect S1gl. Chin. Can. Chin. Can. Chin. L1gl. Yes No Chinatown where Yes No 
Businessmen x x x ~< x x x x x x x x x x x Profession-
als x x x x x x x x x x x x x x Teenage 
students x x x >~ x x x x x x x x x x x Ferrale 
'M)rkers x x x x x x x x x x x Old 
immigrants x x x x x x x x x x x 
C. Cultural As:;:>ect (continued) 
GROUP DIFFICULTIES WHEN FIRST CAME IMPRESSION VISIT (OR ASPIRATION FOR VISITS) TO HOME COUNTRY 
Businessmen 
Profession-
als 
Teenage 
students 
Ferrfile 
\.\Orkers 
Old 
immigrants 
language Custom F:i:na.Dce - Like to stay Want to go 
in Canada back 
x x x x 
x x 
x x x 
x x x x 
x x x x 
Yes No 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
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(III) HISTORY OF QITNESE IMMIGRANTS IN VANCDUVER 
The history of O!inese immigrants in Canada is essential for 
the examination of diversity within the Vancouver O!inese comnunity. In 
general, there are three stages of the O!inese immigration and settlem:;nt. 
The first stage began in the late 19th century C188S) when t:he earliesi 
01inese immigrants cane because of attractive economic opportunities durinr; 
the gold rush period along the Fraser River Va1 lcy, ck~plction of golcl rush 
in California which turned the direction of the O!inese migration toward 
western Canada, political instability in the hone country (C'•inu), and a11 
urgent demand of labor for the construction of Canadian Paci fie Railway (CPR). 
The concentration of O!inese settlerrent gradually move cl from Victoria to 
Vancouver when the CPR was corrpleted. 11Jst of the Chinese irmnigrants cillre 
as single men, or leaving their family merrbers at their hone country. They 
were restricted to live within the Chinatc:NJn areu. They rapidly gr12w in 
population because they were welcorred by Canadian society as a cheap labor 
force for economic development. 
The second stage began in 1900 and there was a trerrendous change 
in 01inese migration to Canada. The Immigration Act (1923) was set up by 
putting a head tax on the individual Chinese immigrant. Also, family ITT?mbers 
were forbidden to cone so that a family structure hardly existed in China-
town, which becarre a 'bachelor' comnunity. The number of Chinese irmnir;rants 
was successfully cut down to a minimum resulting fn::im the discriminative and 
prejudicial policies on immigration. 
The third stage began in 19Ll7 when n'strictive policy on 
01inese immigrants was abolished. The Chinese population increased again 
especially after 1967 when all the restrictions had been corrpletely reTJDved. 
The natural increase in birth, the increase in family formation when fa.mi ly 
rrembers cane and the single rren got married; and tlK' encouragerrent to 
immigration put forwaro by the C=i_..nadian governrrent have led to the result of 
a large population of 01inese in Vancouver nowadays (see Table 2). 
, 
TABLE 2 
Number of Chinese Irrunigrants to Canada (1885-1975) 
Year Population Year Population 
1885 211 1940 15 
1890 2 ,108 1945 15 
1895 2 '722 1950 1, 746 
1900 1,338 1955 2,602 
1905 18 1960 1,370 
1910 4,657 1965 5,234 
1915 82 1970 5 ,377 
1920 1,329 1975 13,166 
1925 l.'1 
1930 15 
1935 lS 
Sourcf? : Modified from 
Ma, Ching, Chinese Pioneers, Vancouver, B.C. 
Versatile Publishing Co. Ltd., 1979, 
p. 9?, Table 8. 
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(IV) ANALYSIS OF INTER-GROUP ffiMPARISON 
(a) Old Irrmigrant Infonnants 
Al though they cane from South Giina &1d Hong Kong, the 
old immigrant informants are different in their origins. They carre 
frDm different counties within Kwangtung prDvincc (ie. Tai-shan, 
Giung-shan, and En-ping). The male informants ccm speak different 
dialects (including Cantonese, Mandarin and their native dialects) , 
but the fema.le informants can speak: only their nilti vc clj dlects, not 
Cantonese. Tuo in forrrants have no re I igion, hut the u the rs arie 
Buddhist and 0-iristian respectively. Tuo inforrrants do not partici-
pate in any associations. One informant is a rrember of a locality 
association, and the other a nember of a church. Such a difference 
in religions and in participation suggests the co-existence of two 
contrasting Giinese and western cultures. 
(b) Teenage Student Informants 
All the student informants ca.J!l2 from the counties of 
Hai-ping or En-ping in Kwangtung province. The immigrant infunmnts 
have co:rre only within the past year. The 1ocal-born infonnanis rrln 
speak fluent English. They have Canadian friends, and they are 
active in clubs or associations particularly in sd10ol. In contrast, 
the immigrant infonnants speak only a little English. They have 
few or no Canadian friends, and they are not involved in any activity 
(even in school). Such a difference is largely caused by the language 
barrier. 111e immigrant infonnants have a comparative 1y poor command 
of English. They have language problerrs especially in writing and 
in oral English. They spend more tine in studying English by them-
selves instead of going to extra English classes. The local-born 
infonnants, on the other hand , cannot write or read Giinese. They 
cannot afford tine to go to the Giinese class thoup)1 they have been 
encouraged by their parents to go. La.stly, the imrrti~ran t infonnants 
have great difficulties (ie. language, custom) in adapting to the 
new envirDnrrent which is, however, completeJy fami 1iar to the local-
born informants. 
1· 
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(c) Businessman Informants 
1he businessman informants originally came either frcm different provinces ( ie. Kwangtung, Shanghai, and 01.ekiang) in South China and East 01.ina or frcm different counties within Kwangtung province ( ie . Wai-yeung, Swantav) . The older businessmen came to r,anada mainly for a stable envirorunent and the hope that future prospects for family members, especially chil~n, would be brighter when canpared to the prospects in Hong Kong. The younger business-men cane mainly through a personal interest in exploring a new envirorunent. 'Ihe older businessmen live with their families, and their ~sidences are stable. The younger businessmen are single, they live alone though they have n=latives in Vancouver, and they have moved their residences several times across Canada and even in the United States. 
All the businessman informants have a relatively high level of education which has reached the university level. The least educated informant, who graduated from primary scllool (Grade 6) , has been professionally trained. The older businessmen tried different kinds of lc:w-status jobs until they could run their CMn businesses ( ie. travel agencies) , but the younger businessmen have started their own busint<Osses ( ie. travel agency and a fish store) right from the very beginning. This may be caused by differences in financial situation. Usually, the older businessmen speak less English than the younger businessmen. Also, the language barrier encourages the older businessmen to make friends mostly with the Chinese, but the younger busine'.:;smen have more Canadian friends. It is easier for the younger businessmen to assimilate into western culture (eg. celebration of Canadian festivals), but the older businessmen are rather passive tc:ward joining Canadian social and cultural activities. ( d) Pn:::iressional Informants 
The two professional informants have different origins. The orthodonth;t, who is 33 years old, was born in Macau. The accountunt, who is 30 years old, was born in Poon-yu county of Kwangtung province. The accountant sends money 'home' (China) but the orthondontist doesn't. The orthodontist can understand 
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his native dialect but he cannot speak it, and the accountant hu~:; 
no idea about his native dialect at all. The orthoclontist is a 
01ristian, and he joins in the church activities. TI1e accountant 
has no religion, and he does not participate in .:.my associations. 
Lastly, the orthodontist had language and custom problems when he 
first came to Canada, but the accountant has had no difficulties 
in adapting the new environment, except that he finds the transpor-
tation system in Vancouver very inconvenjent since he does not have 
a car. 
(e) Female Worker Informants 
The female worker informants came fran the counties of 
SwatCNJ and Hoi-ping in Kwangtung province. One informan·t ams her 
home but the other two rent their residences in the 01inatCMTn area. 
All the informants are poor in English, and they work either in 
the jean factory or in a restaurant in ChinatCMTn. They got their 
jobs through different forms of assistance (ic. 13:overnmental trainini:; 
programs and friends' help) or by their cwn application. 'IWo 
informants have many relatives and friends but one has only a few. 
They are rather active (except one) in joining different types of 
associations (ie. the 01inese Olltural Centre and the Wong's Bene-
volent Association). They are pretty restricted within the local 
environment (ie. 01inatCMTn) for work and for daily activities 
Ceg. groc'ery shopping) because of their language' and financial pYDblcms. 
CV) ANALYSIS OF INTRA-GROUP COMPARISON 
In general, the diversity amonp.; different groups of the 
01inese in Vancouver depends on hew each individual g:roup distin-
guishes itself from the other groups. Also, each group can be char-
acterized by a different level of assimilation (or adaptation) rn 
the new environrrent. The intra-group compdI'ison is shCMn as follcws: 
(a) 'General'Aspect 
The origin (or native place) is an important factor of 
diversity among the 01inese groups. Each individual has a strong 
sentiment of identifying with his /her locality. The Olinese mainly 
came from different counties within Kwangtung provinc-e in South 
China with only a few exceptions (see Map 1 and Map 2). Also, the 
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source of Ch_inef;e unmigrants has been changing over time. Other Asian places ( ie. !Ionr-; Kong, Taiwan) have replaced China as the 
dominant ~;ourcR of migration (sPe Table 3). The change of migrants' 
source has contributed to the cc:mplexi ty of background among the 
Chinese immigrants. 
The reasons for migration are different among the five Chinese gn::iups. The students, female workers and old immigrants 
caID2 under family sponsorship. Such a strong kinship system is a 
significant 'pull' factor in the historical migration of the Chinese 
to Canadct. The recent Canadian irrnnigration policy, hc:wever, is 
widely open to independent applicants who have a high level of 
education or skill. The policy aims at econanic benefit for Canadian 
society. As a result, the professionals and businessmen came to 
Canada as independent migrants. The corribination of 'push' factors (eg. political and social instability in hoITE countries) and 'pull' factors (eg. strong kinship system, better education and opportunities) has drawn in different types of Chinese :immigrants to Canada. 
The residential pattern reflects a diversity among the Chinese groups. Map 3 shc:ws the concentration of Chinese population (1961) in Vancouver's Chinatc:wn arBa, and Map 4 shc:ws that by 1971 
the pattern of Chinese residence had dispersed over Vancouver. 
Such a change of residential pattern still continues. The change implies the overall improvement of socio-economic status among the Olinese who aY€ no longer forced to live in the historical 'ghetto' 
area ( ie. Olinatawn) , as well as legal changes which allaN them to 
live anywhere in the city. Only the two groups of old irrnnigrants 
and female workers presently rent their residences and live in the Strathcona area. Old age and poor English skill are the two major factors which limit their socio-economic activities (i.e.grocery 
shopping, work) within the Olinat<Nrn area. 1:;€spi te the expansion 
of corrmercial and economic activities, Chinatc:wn remains signi-
ficant in providing residences especially to the old Chinese who have language problems. 
Separate residence from families and relatives among 
the groups of businessmen, professionals and old immigrants indcates 
l 
TABLE 3 
Lrnmigration to Canada by China, Hong Kong and Taiwan (1946-1976) 
1946-1950 1951-1957 1958-1962 1963-1967 1968-1976 1946-1976 
China 3,191 13,626 1,958 701 2 '774 22,250 
Hong Kong 393 2,829 6,052 17 ,130 79,938 106 '342 
Taiwan 
- - - 885 8 '778 9,663 
3,584 16,455 8,000 18 '716 Sll,490 138,255 
&Jurce: Dep:irt:ment of Manpower and Immigration. 
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a decline of the traditional 01inese kinship system. Also, high 
education and skill have replaced the role of relatives and 
friends in job opportunities. Nevertheless, the bonds of the 
kinship system are still significant among the overseas 01inese. 
For example, the groups of students and female workers have 
strong family structures. Also, a canparatively high proportion 
of the informants still send J'IK)ney back to their horre coLmtries 
for their relatives. 
(b) 'Economic' Aspect 
'Ihe structural assimilation of the 01inese is well 
adlieved by the groups of businessmen and professionals who obtain 
high education and special skills. Table 4 sha.vs a relatively 
high education (which is above elementary level) among the Vancouver 
01inese in 1974, and Table 5 shCMs the occupational profile (1974) 
whim has a high proportion of the 01inese who are professionals (10.7%), businessmen (16.3%) and in service occupations (18.0%). 
These two tables imply a positive correlation between education and 
occupation. In addition to the improvement of economic status, the 
c:wn.ership of property (ie. houses) among the majority of the 01inese 
also indicates the success of structural assimilation to a large 
extent. Only the poorly educated and unskilled 01inese ( ie. the 
groups of old 01inese and female workers) are strongly impeded in 
structural assimilation mainly because of language problems. 
(c) 'Cultural' Aspect 
Participation in various types of associations indicates 
a diversity am::mg the 01inese. In general, the 01inese associations 
have been classified into political, traditional, professional, 
social and cultural associations but they share the same function 
of helping their members. Earn in di vi dual 01inese can assert his/ 
her identity by joining a particular association. ~rnberships in 
traditional associations (ie. clan or locality associations) are 
found a!'IK)ng the groups of female workers and old imnigrants. The 
businessman infonnants are least active compared to the other groups. Such a contrast in participation suggests that the 01inese who has 
TABLE 4 
Chinese Population of Vancouver: 
Educational Achievement of Household Heads, 1974 
Education % 
None/Illiterate 5.3 
Traditional-Literate 6.8 
Elementary 19.8 
Some High School 27.2 
High School Graduate 16.9 
University 24. 0 
Source: Vancouver Chinese Corrununity Study, 1974. 
TABLE 5 
Chinese Population of Vancouver: 
Occupational Profile, 1974 
Occupation % 
Professional 10.7 
Businessman 16.3 
Manager 0.3 
Clerical 6.2 
Sales 2.7 
Service 18. 0 
Craftsman 2.7 
Operative 4.7 
Labourer 8.0 
Unemployed 2.7 
Farmer 1. 8 
Student 3.0 
Housewife 3.8 
Retired 19.2 
Source: Vancouver Chinese Community Study, 1974 
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a high socio-economic status is less concerned about personal 
identification than the one who has a low socio-economic status. 
In addition, a comparatively poor participation of the Chinese (except the local-born informants) in non-Chinese organizations implies a resistance to cultural assimilation. The characteristics 
of Chinese culture have been maintained and pneserved particularly by the traditional Chinese associations which, for example, play 
an active role in celebrating Chinese festivals (eg. the Chinese New Year). 
Having 01in~se food, speaking Chinese language (dialects) 
and making friends mostly with the 01inese an= the common character-istics among all the informants from diffenent groups. This implies 
the failune of cultural assimilation in terms of food, language and friendship, which serve as important symbols of 01inese culture. 
These symbols have hardly changed over tiire regardless of different background of the 01inese. Celebration of major important Chinese festivals Cie. the Chinese New Year and the MJon Festival), also implies the maintenance of traditional 01inese customs against 
cultural assimilation. It is, hc:Mever, essential for the Chinese irranigrants to 'cope' with the new Canadian settlerrent enviro~nt. The fact of people's having no 01inese religion, using western 
medicine, celebrating Canadian festivals (eg. 01ristmas) and partici-pating in the Canadian way of living (eg. making use of English mass 
rredia such as newspaper, radio, television and movies) have indica-
ted the partial adaptaticn of the 01inese to the dominant Canadian 
society in sorre extent. 
Finally, all the infoI11B.nts faced different problems when they first came to Canada. Most of them had language, custom and 
financial difficulties. Adaptation and improved socio-economic 
status over tiire have solved sane of the problems, but language still 
remains as a significant barrier to both structural and cultural 
assimilations especially for the 01inese who have poor English back-gromd. All the informants prefer to stay in Canada, mainly for its political, social and economic environments. This implies a change fran the traditional attitude, the 'sojourner mentality', which no longer exists among the present Chinese immigrants who commit 
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themselves to Canada, not to their home countries. Occasional 
visits (or an aspiration for a visit) to their hone countries, 
hcwever, indicate the sentiment of overseas 01inese tcward their 
source of migration. 
VI. CONCWSIOl\J 
The analyses and interpretations of personal interviews from 
five different 01inese groups and the comparisons within and 
between the groups have shewn the existence of a diversity within 
the large 01inese cornmuni ty in Vancouver, B. C. Diversity has been 
measured both by individual identification within the ethnic 
G:tinese population and by assimilation (including structural and 
cultural assimilations) to Canadian society. 
Differences among the 01inese groups are most significantly 
shewn in the informants' origins, reasons and time for migration, 
residential pattern, occupation, education and participation in 
associatim. The carmon origin of 01inese immigrants has been 
further classified into different counties within Kwangtung province 
in South 01ina. The 01inese immigrants either came under the sponsor-
ship of families and relatives or came independently with the support 
of relatively high education and skill. The residential pattern, 
which is classified within or outside the 01inatcwn art:'a, helps to 
distinguish different groups of the 01.inese. 
Being a member of any 01.inese association indicates the 
identity of individual migrants. For example, the traditional 
associations select their 01.inese members uccording to family surname 
or locality, and the professional associations reflect individuals' 
occupations, skills and educations. 
Different levels of education create differences within the 
01inese population because this reflects their command of English. 
Language barriers directly affect the levels of structural and 
cultural assimilation among different groups of 01inese. Success-
ful structural assimilation has been achieved only by the profes-
sionals and businessmen; but those who are poor in education and 
- 11 -
;;Jd lls r·crrtr-:i1 n canparative ly low in their socio-economic status. The strong inheritance of Giinese culture is most significantly 
sham in terms of food, language (dialects) and friends arrong all different groups of Glinese regardless of hew long they have been in Canada. Other 01inese cultural characteristics (eg. religion, 
medicine) be cone less significant over tine, resulting from the 
assimilation to the dominant Canadian society. 
This paper has given a general picture of the diversity 
within the ethnic 01in~se population in Vancouver, B.C. the compar-
atively small number of informants in each of the five mosen groups, hONever, cannot represent the overall population in each group. A larger sample, therefore, is essential for a quantitative analysis from which promising results may be drawn. It is also important to look into additional variables and further subdivision in social 
classes in order to obtain more detailed information about the diversity within the large 01inese carrrnunity not only in Vancouver but also in other parts of Canada. 
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